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Vorwort der Herausgeber
Unter dem Titel DILEMMATA ers heinen die Jahrbü her der Altonaer
Stiftung für philosophis he Grundlagenfors hung (ASFPG), von denen
wir hiermit den 1. Jahrgang vorlegen.
Die ASFPG widmet si h satzungsgemäÿ der interdisziplinären Grundlagenfors hung in

den Berei hen Logik, Epistemologie, Mathematik,

Metaphysik, angewandter Ethik und Re ht. Interdisziplinär bedeutet
dabei vor allem, daÿ der Trennung von Natur- und Geisteswissens haften
entgegen gearbeitet werden soll. Die ASFPG versu ht bewuÿt, si h von
akademis her Kleinstaaterei abzusetzen.
Die Arbeit der Stiftung ist auf drei Zentren verteilt, ein Entwi klungszentrum für spekulative Logik, ein Zentrum für Re htstheorie, und
ein Zentrum für Umwelt- und Te hnologie Ethik. Diese Dreiteilung repräsentiert die Arbeitsgebiete der drei Vorstandsmitglieder der ASFPG, die
si h hier, in diesem ersten Jahrbu h, mit ihren Beiträgen vorstellen.
Das Jahrbu h der Altonaer Stiftung für philosophis he Grundlagenfors hung soll einen Einbli k in die Arbeit der Stiftung geben. Neben Beiträgen der Vorstandsmitglieder sollen in Zukunft au h Arbeiten, die im
Rahmen des Stiftungszwe ks und/oder mit Geldern der Stiftung erstellt
wurden, im Jahrbu h veröentli ht werden.

Der Vorstand der ASFPG
Uwe Petersen
Valerie Kerruish
Matthias Kaiser
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Dening the Pre autionary Prin iple:
Un ertainties and Values in S ien e for Poli y

Matthias Kaiser

The Fren h aristo rat, philosopher, s ientist and statesman Condor et was
perhaps one of the earliest and strongest protagonists of the belief in

progress writ large. In his last book Sket h for a Histori al Pi ture
of the Progress of the Human Mind (1795) he lays down his opti-

misti

vision of the progress of man, both past and future. The book was

written under great strain while already in hiding from the Revolution that
Condor et on e supported and that now had turned against him. In the end
he asks the question (that later Malthus is asking as well) whether in reased
welfare and improved health of man will lead to largely in reased populations  and, if population in reases, will not ne essarily there be a time
when the number of people has outgrown the natural resour es that nature
an supply? And is it not reasonable to assume that when resour es be ome
s ar e, then there will be ght for the resour es, war between people, just
the opposite of his vision of progress? Condor et has two answers in sto k
to this

hallenge.

Firstly, nobody ould

laim that su h a time is imminent (written in 1794),

it is assumedly far into the future. And nobody

an know what te hnolog-

i al progress might have a hieved at that time. Te hnology might have the
answer in store. This is Condor et's te hnology-x argument. Se ondly, he
argues that on e humankind has progressed that far by means of knowledge
and te hnology, one must assume that also people's ethi s and morality has
progressed alongside reason. And then it must be

lear that our moral duty

is not to make sure that unborn life is born, but that those that are born are
se ured a life in reasonable welfare, dignity and happiness. For Condor et,
the progress of knowledge and te hnology is unthinkable without implying a
parallel progress of human morality. This is Condor et's ethi s argument.
∗ Parts of this paper are based on previously published work and taken from
Kaiser (2003, 2004, 2005). Other parts are taken from the preparations to the report
UNESCO / COMEST 2005, in whi h the author was involved as
group.
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Yet, it is pre isely this

oupling of s ienti /te hnologi al progress with a

matured sense of morality and ethi s that is questioned by many people
at end of the 20

th and the brink of the 21st entury, two-hundred years

after Condor et. People ask whether te hnology is out of

ontrol, a run-

away train without steering and aim. And people ask whether our s ien e
no longer feels a

ommitment to serve the publi

good but has be ome the

servant of powerful interests, beneting only a few and risking the harm
of many? Have we developed the right moral attitudes and instruments to
manage the risks that s ien e and te hnology produ es? Has innovation lost
sight of solidarity and negle ted the

For a long time s ienti
debted to so- alled epistemi

hallenge of so ially desirable ends?

progress was seen as ex lusively being invalues, i.e. in reasing our knowledge about

the world. S ien e as su h was deemed to be essentially value-free. But
s ien e and the te hnology following it has hanged our life-world in many
ways, more rapidly than ever before in history. This has given rise to new
questions and

hallenges.

The belief in so ial progress rea hed its peak some time during the
19

th

entury, arguably most vividly expressed in the 1851 world exhibition

in London and the building ere ted for this purpose: the Crystal Pala e.
But it did not last. The sinking of the Titani
the limits of te hnologi al

in 1912 was a foreboding of

ontrol. Gas warfare during WWI sent a signal

that s ien e not only has the

apa ity to produ e inhuman te hnology,

it also showed that su h te hnology will be used. The atom-bombs that
were released over Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of WWII were the
result of intense s ienti

resear h (the Manhattan proje t) and they

raised the same worry: will s ien e and te hnology turn out to be more of
a threat to humanity than a blessing? When the book by Ra hel Carlson

Silent Spring

ame out during the 1960's it apparently do umented how

what was originally per eived as s ienti

breakthroughs later turned out

to be a big environmental problem. This was the Janus-fa e of s ienti
progress: every benet that resulted from s ien e and te hnology seemed
to be

oupled to the downside of produ ing new problems as unintended

side-ee ts. The belief in progress was shattered or at least per eived
with ambiguity. In the mind of the publi , in luding some of the politi al
de ision makers, something needed to be done to
onsequen es of s ien e and te hnology.
Two things resulted from this:

orre t these negative
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1. a

all for more ethi al responsibility in s ien e and te hnology

2. a new generation of environmental regimes that aimed at
ling or managing the

ontrol-

onsequen es of human intera tion with the

environment.

In the following I shall make the

laim that the

tionary Prin iple (hereafter abbreviated as PP)

elebrated Pre au-

an be understood as

ombining these two trends. I shall try to elaborate what the PP is, what
it implies and how it is justied.

Caring for the environment by dierent regimes
The early stages of national and international environmental poli ies
be

hara terised by a

an

urative model of our natural environment: with in-

reased environmental impa ts of growing populations and industrialisation, the environment

ould no longer

ure itself; it should thus be helped

to repair the damage ini ted upon it by human a tivities. For reasons
of equity and feasibility governments sought to apportion the e onomi
osts of su h intervention by requiring polluters to pay the

ost of pollu-

tion. It soon be ame apparent, however, that this Polluter Pays Prin iple
was pra ti able only if a
limit reparation to what
ter than

ompanied by a preventive poli y, intended to
ould be

ompensated. This `prevention is bet-

ure' model marks the se ond stage of governmental a tion for

environmental prote tion. This stage was

hara terised by the idea that

risks are known and quantiable, and the Prevention Prin iple guided
poli y making. This was the heyday of quantitative risk assessment and
risk- ost-benets analyses. The emergen e of in reasingly unpredi table,
un ertain, and unquantiable but possibly atastrophi risks su h as those
asso iated with GMOs,

limati

hange et ., has

onfronted so ieties with

the need to develop an additional third, anti ipatory regime to prote t
humans and the environment against unanti ipated risks of (new) te hnologies: the Pre autionary Prin iple or `better safe than sorry' model.
The emergen e of the PP has marked a paradigmati

teriori

ontrol ( ivil liability as a

shift from a pos-

urative tool) to the level of a priori

ontrol (anti ipatory measures) of risks (de Sadeleer, 2002).
Over the past de ades, the PP has be ome an underlying rationale
of a large and in reasing number of international treaties and de larations in the elds of inter alia sustainable development, environmental
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prote tion, health, trade, and food safety. The PP is on its way to beome a widely a

epted part of international law. In its basi

form, the

PP states that a tion to prote t human health and the environment to
avoid possible danger of severe and irreversible damage, need not wait
for rigorous s ienti

proof (Weiss, 2003). In pra ti e, dierent and some-

what diverging formulations, denitions and interpretations of the PP
an be found. Further, a multitude of
makes up a pre autionary approa h

ontradi ting perspe tives of what

oexist amongst major players in the

international arena.
The PP forms a meeting ground of tremendous tensions: between
supra-national and national legal orders, between the global and the lo al,
between law and s ien e, between North and South, and between ertainty
based `positivist' views of s ien e and un ertainty based `post-modern'
and `post normal' interpretations of s ien e (Funtowi z & Ravetz 1992).
Thus, some see the PP as essentially anti-s ienti , anti-rational, antiinnovation, anti-sustainable use, or Northern in outlook. Others defend
it as an ethi ally founded prin iple for responsible
alised

ontext, as a safeguard to

o-existen e in a glob-

are for future generations, as integral

to sustainable development, as truly responsible s ien e. Mu h of the debate has fo used on the use or abuse of the PP in international trade
where some fear it may be used as a new instrument for trade barriers,
while others stress that the PP provides the assuran e to Nation States
that their

hosen levels of safety will not be

ompromised by international

trade.
In dis ussing the PP one needs to be aware of four dierent
whi h must be understood as relevant ba kground for the
sions about PP. These
ontext; 3. the politi al

ontexts are: 1. the s ienti

ontexts

omplex dis us-

ontext; 2. the legal

ontext, and 4. the ethi al and

ultural

ontext.

In the following se tions we shall not have the spa e to dis us all of these
aspe ts in detail.
1. The s ienti

ontext: It emerged early that some s ientists, while

embra ing the prin ipal ideas of pre aution, assumed it had no
reper ussions on s ien e, and would leave s ien e basi ally unaffe ted. The PP was seen as a prin iple for politi ians and administrators. The s ien e as usual position met opposition by
those who

laimed that it seems in oherent to say on the one

hand that the PP is dire tly linked to the state of knowledge,
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i.e. the un ertainty of information, that s ien e provides, while on
the other hand leaves the burden of interpreting the signi an e
of the in omplete state of knowledge to others who may la k the
expertise to understand the un ertainties or see them in their appropriate

ontext. To further stress the relevan e to s ien e, it is

pointed out that the image of s ien e as a linear a

umulation of

fa ts and the gradual eradi ation of all un ertainty is misguided.
Un ertainty is in reasingly seen as inherent to the produ tion of
s ienti

knowledge and may in rease as knowledge in reases. This

is parti ularly so when our knowledge depi ts unbounded
or

haoti

trolled
a

omplex

systems in nature as opposed to the idealised and

on-

onditions of s ien e in the laboratory. These systems are

hallenge to the assumed ability of s ien e to

di t out omes. It is furthermore

ontrol and pre-

laimed that risk assessments as

pra ti ed in regulatory s ien e is strongly inuen ed by value de isions and non-s ienti

onsiderations. Thus, there is an intimate

linkage between s ien e and politi s that seems to bespeak that
the PP ae ts both the produ tion of relevant s ienti

knowledge

and the de ision-making based on it.
2. Obviously, the PP has an important legal

ontext. There is dis-

ussion whether pre autionary a tion should be framed within a
ontext of re ognising an environmental law prin iple, or whether
one should rather talk about a pre autionary approa h when dealing with un ertain risks. The latter seems less demanding and open
to alternative approa hes as well. It seems a matter of fa t that
even states that strongly oppose the PP, have implemented poliies in

ertain areas that are pre autionary. Thus not having a

generally binding legal prin iple still leaves room for pre autionary a tion should a state de ide so. The

ru ial question seems

to be whether pre aution has be ome part of

ustomary interna-

tional law. One element of the debate is the question of burden of
proof. The invo ation of the PP often requires either to shift some
of the burden of proof showing the te hnology to be safe to those
who develop and market the te hnology, or to relax somehow the
standards of eviden e for the suspi ion of una
Sadeleer 2002, Andorno 2004).

eptable risks (de
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3. There is an important politi al
This
a

ontext behind these issues as well.

an perhaps best be illustrated by pointing to the fa t that

eptan e or reje tion of the PP is seldom

the domesti

poli ies of a

oherent even within

ountry, but seem to follow

onsidera-

tions of national interest. For instan e, the USA has poli ies that
are strongly pre autionary in wildlife prote tion, but opposes the
PP in a global trade

ontext. Australia has domesti

obligations

to apply the PP in their national environmental poli y de isions,
but joins the USA in their resistan e to a

epting PP as an inter-

national legal prin iple. In other areas, e.g. within the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Spe ies of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES) or within the International Whaling Commission
both

ountries are supportive of the PP. Within the EU one has

noted that Southern European
teurised

ountries allow the sales of unpas-

heeses in spite of the risk that it may harbour Listeria

mono ytogenes and other dangerous ba teria. In this they seem to
ontradi t the pre autionary poli ies for food safety the EU propagates in other areas. They do so be ause of the long traditions
of this kind of
of the

heese making and their role in the food- ulture

ountries. Su h variation in the preferred approa h to the

PP within dierent areas of appli ation easily gives rise to the
suspi ion that states support the PP when it

an meet their en-

vironmental and other safety standards at little or no

ost, but

that they reje t other states' use of it when this implies high
for their own e onomy. In the

osts

ontext of globalisation of trade and

te hnology it emerges that the interests of states to prote t

ertain

rights (IPRs) over a te hnology or the interest to export te hnologies to

ountries with less stringent safety regulations may further

intensify the inequalities between the developing
industrialised

4. Finally, there is an ethi al and
nature, our

ountries and the

ountries.

ultural

ontext. Our dealings with

onsiderations of human health and our dealings with

risks imposed on us by others are typi ally deeply embedded in
a

ultural framework of understanding and valuation. How risk-

aversive or risk-taking people are in various areas is inuen ed by
value-laden

on epts and their role in the respe tive

ulture. Other

values, e.g. values stressing individual autonomy versus values
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ondu ive to so ial

oheren e, vary
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ulturally. The same holds

for religious versus se ular values. The European/World Values
Surveys provide eviden e based on empiri al data from almost
80 so ieties worldwide that post-industrial

hange brings remark-

able hanges in people's world-views (Inglehart 1997; Inglehart and
Baker 2000; Inglehart and Welzel forth oming). As the knowledge
e onomy repla es the prominen e of the industrial se tor, values
that emphasise

onformity to group dis ipline and institutional

authority tend to give way to values that emphasise human selfexpression and individual

hoi e (Welzel 2003). These attitudes

have a profound impa t on our views on moral responsibility. This
applies e.g. to

on eptions of both inter-generational and intra-

generational justi e. These ultural fa tors also have a large impa t
on how we view the moral standing of nature and wildlife.
One may roughly distinguish between a pre autionary approa h and
the PP. This is relevant when des ribing the history. Pre autionary thinking has been with humanity probably for a very long time and one may
tra e examples of it in the history of te hnology. Pre autionary approa hes
also go ba k in history for quite some time. An important study on Late

lessons from early warnings (Harremoës et al. 2001) mentions the example of Dr John Snow, who in 1854 re ommended removing the handle of a
London water pump in order to stop a
the

ausal link between the spread of

holera epidemi . The eviden e for
holera and

onta t with the water

pump was weak and not a proof beyond reasonable doubt. The simple
and relatively inexpensive measure was very ee tive. The PP, however,
seems of a more re ent histori al date, and it implies a

omprehensive and

legally binding obligation to use pre aution in spe ial

ases.

History: The Vorsorgenprinzip in German environmental poli y
The PP is one among altogether ve entral prin iples in German environmental poli y (see Boehmer-Christiansen's

ontribution in O'Riordan &

Cameron 1994.) The other prin iples are the polluter pays,  ooperation
(Kooperation ), proportionality between

osts and prot (Wirts haftli he

Vertretbarkeit ) and joint responsibility (Gemeinlastprinzip ). While the
prin iple of proportionality indi ates that no enterprise or trade should be
subje ted to higher

osts than it is able to bear without going bankrupt,

matthias kaiser
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ommon responsibility means that any enterprise or trade

an be sub-

sidised in order to introdu e measures to stimulate the environment. The
PP may be tra ed ba k to the rst draft of a Bill in 1970 aiming at se uring

lean air. This do ument expressed that the Bill aimed at preventing

damaging environmental ee ts: the greater the danger, the greater the
need for measures taken by the authorities to prote t the people. This also
set the legal framework for a tive measures that were not aiming at repairing damage that had already taken pla e. The law was passed in 1974
(as Bundes-Immissionss hutzgesetz, BimS hG ) and

overed all potential

sour es of air pollution, noise, vibrations and similar pro esses.
The most unambiguous explanation and denition of the PP in German environmental poli y

ame in a report from the Ministry of the In-

terior of the Federal Parliament (Bundestag ) in 1984. Here it was stated
that: Responsibility towards future generations ommands that the natural foundations of life are preserved and that irreversible types of damage,
su h as the de line of forests, must be avoided. Thus:
The prin iple of pre aution

ommands that the damages done to the

natural world (whi h surrounds us all) should be avoided in advan e and
in a

ordan e with opportunity and possibility. Vorsorge further means

the early dete tion of dangers to health and environment by

ompre-

hensive, syn hronised (harmonised) resear h, in parti ular about
and ee t relationships . . . , it also means a ting when

ause

on lusively as er-

tained understanding by s ien e is not yet available. Pre aution means
to develop, in all se tors of the e onomy, te hnologi al pro esses that signi antly redu e environmental burdens, espe ially those brought about
by the introdu tion of harmful substan es (Bundesministerium des Innern, Dritter Immissionss hutzberi ht, 1984, Dru ksa he Bonn 10/1345,
p. 53; here quoted after the translation by Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen in
O'Riordan, T. & J. Cameron 1994).
The

ombination of the PP with the development of

leaner te hnolo-

gies is typi al of the German ideas of environmental prote tion. By way of
stru tural measures one has given support to the development of te hni al
solutions to environmental problems. In Germany the environment is rst
of all prote ted via the use of te hnology (BAT, best available te hnology, bester Stand der Te hnik respe tively). This has
environmental te hnology has be ome a growth area.

reated jobs and
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Dening the Pre autionary Prin iple
The German interpretation of the PP is one of many denitions. There
seems to have been little

onvergen e yet towards a

ommon denition

of the PP in the various international treaties. The North Sea Treaties
(Bremen 1984, London 1987, Den Haag 1990, Esbjerg 1995; all reprinted
in Esbjerg 1995) are early examples of international treaties where the PP
has had a very strong position. What is interesting is the shift of referen e
to the PP in the various North Sea Treaties:
From:  . . . timely preventive measures . . .  given insu ient state of
knowledge (1984) to:  . . . a pre autionary approa h is ne essary whi h
may require a tion . . . even before a
by absolutely

lear s ienti

ausal link has been established

eviden e . . .  (1987) and:  . . . apply the

pre autionary prin iple . . . even when there is no s ienti
prove a

eviden e to

ausal link . . .  (1990) to nally:  . . . the guiding prin iple . . . is

the pre autionary prin iple . . .  . . . the goal of redu ing dis harges and
emissions . . . with the aim of their elimination (1995).
S ientists often

riti ise the notion of pre aution as being too impre-

ise; that there is no denition available that allows an immediate operationalisation of the prin iple ( f. Sandin 1999; Graham 2001; Goklany
2001; Morris 2000). This is, of

ourse, true for all the diverse denitions

and formulations that this prin iple has undergone over the years. None of
these formulations allow for a me hani al appli ation of the prin iple. All
need interpretation. The s epti ism seems to persist in many quarters of
s ien e, in spite of the many a ademi

eorts to

larify pre aution further

( f. e.g. O'Riordan & Cameron 1994; FoS 1997, JoRR 2001, JAGE 2002;
Cottam et al. 2000; Freestone & Hey 1996; Fjelland 2002; Raensperger
& Ti kner 1999; Ti kner 2003; see also Lemons & Brown 1995; Lemons
1996).
Here is the formulation that is the most

ited in the literature on the

PP:
Rio De laration 1992,  15:

In order to prote t the environment, the pre autionary approa h shall be
widely applied by States a

ording to their

apabilities. Where there are

threats of serious or irreversible damage, la k of full s ienti
shall not be used as a reason for postponing
prevent environmental degradation.

ertainty

ost-ee tive measures to

matthias kaiser
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There are several weaknesses in this attempt to dene the PP. The
Rio De laration for instan e
PP by using a

triple

an be

riti ised for trying to hara terise the

la k

negation ( . . .

not be used as a reason. . . .

for postponing

of full s ienti

ertainty shall

ost-ee tive measures [ =

not

a ting ℄ my emphasis). Many people have laimed that su h a denition
does not amount to operationalising the PP and that it remains inherently
vague.
A re ent UNESCO report under the auspi es of its World Commis-

sion on the Ethi s of S ienti

Knowledge and Te hnology (COMEST)

ompares some of the better known versions of the prin iple (UNESCO/
COMEST 2005). In the following table we add some additional ones:
Sour e

Denition

Optional/Mandatory
a tion

Na-

[When℄ potential adverse ee ts [of

Strong:

World

a tivities℄ are not fully understood,

moratorium

United
tions
Charter

for

the a tivities should not pro eed.

requires
in

a
the

ase of un ertainty.

Nature (1982)

epting that, in order to prote t

Weak: in ludes qual-

laration (Se -

the North Sea from possibly dam-

ifying language su h

ond

London

De -

A

Interna-

aging ee ts of the most danger-

as may require a -

tional Confer-

ous substan es, a pre autionary ap-

tion and before . . .

en e

proa h is ne essary whi h may re-

absolutely

quire a tion to

eviden e.

on

Prote tion

the
of

ontrol inputs of

the North Sea

su h substan es even before a ausal

1987)

link has been established by absolutely

lear s ienti

lear

...

eviden e.

Rio

De lara-

In order to prote t the environ-

Weak: in ludes qual-

tion

(United

ment, the pre autionary approa h

ifying language su h

shall be widely applied by States a -

as a

Nations
1992b)

ording to their

apabilities. Where

ording to their

apabilities

and

there are threats of serious or irre-

 . . . postponing

versible damage, la k of full s ien-

ee tive measures.

ti

Contains

ertainty shall not be used as a

reason for postponing

ost-ee tive

osttriple

negation.

measures to prevent environmental
degradation.
ontd.
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International

All persistent toxi

Joint

dangerous to the environment, dele-

spite

terious to the human ondition, and

ee ts.

Com-

mission

substan es are

Strong: bans use deun ertainty

of

an no longer be tolerated in the

(1994)

e osystem, whether or not unassailable s ienti
hroni

proof of a ute or

damage is universally a -

epted.
EU

ommuni-

ation on the
PP, 2000

The

pre autionary

plies where s ienti

prin iple

ap-

eviden e is in-

Strong:

requires

tervention

to

in-

main-

su ient, in on lusive or un ertain

tain the high level of

and preliminary s ienti

prote tion

evalua-

tion indi ates that there are reasonable grounds for

hosen by

the EU.

on ern that

the potentially dangerous ee ts on
the environment, human, animal or
plant health may be in onsistent
with the high level of prote tion

ho-

sen by the EU
Wingspread

When an a tivity raises threats of

Strong:

Statement

harm to human health or the en-

the burden of proof

on

the

Pre-

autionary
Prin iple

learly pla es

vironment, pre autionary measures

on the proponent of

should be taken even if

ause and

an

ee t

not

fully

that it does not pose

established s ienti ally . . . [The℄

a danger of environ-

proponent

mental harm.

relationships
of the

are

a tivity, rather

a tion

to

show

than the publi , should bear the burden of proof.

Already in 1994 it was pointed out (O'Riordan & Cameron 1994)
that the vagueness of the prin iple is by no means surprising, nor is it
a drawba k. In 1999 Jordan and O'Riordan stated that the appli ation
of pre aution will remain politi ally potent so long as it
tantalisingly ill-dened and imperfe tly translatable into
du t, while

ontinues to be
odes of

on-

apturing the emotions of misgivings and guilt (Jordan &

O'Riordan 1999). The PP has a similar semanti

status to moral norms or

ethi al prin iples (like human dignity, equity, and justi e) or the prin iples
of human rights. It needs to be interpreted and spe ied on a
ase basis, and it will sometimes

hange its spe i

ontent a

ase-by-

ording to
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the available information and

urrent pra ti es. With ethi al prin iples

it is well re ognised that for instan e the prote tion of human dignity
sometimes

alls for a

tionalising

ertain patients) while paternalism in other

ertain measure of paternalism (e.g. when instituases might be the

dire t opposite of respe t for human dignity. This is quite similar to preaution. In order to prote t for instan e the biodiversity of a given region
it may be a wise measure simply to leave a disturbed or polluted river
leading into this region to its further natural

ourse, and stop all kinds

of human intera tion with the river. But in some

ases it may rather be

indi ated to take a tive steps to bring this river ba k into a quasi-natural
state again, e.g. by resto king sh spe ies, redu ing its salinity et . We
need to look at the

ase at hand in order to nd out what pre aution

means in that spe i
s ienti

ase. Partly this is due to the

varying interests and values that enter su h a
be

omplexity of the

fa ts that we need to relate to. But partly this is also due to the
ase. Typi ally there will

ompeting interests (aside from e.g. biodiversity) at stake, and some-

times these interests indeed deserve spe ial attention (e.g. to preserve
some

ultural diversity by providing the e onomi

settlements). While the PP
harm in general, it

basis for some human

an remind us of our moral duty to prevent

annot pres ribe what kind of sa ri e we should be

prepared to make in ea h and every

ase. Thus the PP has the semanti

status of a general norm rather than that of a detailed step-by-step rule
of operation. It follows from this that it may make its o

urren e in the

guise of a multitude of dierent formulations and goal expressions.
Despite the dieren es in the wording, there are several key elements
that most denitions or mentions of the PP in treaties have in
These are, a

•

The PP applies when there exist
ties about

•

ommon.

ording to (UNESCO/COMEST 2005):
onsiderable s ienti

un ertain-

ausality, magnitude, probability, and nature of harm;

Some form of s ienti

analysis is mandatory; a mere fantasy or

rude spe ulation is not enough to trigger the PP. Grounds for
on ern that

an trigger the PP are limited to those

on erns that

are plausible or s ienti ally tenable (that is, not easily refuted);

•

Be ause the PP deals with risks with poorly known out omes and
poorly known probability, the unquantied possibility is su ient
to trigger the

onsideration of the PP. This distinguishes the PP

from the prevention prin iple: if one does have a

redible ground
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for quantifying probabilities, then the prevention prin iple applies
instead. In that
ing on an a

ase, risks

an be managed by, for instan e, agree-

eptable risk level for the a tivity and putting enough

measures in pla e to keep the risk below that level;

•

Appli ation of the PP is limited to those hazards that are una

ept-

able ; although several denitions are more spe i : Possible ee ts
that threaten the lives of future generations or other groups of people (for example inhabitants of other ountries) should be expli itly
onsidered. Some formulations refer to 'damage or harmful ee ts',
some to 'serious' harm, others to 'serious and irreversible damage',
and still others to 'global, irreversible and trans-generational damage'. What these dierent

lauses have in

ommon is that they

ontain value-laden language and thus express a moral judgment
about a

•

eptability of the harm;

Interventions are required before possible harm o
ertainty about su h harm

urs, or before

an be a hieved (that is, a wait-and-

see-strategy is ex luded);

•

Interventions should be proportional to the

hosen level of pro-

te tion and the magnitude of possible harm. Some denitions
for ' ost-ee tive measures' or make some other referen e to

all

osts,

while others speak only of prevention of environmental damage.
Costs are only one

onsideration in assessing proportionality. Risk

an rarely be redu ed to zero. A total ban may not be a proportional response to a potential risk in all

ases. However, in

ertain

ases, it is the sole possible response to a given risk;

•

There is a repertoire of interventions available:
(1) measures that

onstrain the possibility of the harm ;

(2) measures that

ontain the harm, that is limit the s ope of the

harm and in rease the

•

ontrollability of the harm, should it o

There is a need for ongoing systemati

ur;

empiri al sear h for more

eviden e and better understanding (long-term monitoring and
learning) in order to realize any potential for moving a situation beyond the PP towards more traditional risk management
(UNESCO/COMEST 2005).
It was on the basis of these

ommon elements that the working group

that wrote the above mentioned report suggested a new working denition
of the PP. The suggested denition is this:
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Pre autionary Prin iple, a working denition

When human a tivities may lead to morally una eptable
harm that is s ienti ally plausible but un ertain, a tions
shall be taken to avoid or diminish that harm.
Morally una

eptable harm refers to harm to humans or the environ-

ment that is

•
•
•
•

threatening to human life or health, or
serious and ee tively irreversible, or
inequitable to present or future generations, or
imposed without adequate

onsideration of the human rights

of those ae ted.
The judgment of plausibility should be grounded in s ienti
Analysis should be ongoing so that

analysis.

hosen a tions are subje t to

review.

Un ertainty may apply to, but need not be limited to,

ausality or

the bounds of the possible harm.

A tions are interventions that are undertaken before harm o
that seek to avoid or diminish the harm. A tions should be

urs

hosen

that are proportional to the seriousness of the potential harm, with
onsideration of their positive and negative

onsequen es, and with

an assessment of the moral impli ations of both a tion and ina tion.
The

hoi e of a tion should be the result of a parti ipatory pro ess.

When to apply the PP?
The basi

ondition for the appli ation is the presen e of major s ienti

un ertainty. Note that risk alone, if not a

ompanied by un ertainty, does

not qualify one to apply the PP. It may for instan e be the
reliable risk assessment of a

very low probability for negative health ee ts for
population, e.g. small

ase that a

ertain produ t shows that there exists a

hildren. In that

ertain groups of the

ase one does not need to employ

the PP. A poli y of prevention may be su ient, and one may e.g. de ide
that even su h a low risk may be too high for the group in question. This
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is

ertainly dependent on one's values and the level of prote tion that a

so iety tries to uphold. Yet, all this

an be a hieved without any re ourse

to the PP. Prevention is not the same as pre aution.
The
The

onditions for applying the PP

an be spelled out in some detail.

onditions the Norwegian National Committee for Resear h Ethi s

in S ien e and Te hnology NENT (1997) adopted are essentially the following:
1. there exist

onsiderable s ienti

un ertainties;

2. there exist s enarios (or models) of possible harm that are s ienti ally plausible (i.e. based on some s ienti ally a

eptable

reasoning);
3. un ertainties

annot be redu ed without at the same time in reas-

ing ignoran e of other relevant fa tors; (i.e. attempts to redu e
un ertainties by e.g. model-building or laboratory studies typially imply abstra tions that lead away from the real system under
study and there is no adding ba k to real

onditions;

f. Fjelland

2002)
4. the potential harm is su iently serious or even irreversible for
present or future generations;
5. if one delays a tion now, ee tive

ounter-a tion later will be made

more di ult.
While the NENT

onditions for the appli ation of the PP do not in

any sense lay laim to expressing a widespread agreement, it is noteworthy
that e.g. the EU

ommuni ation on the PP (EU 2000) seems in part

to express a similar spirit, for instan e when it states that re ourse to
the pre autionary prin iple presupposes that potentially dangerous ee ts
deriving from a phenomenon, produ t or pro ess have been identied, and
that s ienti
su ient

evaluation does not allow the risk to be determined with

ertainty.

It should be noted that all of these
out for instan e the last
apply the PP. In su h

onditions need to be met. With-

ondition being fullled one does not need to

ases one may rather adopt a wait-and-see strategy.

Choi e of pre autionary strategies
On e one has established that the PP has to be applied, one fa es the
question of what to do about it. How pre isely shall we a t (in luding
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refraining from a ting at all)? What measures should be

ounted as pre-

autionary in some sense? This is the important question one has to address on e the above

onditions for the appli ation of the PP are met. It

is normally at this point that dieren es of opinion loom large.
Any a tion that
potential harm o
should it o
be

an be assumed to ee tively redu e the risk of the

urring, or that may

ontain the s ope of the harm

ur and that prepares us for handling the potential harm

ounted as a pre autionary strategy. Given su h a

a pre autionary strategy, it seems

ould

hara terisation of

lear that in most

ases we have to

sele t among a whole range of pre autionary options. Choosing a strategy
invariably involves taking a stand on basi

value issues.

The EU Communi ation on the PP (2000) spe ies a number of

on-

straints on possible PP measures:

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

non-dis rimination (between identi al problems in dierent areas)
onsisten y (of poli ies)
ost-benet analysis (needs to be

onsidered for a tion and non-a tion)

proportionality (of measures in relation to possible harm)
examination of s ienti

development (even after implementation)

burden of proof (on those who propose a pra ti e).

In a previous paper (Kaiser 1997) I argued that on e it has been established that the PP should be applied, one is still fa ing a multitude of
possible pre autionary strategies. There is no one best strategy in any
obje tive sense. One has to make trade-os, for example between ee ts
on nature and ee ts on so iety. This is

ertainly legitimate, but it is not

a question of straightforward s ien e. It is a value de ision.

The example of xenotransplantation
It is, I think, useful to look at a spe i

example in order to see how the

PP works or would work in pra ti e.
Xenotransplantation is the transplantation of organs or body- ells
from animals to human beings, for instan e the heart of a pig. Xenotransplantation marks a qualitatively new
sessment. The reasons for this

hallenge in medi al te hnology as-

laim are twofold: (i) in

ontrast to more

traditional medi al interventions, xenotransplantation involve risks not
only to the patient, but also to larger segments of so iety, thus to publi
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health in general; (ii) while most medi al te hnologies demand assessment
and risk-management at the time when the te hnology is su iently developed to be put into pra ti e, xenotransplantation demands pro-a tive
a tion at a very early stage of development.
The main risks of xenotransplantation stem from the possible harm
that infe tious diseases are transferred from animals to humans. S ientists
identied the so

alled `por ine endogene retrovirus' (PERV) as a possible

infe tion of parti ular

on ern. To date no studies have demonstrated any

dire t transfer of PERV outside the laboratory from pig

ells to human

ells. But the s ientists tend to agree that seven steps are ne essary for
PERV-infe tions to be a health risk to human populations:
1) PERV must be present in pig

ells from the donor animal,

2) infe tious PERV must be able to infe t human

ells,

3) PERV must be released from the transplanted organ or

ells,

4) released PERV must be able to infe t human tissue of the re ipient,
5) PERV must be able to reprodu e in the re ipient,
6) PERV must be ex reted and transferred to other humans, and
7) the PERV infe tion must lead to disease in humans.
Condition 1) and 2) were shown to hold in laboratory studies;

onditions

3) and 4) were demonstrated in immune-de ient mi e; the three last
onditions

ould not yet be demonstrated. The fa t that the possibility

of ea h step is un ertain but s ienti ally plausible (no step

an be ruled

out), and that four of the seven steps ne essary for the harm to o
were already shown to o

ur

ur in laboratory studies, provides ground for

on ern. PERV is only one type of virus. There

ould be other viruses of

on ern that are not yet identied.
Further ground for

on ern arises from the s ienti

theory of zoono-

sis, whi h is widely known as one of the theories used to explain the origin
of the HIV virus. A

ording to this theory, HIV-infe tions have developed

by zoonosis: viruses from apes be ame able to reprodu e themselves in
the human body after some initial

onta t with the animal, and were then

spread to other humans through human
Given these

onsiderations one might

a) there exist signi ant s ienti
infe tious

onta t.
on lude that:

un ertainties about the possible

onsequen es of xenotransplantation,

b) there exist s ienti ally-based models that indi ate a possible s enario of harm (zoonosis),
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) this harm

ould be potentially great and di ult to

ontain and

might be irreversible,
d) the harm ae ts an important value: human health,
e) on e infe tious diseases are transferred it may be too late to do
something about it, and
f ) there is no s ienti

proof that xenotransplantation

an

ause new

viruses for humans, but
g) it is not feasible to redu e the un ertainties signi antly without
at the same time in reasing the risk that the harm might o

ur,

that is, perform xenotransplantations.
Conditions a)g)

an be seen as general

onditions for applying the PP.

Thus, pre autionary measures might be indi ated in this

ase.

Using the new denition of the PP provided by COMEST, one may
also note the following: Xenotransplantation might lead to morally una

eptable harm, sin e human (population) health/life is potentially at

stake. The eviden e
plausible s ienti

ited to show signi ant un ertainties is based on
onsiderations, and not on mere spe ulation alone.

There is signi ant un ertainty both in respe t to what exa tly might
ause the potential harm, and in respe t to the s ope of that possible
harm. A number of a tions seem possible to either prevent the envisaged
harm or to restri t it should it o

ur. This is dis ussed in the following

paragraph.
What then are the pre autionary strategies that one might want to
implement as a

onsequen e? A pre autionary strategy

any measure that

an be dened as

an be believed to ee tively redu e either the risk of the

harm itself, or the magnitude and spreading of the harm, should it o

ur.

A Norwegian Governmental Commission Report (NOU 2001) dis usses a
number of possible strategies: a moratorium, a step-by-step and a

ase-by-

ase strategy, restri tions of uses to small and stri tly monitored groups,
and the international

ooperation in monitoring the patients (and their

families). The rst is the stri test and the last is the most liberal, i.e. least
ee tive strategy. As tempting as a moratorium may look from a so ietal
point of view, it should be kept in mind that it only delays the problem.
It might a tually ba kre, given that not all

ountries might implement

a moratorium and that diseases know no borders. What one eventually
wants to a hieve is enough knowledge and a strong institutional apparatus
to

ontain the possible harm should it materialise, but still allowing the
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te hnology to develop for the benets of patients. However, it is

lear

that any de ision between these dierent pre autionary strategies will be
strongly inuen ed by value-assumptions and rest in the nal instan e on
politi al de isions.

Con lusion
The Pre autionary Prin iple has triggered extensive debate both among
s ientists and in politi al

ir les. The fo us on s ienti

un ertainty and

the need to manage un ertainties represents a major regime

hange in the

way s ien e serves as the provider of premisses/information for environmental and health poli y. The PP demands that the s ientist spells out
all the relevant un ertainties that pertain to a situation. Furthermore, the
s ientist needs to assess whether there exists some s ienti ally plausible
eviden e or some s ien e-based model that would indi ate a s enario of
possible future harm. This exer ise asks the s ientist to leave the dominating strong standards of proof within s ien e behind, and use qualitative
judgement in s reening s ienti

knowledge for indi ations of what a

er-

tain te hnology, intervention or pra ti e may lead to. The s ientist must
be prepared to engage in extra-s ienti

platforms with de ision makers,

stakeholders and the general publi . Here the s ientist should be ready to
fo us on values that are at stake and how s ien e

an

ontribute to pro-

te t human health, safety and the environment. S ien e is

hallenged to

ome up with a variety of possible pre autionary strategies if the PP is to
be employed, and to dis uss them

riti ally in their relevant

ontext. The

lose relation to value aspe ts and ethi s, bringing value aspe ts to the
surfa e, is a

hallenge that s ientists may not be quite prepared for yet.

On the other hand, it may be pre isely be ause of these aspe ts that the
PP enjoys a large support in wide

ir les of the European population. It

represents a novel idea of how s ienti

knowledge may indeed

to progress. Progress is, after all, a value

ontribute

on ept.
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On Re-staging the Universal: Butler, Hegel
and Contesting the Closure of Logi
1

Valerie Kerruish

1. Preliminaries
Formalism, Judith Butler writes,
is not a method that
to

omes from nowhere and is variously applied

on rete situations or illustrated through spe i

On the

examples.

ontrary, formalism is itself a produ t of abstra tion, and

this abstra tion requires its separation from the

on rete, one

that leaves the tra e or remainder of this separation in the very
working of abstra tion itself. In other words, abstra tion

annot

remain rigorously abstra t without exhibiting something of what
2
it must ex lude in order to onstitute itself as abstra tion.
The general

ontext of Butler's essay `Re-staging the Universal' is a

on-

sideration of universality in the politi al realm whi h, while fully apprised
3
of the `false universality' of olonial and imperial proje ts, wants to
restage the universal as a proje t of

ultural translation.

In the essay Butler reads Hegel as

alling into question whether for4
Reading para-

malisms are ever really as formal as they purport to be.
graphs 19 to 25 of Hegel's En y lopaedia Logi

she presents Hegel's ap-

proa h to universality as pro eeding by way of su

essive revisions of the

notion of universality. Thus the form (produ t) and

hara ter of thought

are a) universal qua `abstra t'. But then thinking as a tivity yields b) the
1 This paper was presented as a talk given at The Union Bar, 52 Lloyd Baker St.,
London WC1 on Friday 2nd Mar h, 2001. I thank Beverley Brown for

onvening the

presentation and for her ommentary on the paper.
2 Judith Butler, `Re-staging the Universal' in Judith Butler, Ernesto La lau and

Left

Slavoj iºek,

Contingen y, Hegemony, Universality: Contemporary Dialogues on the

, London, Verso, 2000 at 19.
3 Butler, above n.2 at 15.
4 Butler, above n.2 at 1415.
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a tive universal whi h produ es

) a deed as the universal. Thus three

dierent names are oered for a universality, both singular and various,
to whi h is added d) the subje t, the pronomial `I' as also the universal.
Hegel, she argues, is inhabiting a Kantian voi e prior to a

ritique of Kant

for suppressing the internal form of d)  the external form being, here,
ommunality. Taken abstra tly, the `I' is pure relation to itself in whi h
abstra tion is made from representation and sensation, from every state
5
as well as from every pe uliarity of nature, talent, experien e. Su h a
positing of the universal `I' requires the ex lusion of what is spe i

and

living from the self and sin e this too is universal we get a doubling designated in terms of abstra t and
Kant, a

on rete. In general, Hegel's point against

ording to Butler, is made by showing in various

ontexts that

when the universal is

on eived as a feature of thought, it is by
6
denition separated from the world it seeks to know.
To the extent that freedom of thought guarantees freedom, freedom is
dened pre isely over and against all exterior inuen e and this abstra t
freedom intrinsi
to be

to thought, brings a

ertain hubris, or will to mastery,

ountered by `humility', `modesty' that is attained by immersion in

the matter itself. Hegel will

on lude, Butler writes,

that not only is the thinking self fundamentally related to what
it seeks to know, but the formal self loses its `formalism' on e it
is understood that the produ tion and ex lusion of the ` on rete'
is a ne essary pre ondition for the fabri ation of the formal. Conversely, the

on rete

annot be `had' on its own, and it is equally

vain to disavow the a t of

ognition that delivers the
7

on rete to

the human mind as an obje t of knowledge.
Butler will go on to draw from this her

ounter to Bataille's and

Derrida's dubbing of Hegel's thought as the thinking of mastery (as dis8
tin t from sovereignty), via a onsideration of Hegel's phenomenologi al
(i.e. in The Phenomenology of Spirit ) linking of universality to re ipro al
5 Ibid at 16.
6 Ibid at 17.
7 Ibid at 18.
8 Ibid at 19; see further J. Derrida, `From Restri ted to General E onomy A
Hegelianism without Reserve' in

Writing and Dieren e
Hegel and his Criti s: Philosophy

, Alan Bass trans., London,

Routledge, 1978, 251277; Joseph C. Flay, `Hegel, Derrida and Bataille's Laughter'
and Judith Butler `Commentary on Joseph Flay' in
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re ognition and the role of

ustomary pra ti e or Sittli hkeit as a sub-

stantive rather than formal

ondition of re ognition. From the impli it

reje tion of trans ultural norms in this thinking Butler moves to the performative,
rosses

ultural translation, as a possible forging of universality whi h

ultures without trans ending

ulture.

2. Dilemma
This paper began its life, some years ago, as an attempt to supplement
Butler's essay by distinguishing logi al formalisms from the theoreti al
formalisms of whi h she is

riti al. Formal thought, I

laimed, does re-

main rigorously itself, as a pra ti e of mathemati al logi , quite simply by
adhering to the assumptions, denitions, axioms (if any) and rules it has
set for itself. If even so it runs into antinomies and

omes up with para-

doxi al results these should be seen to inhere in something other than the
ontamination of the abstra t by the
Butler is

on rete in the formalisms of whi h

riti al. That something other is the role of

ontradi tions in

on ept formation. What I was aiming at, on the basis of my own reading
of Hegel's Logi , was the possibility of turning his idea of a diale ti

of

pure reason to the task of questioning all forms of authority, in luding
that whi h may be thought to inhere in

lassi al logi

itself.

That remains my aim, but it now seems to me that a distin tion
between `logi al' and `theoreti al' formalisms made in terms of formal
thought `remaining rigorously itself ' is inapposite. The `I' of a Kantian
9
ons iousness, as it lings to Kant's trans endental unity of apper eption,
is very mu h in question in Hegel's

ritique of the

riti al philosophy. His

attempt to repla e Kant's foundational notion of the trans endental unity
of apper eption with his own logi al foundation and so over ome Kantian
and Fi htean `I's is the undertaking of the Logi . Now this, I think, is

in the Aftermath of Hegel

, ed. W. Desmond, Albany, State University of New York

Critique of
Notion
The S ien e of Logi
Sämtli he Werke

Press, 1989, 163178.
9 It is one of the profoundest and truest insights to be found in the

Pure Reason
unity
original syntheti
apper eption
Wissens haft der Logik
that the

as the

whi h

unity of

[1816℄, trans. A.V. Miller, Atlanti
tional In ., 1969 at 584;

onstitutes the nature of the
. G.W.F. Hegel,

is re ognised

Highlands, New Jersey, Humanities Press Interna, Zweiter Teil,

v.5,

Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Friedri h Frommann Verlag, 1964
at 15.
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what Butler negle ts, as I shall argue below. But there is a further problem ae ting my own argument. Things have moved on very
in the eld of formal logi

onsiderably

sin e Hegel's day. If it is now proposed that

philosophy and more parti ularly politi al philosophy should allow that
the logi

of any su h logi al foundation should be presentable, in

onfor-

mity with that development, as a formal system of mathemati al logi , a
problem of dis ipline and pra ti e

annot be ignored.

However interdis iplinary the ex hange between formal logi , mathemati s and philosophy was in the rst de ades of the last
subsequent development of mathemati al logi

entury, the

has been as a mathemat-

i al dis ipline. Su h relations as have been maintained with philosophy,
whether designated `philosophi al logi ' or `the philosophy of logi (s)'
have been very largely in the very tradition of formal logi
gel reje ted. The situation

whi h He-

urrently inherited is one in whi h it

an be

and is argued that no formal system that is not ` omplete' (meaning
roughly fully formalisable) should be permitted the designation of (formal) `logi '. `Logi ' in this view is onned to lassi al propositional logi
10
and rst order predi ate logi .
This position in debate in philosophy of
logi

on erning the nature of logi

parameter of that debate whi h

is no doubt

onservative, but it sets a

ould be taken as the `pre ise' meaning

of formal thought `remaining rigorously itself '. This was and is

ertainly

not the meaning of thought `remaining rigorously itself ' that I intended.
On the other hand, if the pra ti e of doing mathemati al logi , whi h
standardly in ludes

onstru ting or working within in omplete systems

of higher order logi

and set theory, is taken as the pra ti e in whi h for-

mal thought `remains rigorously itself ' it must be allowed that this is a
pra ti e of mathemati s.
The stumbling point here is not that it is, as su h, not philosophy, but
the intera tion (or la k of it) between mathemati al logi

and philosophy.

Su h intera tion would take the form of foundational resear h but as far
as I

an see dis iplinarity has extended into this eld too. Foundations

of mathemati s remains a (small) eld within mathemati al logi

whi h

may be philosophi ally engaged. Su h engagement however tends to be
onned to a spe ialist philosophy of mathemati s that is largely within
the analyti

tradition. Elsewhere philosophy, has tended toward

10 Susan Haa k,

Philosophy of Logi s

ritique

, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,

1978 at 6, dis ussing the view of W.C. Kneale.
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or de onstru tion of metaphysi s or to hermeneuti s and taken a variety of `ethi al turns' on questions of justi ation. Alain Badiou's L'être
et l'événement (1988)11 with its extended interpretation of ZFC set the12
ory
as ontology is a notable ex eption. But this standard set theory is
a

lassi al theory whi h has guarded itself from paradox by a judi ious
13
hoi e of axioms.
As a form of higher order logi it is designed to avoid

the

ontradi tions whi h a diale ti al and spe ulative logi

of Hegel seeks to a

in the spirit

ommodate.

`In the spirit of Hegel':

an this be

laimed? Compared to Des artes,

to Spinoza, to Kant, Hegel turns philosophy's ba k to mathemati s most
emphati ally, heaps

ontempt on Leibniz' immature idea of a symboli

universal language of thought and de lares the German language preeminently suitable to his enterprise! Given his insisten e on the inseparability
of form and

ontent, and on (his) diale ti al method as the universal as14
to revise Hegel on this point an surely

pe t of the form of the Notion,

be said to reje t his philosophy.
I am drawn two ways by su h saying. One in lination is to say yes, but
that is no obsta le to nding in Hegel's thought a questioning of authority
and of law that I think

omes from his idea of thought's (diale ti al and

spe ulative) logi al foundation. Call the resulting dis ourse an interdis iplinary legal and politi al `theory' rather than `philosophy'. The name is
irrelevant to an enterprise that will still, as a matter of its method, require
attention to Hegel's texts and only diers from other interdis iplinary theories of law and politi s in its referen e to mathemati al logi . The other
is to ask,

ounterfa tually: how would Hegel have responded to the an-

tinomy that sank Frege's hopes of proving Kant wrong on the nature of
arithmeti

by redu ing it to a formal mathemati al logi ? He might have

been happily surprised to nd his idea of diale ti

as a ne essary fun tion

Being and Event

11 Translated by Oliver Feltham as
, London, Continuum, 2005.
12 Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of hoi e
13 Badiou expli itly defends his ommitment to lassi al logi (as against intuitionisti logi ) in Meditation 24.
14 I use the term `Notion', following the English translations of Hegel used, to

der Begri
die Idee

designate ` on ept' (
lated as `gurate

impre ise idea) and `Idea' (
its

die Vorstellung

), as distin t from `idea' (

, often trans-

on eption' or `pi torial thinking' but better understood as a vague,
, a realised Notion or a Notion that is adequate to

ontent and so, in Hegel's sense the obje tive truth or the truth as su h) (Hegel,

above n.9 at 755; 236).
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of reason gain support from an unexpe ted quarter and revised his own
judgement on the means and methods appropriate to a

omplishing the

aim of his logi .
Between these two responses, the motivation that rst prompted my
engagement with Butler's essay, still presses. I would like to see politi al
thought `on the left' engaging with a dis ipline born of an originally interdis iplinary ex hange between formal logi , mathemati s and philosophy
whi h has played no small part in the development of the ma hines whi h
are employed to write, publish and

ir ulate their ideas. No doubt, as He-

gel somewhere remarks, one does not have to study the digestive system
in order to digest one's food. No more

an a demand be pla ed on politi al

theorists to study re ursion theory (or the theory of

omputability) in or-

der to read and write texts, produ ed with the aid of a word pro essor, on
arti ulations of power within a so ial order. Still, where abstra tion and
formalisms arising from it are topi s in a proje t of restaging the universal, I see dis iplinary and pra ti al barriers but no justi ation for setting
the universality of

on epts in mathemati al logi

beyond the horizon of

engagements. I would go so far as to suggest a lordly

ontempt of slaves,

tools and ma hines within this attitude.
Re-staging the universal, as that is

alled for in left politi al the-

ory, does not, in my view, rest with the possibility of re-staging through
ultural translation, although it needs that too. It does not rest there beause, in my view, (formally, mathemati ally) logi ally
versals and the hegemony of

lassi al logi

onstru ted uni-

should fall within the

hal-

lenges taken up by su h theory. No doubt legal and politi al theory is far
removed from the logi al realm. That is to say, the

on epts deployed in

and more or less systemati ally organising su h theory are both multiply
mediated and separated by gaps from

on epts, perhaps indi ated by the

same word (for example, `reasonable', `ne essity', `freedom'), whi h are
lo ated in the logi al realm. But if Hegel's idea of thought's logi al foundation is being taken up, then a question of how and the extent to whi h
pure reason's forms and fun tions are relevant to su h theory arises. It is
a question that goes, in Hegel's terms, to how reason and the reasonable
are

on eived.

If it is being taken up: that is my enterprise and it lur hes straight
ba k into the stumbling point mentioned. It is not what is being taken
up by Butler and the theorists with whom she is in dialogue, La lau and
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iºek. Quite to the

ontrary, La lau regards Hegel's philosophy as `pan-

logi ism' and while Butler questions that, her arguments for the openness
of Hegel's diale ti

rest on the impossibility of a purely formal dis ourse.

Pursuing the di tate of the subje tive and motivating `should' of the previous paragraph brings me into

oni t with her too. Evidently enough, the

di ulty stems from ex lusion of a notion of `the formal' that is appli able
to

ontemporary formal, mathemati al logi

from the ambit of her

laims.

But this ex lusion disables the argument whi h I wish to make, namely,
that Hegel while reje ting the sense of `the formal' whi h separates form
from

ontent, does intend his Logi

as a logi

of pure thought; as `the
15

formal' of and in his way of thinking or `the formal' of pure reason.
It seems then that the supplement I envisaged, as
theory,

alled for in politi al

annot do what I wanted it to do, that is, leave Butler's ideas

for re-staging the universal in pla e  the pla e being

ultural theory 

while using Hegel's idea of thought's logi al foundation to give a
standpoint vis à vis authority

riti al

laims without distinguishing `logi al' and

`theoreti al' formalisms.
A

ase then of damned if one does and damned if one doesn't? Indeed:

a dilemma of the times.

3. Hegel: Themati ally
Philosophi al thinking in general is still
obje ts  God, nature, spirit: but logi

on erned with
is

on rete

on erned only and

solely with these thoughts as thoughts, in their
16
tion.

omplete abstra -

To my mind, Hegel's thinking has both its radi ally eman ipatory moment
and its logi al

hara ter in this aspiration. His idea for a diale ti al and

spe ulative logi
15 Logi

Formelle

is, as I read him, a foundational idea that pushes Kant's

true

, must possess in its own self a

its form; (Hegel, above n.9 at 594; 29). Translation of
s ien e reads well but o

dies

as this formal
, `the

Wissens haft der

[1812℄, trans. A.V. Miller, Atlanti

lands, New Jersey, Humanities Press International In ., 1969 at 34;
, Zweiter Teil,

adequate to

ludes the substantive of the German text,

The S ien e of Logi
Sämtli he Werke

formal'.
16 G.W.F. Hegel,

Logik

ontent
dies Formelle
das Formelle

being the s ien e of the absolute form, this formal [s ien e℄ (

), in order to be

High-

v.4, Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-Bad

Cannstatt, Friedri h Frommann Verlag, 1964 at 24.
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trans endental turn to a fully logi al turn via arguments on two fronts. On
the one hand, it takes issue with Kant for leaving formal logi

outside the

s ope of his rst Critique and so with the distin tion between formal or
general and trans endental logi

in the

riti al philosophy. On the other

hand, he takes issue with the irresolution of Kant's turn against the idea
that thought is dependent for its

ontent, albeit as mediated by the pure

forms of intuition (time and spa e), on sensible obje ts.
Hegel's dieren e with Kant as regards the nature of `logi ' is formulated as the dieren e between regarding logi

as a

anon of judgement 

in Kant's own terms, a priori prin iples of how the understanding ought
17
to think
 and as an organon or tool for the produ tion of obje tive
insights. The argument is about the nature (and so the authority) of reason, that is, thinking in terms of relations between

on epts, and it takes

in reason's relation to the understanding, that is thinking in terms of
18
The merely
bounded on epts. It is a basi and intra table dieren e.
regulative role given to reason in Kant's philosophy is Hegel's abiding
obje tion to it. The power of thinking the un onditioned, whi h for both
is reason's

laim, is denied a

ess to `truth' in its

ognitive (theoreti al

or spe ulative) exer ise in Kant's philosophy. Conned in this power to
what may be learned in its pure pra ti al exer ise, reason's most valuable
a

omplishment, the reasonable, turns out to be an `ought to be' whi h

`is' not in this world and is thus unknowable by reason in its

ognitive

moment.
Hegel states his logos preliminary to the body of derivations of the
Logi ,19 as the obje tivity of illusion and the ne essity of ontradi tion that belongs to the nature of thought determinations. It is, he says
nothing else but the inner negativity of the determinations as their selfmoving soul, the prin iple of all natural and spiritual life. Pla ed into an
homage to Kant for freeing diale ti
17 Logi

from its reputation as arbitrariness

is a s ien e of reason not only as to mere form but also as to matter; a

s ien e a priori of the ne essary laws of thinking, not, however, in respe t of parti ular obje ts but all obje ts generatim; it is a s ien e, therefore, of the right use of the
understanding and of reason as su h, not subje tively, i.e. not a

ording to empiri al

Logi

(psy hologi al) prin iples of how the understanding thinks, but obje tively, i.e. a
ing to a priori prin iples of how it ought to think. Immanuel Kant,

ord-

[1800℄, trans.

Robert S. Hartman and Wolfgang S hwarz, New York, Dover Publi ations, 1974 at 18.
18 See above p.30.

19 For the distin tion made here see below n.32
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and showing it to be a  ne essary fun tion of reason ,

20

and formulated

as an extension of Kant's Antinomy of Pure Reason, this statement indiates Hegel's standpoint. He envisages a s ien e of this logos  a logi
in a

lassi al philosophi al sense  in whi h

ontradi tions are relevant

in a way that is both limitative (negative, diale ti al) and

onstitutive

(spe ulative).
I thus take Hegel at his word as intending his logi as a logi that
21
The rst part, the Obje tive Logi

will repla e all previous metaphysi s.
with its purported derivation of the

ategories of the understanding, takes

the pla e of ontology and ontotheology. The se ond part, the Subje tive
Logi , has the logi al forms (of judgement, syllogism, theoreti al and pra ti al reasoning) as its subje t matter. That is for Hegel the a tivity of the
Notion whi h, as `derived' in the nal transition of the Obje tive Logi (so
as the logi al Notion or

on ept of

on ept) is the form of the

and self- ons ious subje t. Form and

ons ious

ontent are diale ti ally related in

Hegel's thinking. They are not identi al and nor are they independent of
realm. The forms of

ons iousness and self- ons iousness into whi h Geist

or Spirit (`the Hegelian subje t' or `thinking subje t' in Butler's terminology) enter, are logi al forms, produ ts of pure thought. In that sense
of `subje t' that is always already embodied in the so ial relations of a
pla e and time, Hegel's Logi
without its own interest in
Subje tive Logi

is subje tless. In a metaphor that is not

ontexts of logi

and politi s, he writes of the

that its task is to remodel an an ient

and maintained in

ontinuous possession and o

ity, solidly built,
22
He is talk-

upation.

ing about the Aristotelian tradition of formal logi

that he has elsewhere

des ribed as a heap of dead bones a dull and spiritless re koning: an
in arnation par ex ellen e of the formalism of whi h he was

riti al, but

whi h is not the less part of the heritage.
Hegel
formal logi

ertainly sti ks to a resolve to make no use of mu h of that
 and it might be added that the tradition returns the

ompliment by ignoring Hegel  but this is not to say that the logi he
23
intends does not hallenge it.
There is perhaps disinterest in, rather than
a

hallenge to, the

orre tness, within its own frame, of the formal logi of

20 Hegel, above n.16 at 56; 54.
21 Ibid at 63f.; 64f.
22 Hegel, above n.9 at 575; 3.
23 In some interpretations, Hegel is read as making no hallenge to ordinary logi ;
see e.g. Terry Pinkard, `A Reply to David Duquette' in

Essays on Hegel's Logi

, ed.
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his day. Rather, the frame itself, with its separation of form and

ontent, is

reje ted. Hegel's `logi ' is framed as an en ompassing unity within whi h
form (the Notion, universality) and

ontent (`truth' in Hegel's sense) are

inseparable and for whi h the method is the universal aspe t of the form.
In Hegel's own terms the task undertaken in the Subje tive Logi

is to

go further [than the Aristotelian undertaking℄ and to as ertain both the
24
systemati
onne tion of these forms and their value.
Given that Hegel has s ant interest in and

orrespondingly s ant spe-

ialist knowledge of the tradition of formal logi , the subsequent transformation of that tradition by mathemati al logi

is somewhat to the side of

his thought. What that transformation brought about and

ontinues to

bring about, are new questions, questions that are addressed to
logi . Its so

lassi al

alled `unquestionability', its status in Kant's eyes as a

om-

plete and perfe t s ien e, has be ome an ana hronism. Further, updating
to one of the seminal

ontributors to that transformation, the universal-

ity of ( lassi al) logi as Frege (and Russell and Whitehead) on eived
25
ame at the pri e of provable ontradi tions or antinomies when,
that,
in pursuit of the logi ist attempt to redu e arithmeti
axioms governing

to logi ,

ertain

on epts were in luded. No doubt the import of the

logi al and set theoreti al antinomies

an be and standardly is pushed

away and minimised, but that is not to say that this strategy is the best
or even a good one. Indeed, expli it or impli it

laims that this is the

most `reasonable' strategy, or that it serves `us' and `our s ien e' best, are
what I am opposing. Possible attitudes to

ontemporary s ienti

pra -

ti es and institutions do not lie on a linear s ale between unquestioning
a

eptan e and horried reje tion. Questions of justi ation,

ommunity

and obje tivity in thought raised by Hegel's idea of thought's diale ti al
and spe ulative logi al foundation
by

onsidered from a perspe tive provided

urrent resear h in non- lassi al logi s, open other possibilities. It is

di ult to gain and

ommuni ate that perspe tive, but I do not a

ept

the authority of those who de lare it impossible or the judgement of those
who think it unne essary. Even as a matter of determining whi h logi

is

G. di Giovanni, New York, State University of New York Press, 1990, 1725 at 19f.
The trouble is that what is meant by ordinary logi  is entirely un lear.
24 Hegel, above n.9 at 595; 31.

25 Jean van Heijenoort, `Logi
(1967), 324330.

as

al ulus and logi

as language'

Synthese

17
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best suited for whi h s ienti

or te hnologi al endeavour the latter eld

of resear h works in the brea h of the universality of

lassi al logi .

So far as Hegel's idea of foundation and the questions raised by it are
on erned, the relationship between the theory of knowledge or justi ation of The Phenomenology of Spirit and the poiesis and pra ti e of the

Logi , and the parti ular fun tion that the Logi

has within Hegel's system

of philosophy are basi . In des ribing the `result' of The Phenomenology
as the presupposition of a presuppositionless logi , I take Hegel to be
26
asking his readers to think twi e about the relationship in question.
In
my view, Hegel takes The Phenomenology to have shown that its presupposition or starting assumption, that a ording to Hyppolite of all
27
namely the distin tion between subje t and obtheories of knowledge,
je t ( orrelatively knowledge and being, in itself and for itself, ertainty
28
The standand knowledge) has been shown to be inadequate to s ien e.
point of absolute knowledge absorbs this distin tion in a double
of its own. It is a standpoint of a journeying

hara ter

ons iousness whi h has ex-

perien ed a range of attitudes to its desires and their reversal, and knows
itself as the re olle ting totality of that experien e. It is also the abstra t
on ept of pure s ien e, of `logi ' in Hegel's sense,

on eived but not yet

realised by a derivation of the determinations of pure thought. The poiesis
and pra ti e of the Logi

is the realisation of that

realm : a realm that is a

onstru tion of thought and whi h

on ept in the logi al
ontains no

obje ts other than obje ts whi h thought gives to itself, namely
and operations on and with those

on epts

on epts (judgement, syllogism, reason-

ing). Impli it, to my mind, is the thesis that it is only in the logi al realm,
only where thought by an arti e of idealisation,

onstru ts a realm of

absolute freedom, where it is, so to speak, alone with itself, that the ideal
unity of theory and pra ti e of knowledge is realisable.
The parti ular fun tion of this part of the system is to provide
thought's logi al foundation, in a sense of `foundation' that has its theory of justi ation in an epistemology and the a tivity of providing the
foundation in logi . In this respe t it is a departure from the kind of
foundation that Kant sought. It presupposes the possibility of obje tive

Genesis and Stru ture of Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit
Essays on Hegel's Logi

26 Hegel, above n.16 at 68; 71.
27 Jean Hyppolite,

[1948℄, Evanston, Northwestern University Press, 1974 at 575.
28 William Maker `Beginning' in
, above n.23 at 2743.
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knowledge (s ien e) but not, as Kant supposed, as already instantiated
in mathemati s and theoreti al physi s. Rather, at the beginning of the

Logi , it is a foundation that is yet to be provided, although it admits no
doubt that it

an be provided in the logi al realm.

4. Hegel: Abstra tion and Abstra tion
There is a sense in whi h philosophy throughout Hegel's en y lopaedi
system is `logi ', (a sense that leads Hao Wang to liken Hegel's on ep29
tion of `logi ' to that of Wittgenstein in `On Certainty' ). Philosophy, in
Hegel's

on eption of it is throughout

on erned with the Idea albeit in its

dierent modes (Weisen ) of existen e, and throughout
`derivation' of the

on erned with the

ategories for `obje tive' knowing of a given realm. The

logi al mode of the absolute Idea is however its universal mode. Thought
is

on erned with itself in the Logi , with its own forms and fun tions,

not with its modes of existen e (Dasein ) in the world, in the realms of
30
nature and spirit.
The transitions in Hegel's Logi

are not and are not intended to be

derivations in the sense of inferen es drawn on the basis of rules of a formal
logi , old or new. They are `logi al' in the sense that they purport to follow
a movement of thought thinking thought by a method that takes nothing
from outside the realm of pure thought other than the initial intuition
of how, pra ti ally, that

an be done. True enough, as La lau says in his
31
the a ount of the method of the Logi
omes
dis ussion of panlogi ism,

only at the end, after the last transition (from the pra ti al or obje tive
Idea or Idea of the good, to the absolute Idea). The body of derivations
32
whi h are the pra ti e of `doing logi ' in Hegel's sense,
are however a

use of the method. Evidently enough, some idea of how to perform the
rst `derivation' (of Be oming from Being and Nothing) must pre ede it.
Dierently put: Hegel must have had some idea of how that ` omplete

The Monist
Contingen y, Hegemony, Universality
Hegel's Diale ti :

29 Hao Wang `What is Logi '
30 Hegel, above n.9 at 8245; 328.
31 `Identity and Hegemony' in

77 (1994), 261277.

, above n.2

at 61.
32 Cf. Hans-Georg Gadamer, `The Idea of Hegel's Logi ' in

Five Hermeneuti al Studies

, trans. P. Christopher Smith, New Haven and London,

Yale University Press, 1976 at 86, for properly hermeneuti al
properly be

alled Hegel's text.

omments on what  an
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abstra tion' from the

on rete obje ts of philosophi al thinking was to be

a hieved.
This is the issue addressed in the

hapter of the Greater Logi

`With

what must s ien e begin?'. Apparently ambiguous, its pla ement (after
the Prefa es and Introdu tions; before the derivations) is the stru tural
ounterpart in that text to the nal

hapter whi h gives a ree tive a -

ount of the method. And for all that I think Hegel judges badly (i.e. on
the basis of prejudi e and philosophi al hubris) and wrongly (in terms of
hoosing the tool he needs for the end in view) in his lofty dismissal of
Leibniz' ideas for using mathemati al methods in the pursuit of logi , he
is not without his insight here. Taking ordinary language as a given basis,
Hegel takes predi ation in terms of the

opula `to be', and obje ti a-

tion as the turning of a propositional form (predi ate or

on ept) into an

obje t, as operations whereby thought is able to give an obje t to itself
and thus to

ome up with Being (`is' turned to `isness') as a meaningless

obje t and beginning of his s ien e.
Whatever ri her names be given to [the beginning of s ien e℄ than
is expressed by mere being, all that

an absolute enters into the thinking

an be

onsidered is how su h

ognition [predi ation V.K.℄

and into the expression of this ognition [obje ti ation V.K℄ (my
33
emphasis).
I do not

laim that Hegel is seeing other than through a glass darkly.

I do not deny that this interpretation is made from a perspe tive provided
by

ontemporary mathemati al logi

with its use of formalised operations

33 Above n.16 at 77; 83. Dieter Henri h in `Formen der Negation in Hegels Logik' in

Seminar: Dialektik in der Philosophie Hegels

substantivierte Aussageform'

, ed. Rolf-Peter Horstmann, Frankfurt am

Main, Suhrkamp, 1978, 213229, draws attention to the `

(propositional form turned noun) as a basi operation in Hegel's logi , but he takes it as
onverting `not' to `nothing'. Yet Being is Hegel's rst
thought's

S ien es
Werke

ategory and it is, so Hegel, pure

Logi : Part One of the En y lopaedia of the Philosophi al
Sämtli he
Zusatz
das Ist

apa ity to give itself an obje t that distinguishes philosophy from the other

s ien es (G.W.F. Hegel,

(1830), trans. W. Walla e, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1975, 17;

v.8, Jubiläumsausgabe 4th ed., Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, Friedri h Frommann

Verlag, 1964. He also (in a

) speaks of making `is' an obje t of investigation

(Ibid 24Z at 40; 88):  . . . Being is a pure thought-determination: yet it never o
to us to make `is' (

) an obje t of our investigation.

urs
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of predi ation and abstra tion (obje ti ation).

34

I do pla e quite some

weight on this beginning. Stru turally, and in terms of

lear a knowledge-

ment of The Phenomenology of Spirit as the presupposition of a presup35
this hapter sees Hegel onstru ting a realm of pure
positionless logi ,
thought; nding the means whereby thought
je t;

an turn itself ba k on itself. It is a

an make itself its own ob-

apitalisation on the in reased

degree of reexivity in Kantian philosophy that turns reexivity to selfreferen e with the aim of establishing the universality of thought in its
most extensive freedom. Seen again from the perspe tive of

ontemporary

logi the antinomies and unde idability results of logi al self-referen e may
36
be seen as vaguely and impre isely anti ipated.
I am following through here on that aspe t of the standpoint of absolute knowing that is Hegel's idea of and for his Logi . Obje tive knowing
in Hegel's thought depends neither on the distin tion between
and form

hara teristi

of traditional formal logi

ontent

nor on a pro ess of ab-

stra tion appended to the ontologi al view of empiri ist realism (the view
that the material given by intuition and representation is real in
to the Notion) and its

orrelative

ontrast

hara terisation of the empiri al (as

` on rete') over the ideal (as `abstra t'). In Hegel's eyes,
[i℄n this view, [the view of empiri al realism V.K.℄ to abstra t
on rete obje t for our subje tive pur-

means to sele t from the

poses this or that mark without thereby detra ting from the
worth and status of the many other properties and features left
out of a
lidity

ount; on the

ontrary, these as real retain their va-

ompletely unimpaired, only they are left yonder, on the

other side; thus it is only the inability of the understanding to
assimilate su h wealth that
37
impoverished abstra tion.

ompels it to

ontent itself with the

34 This interpretation of Hegel's beginning has been mu h dis ussed with Uwe
Petersen whose non- lassi al symboli
tions and guidan e
logi

`in the spirit of Hegel' and whose explanaontemporary mathemati al

have enabled me to gain that perspe tive. For a presentation of that logi : Uwe

Studia Logi a

Petersen, `Logi
tion'

logi

on erning that and other aspe ts of

Without Contra tion as Based on In lusion and Unrestri ted Abstra 64, (2000), 365403. For my own perspe tive see the Appendix to

this paper, below.
35 Ibid at 68; 71.
36 See J.N. Findlay, above p.36.
37 Hegel, above n.9 at 587; 20.
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Hegel opposes this view with the idea of abstra tion as a grasping of what
is essential in the `matter' with whi h thought is engaged be that, in the
logi al realm, itself, or in the realms of nature and spirit, the sensuous
and sensuous-supersensuous material of appearan e.
As regards Butler's arguments: the `self ' of that `itself ' (what she
terms `the formal self ') in the Logi , and so as a `derived' and in that
sense justied

on ept, is the Notion in its logi al form. It is neither

redu ible to method nor

apable of being thought without a method:

ontent, form and method are inseparable; their separation is `formalism'. In so far as that method involves obje ti ation (`abstra tion' in
38
ontext of mathemati al logi
) it is not abstra tion from anything.

the

It is

onstru tive rather than redu tive in

hara ter. Butler is quite right

in moving ba k to The Phenomenology to link universality (as variously
manifested in the logi al Notion) to re ipro al re ognition and the role
of

ustomary pra ti e in presenting `the thinking subje t' (the Notion

that thinks as situated, embodied, so iable human individuals). Hegel indi ates this within his logi al diale ti

by in orporating into the Logi

a

se tion of The Phenomenology portraying the unresolved ontradi tion of
39
self- ons iousness.
What I think she negle ts with her laim that formal
thought

annot remain rigorously itself without displaying the

ination of the ex luded

ontam-

on rete, is the extension of Kantian reexivity

to self-referen e within a purely `logi al' realm. A `doubling ee t', paradoxes and antinomies that may attend on self-referen e and are ee ts of
self-referen e rather than the
thus left out of her a
In

ontamination of an ex luded ` on rete', is

ount of Hegel's logi al thought.

on eptual terms the loss is of the notion of `formal' of whi h Hegel
40
It is a

writes with referen e to `the formal' (das Formelle ) of his logi .
dierent

on eption of `formal', or perhaps one should say it is a dierent

way of thinking `formal', from that whi h inhabits the tradition of formal
logi . Now ontemporary mathemati al logi is no doubt a formulation of
41
In that dimension, it retains and ontinues the tradition
formal logi .
38 See Appendix, point 5, below.
39 Ibid at 820; 323. It is the one point, within the

Logi

, at whi h phenomenologi al

and logi al diale ti s tou h.
40 Ibid at 594; 29. And see above n.15.
41 Mathemati al logi , whi h is nothing else but a pre ise and

omplete formu-

lation of formal logi , has two quite dierent aspe ts. On the one hand, it is a se tion
of mathemati s treating of

lasses, relations,

ombinations of symbols et

instead of
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and the notion of `formal' embedded or ins ribed in it. But it also emerged
in and as a radi al transformation of the tradition. What has been brought
to the old formal logi

is a method of formalisation whi h, in drawing on

mathemati al methods and reasoning, has en ased `the formal' of formal
42
logi in a new, mathemati al dis ipline.
Formal logi has been taken
over by mathemati s. I do not

laim that Hegel's

won out, not the least be ause Hegel's thought

on ept of `formal' has
ontributed nothing to

the transformation: it took pla e, as I said, somewhat to the side of that
thought. But the transformation has seen both unanti ipated results (antinomies), and new

on epts ( ompleteness, in ompleteness,

onsisten y,

unde idability) whi h, applying to formal systems themselves, indi ate
a

ontent of greater

mathemati al logi

omplexity than previously envisaged. Any formal

`in the spirit of Hegel' would, in order to be a formal

mathemati al logi , have to be

onstru ted and presented in a

with the requirements of that dis ipline and be open to the

ordan e

harge that

it is not `in the spirit of Hegel'. Leaving that debate to the proprietary
minded, my point here is that the burgeoning
emati al logi

is not in onsistent with Hegel's

omplexity of formal mathlaim that

this [his℄ notion of formal (dieses Formelle ) must be regarded
as posessing ri her determinations and a ri her
being innitely more potent in its inuen e on the
43
is usually supposed.
The

ontent and as
on rete than

on eptual loss that I am asserting here deprives theory of a

question that

an and in my view should be put to understandings of

Hegel as `panlogi ist', as regards its `logi ist'

omponent. What

on ep-

tion of `logi ' and what on rete logi al system for doing logi is being
44
Se ond, and as regards the `pan', I think Butler is onstrained
assumed?
by her arguments to pass over Hegel's assertion of the independen e of the
logi al Notion from its modes of existen e in nature and Spirit. Yet this
is essential to the alternative
numbers, fun tions, geometri
all others, whi h

on eption of `formal' that is in question. It

gures et . On the other hand, it is a s ien e prior to

Colle ted Works

ontains the ideas and prin iples underlying all s ien es (K. Gödel,

et al

`Russell's mathemati al logi ' (1944) in Kurt Gödel,

, vol.II, ed. S.

Feferman
, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1990, 119141 at 119).
42 See Appendix, point 1, below.
43 Hegel, above n.9 at 594; 29 [modied translation V.K.℄.

44 Cf. Thomas Sören Homan,

Georg Wilhelm Friedri h Hegel: eine Propädeutik

Wiesbaden, Marixverlag, 2004 at 381.

,
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is an independen e, as

onstituted, and not by the redu tive abstra tion

involved in grasping what is essential to a matter in hand: not then by
the

on ept of abstra tion whi h Hegel oers in the pla e of the

riti ised

Kantian notion, the sublation and redu tion of sensuous material to its
45
essen e.
There is no su h material to be dealt with in logi . The onstitutive abstra tion is the obje ti ation. It is thus, it seems to me, that the
idea that Hegel wishes to

omprehend everything about everything that

exists  stones, states, situations,

ontingen ies, dis ourses, emotions,

attitudes, everything  in terms of the logi al Idea is
Still, there is something else to the

ountered.

harge of `panlogi ism' in this

ex hange: something that the term, taken less literally or analyti ally,
marks. I think it to involve the

harge of

laiming to have dedu ed the

One True System and I think that Hegel is in prin iple ommitted to this
46
Further in taking Hegel's idea of a diale ti al and spe ulative
laim.
logi al foundation of thought seriously I am asso iating myself with su h
a

ommitment. I also think it not in onsistent, indeed dependent on,

an idea of `logi ' as an open diale ti
hara terised by

of

on ept formation. In a world

hangeability, whatever domains of stati

truths may be

established within it, a logi

that would provide thought with the kind of

foundation Hegel envisages

annot seal itself into a

ompleted system. If

zu betra hten
das Aufheben und die Reduktion
essential
Notion

45 Abstra t thinking, . . . is not to be regarded (

) as a mere setting

aside of the sensuous material, the reality of whi h is not thereby impaired; rather

appearan e

is it the sublating and redu tion (
as mere

to the

) of that material

, whi h is manifested only in the

 (Hegel,

above n.9 at 588; 201). It might be obje ted that Hegel's sele tion of predi ation is
redu tive, but the pla e of natural language in Hegel's philosophy is not that of `the
material' to whi h he is referring here.
46 The original harge of `panlogi ism', a term

oined in the early twentieth

en-

tury by Hermann Glo kner, (as distin t from `panlogism' whi h is an earlier and dierent

harge) attributes to Hegel a form of idealism that is

of Philosophy

The Cambridge Di tionary

ommitted to a disembodied

`mind' as the substan e or substratum or essen e of being (

, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1995 at 315). As

harged by

Contingen y, Hegemony, Universality

La lau, Hegel's `panlogi ism' is his proje t of presuppositionless philosophy (`Constru ting Universality' in

, above n.2 at 306, n.2).

From his fuller dis ussion (in the same volume, `Identity and Hegemony' at 59f.) the
 losed totality of the absolute Idea beyond whi h no further advan e is possible, in
ombination with the ne essary rather than
seems to

onstitute the gravamen of the

ontingent nature of Hegelian transitions,

harge. I think with Butler that the meaning

of the term is very un lear. My formulation attempts to get at what a tually is being
obje ted to here.
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it did, it would be ome redundant or lose its

hara ter as an organon for

the produ tion of obje tive insights and be ome a
to think: something like a

In prin iple; and in pra ti e? First a further
iple; I am
of

ontemplating a

lari ation of the prin-

on eption of `logi ' as an open diale ti

on ept formation: a diale ti

that

anon of how we ought

ate hism or diamat.

within whi h the totalities (`universals')

on epts are and the totalisations over a nite or indeed innite

of parti ulars (in luding

lass

on epts) that yield further `higher order'

on47
epts (su h as the universal equivalent in Marx's general form of value
48
or transnite numbers in Cantor's set theory ) extend, inexhaustibly, the
logi al realm. But now ba k to pra ti e; does not Hegel

lose the logi al

realm, exhaust it in or in the name of the absolute Idea?
Yes or no: this staple of those for whom Hegel is panlogi ist is like the
repetition of Hegelian diale ti as a triadi movement of thesis, antithesis
49
One an put mu h s holarly exegesis against them, rustle
and synthesis.
up this reading and that reading, get into the endless, useless ex hange of
harge and

omplaint  misreading, misinterpretation, misunderstanding

 that is the bubble-gum of a ademi

dis ourse. They do not go away

and I think they have less to do with Hegel than with questions of the
ommitments of those who are

onvin ed that this is the truth about He-

gel. I do not mean this dismissively. One
perform well in

an jump onto band wagons and

urrent debates by following the fashions of philosophi al

and so ial theoreti al dis ourses, but one
inally without
theory. Su h
to take a

annot think freely and orig-

ommitments of a kind that make up the normativity of

ommitments need not be dogmati . They may be relativised

ount of

ompeting

ommitments and to permit pragmati

ments within a theoreti al praxis of justi ation and
of

mo-

ritique. Suspension

ommitment for the purpose of following a theory or argument mov-

ing o from dierent

ommitments is a possible and valuable te hnique

of theoreti al engagement. A kind of translation between framings might

Capital
The Universal Computer: the
Road from Leibniz to Turing
The Sear h for Mathemati al Roots: Logi , Set
Theories and the Foundations of Mathemati s from Cantor through Russell to Gödel
47 Karl Marx,
48 An a essible a

I, trans. B. Fowkes, London, Penguin, 1976 at 157.

ount is given in Martin Davis,

, New York, W.W. Norton & Co., 2000 at 6973.
49 See e.g. I. Grattan-Guinness,

,

Prin eton, Prin eton University Press, 2000 at 72; and in a quite dierent

Feminist Legal Studies

ontext

Anne Bottomley, `Sho k to thought: an en ounter (of a third kind) with legal feminism'
2004, 12: 137.
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reveal that dieren es go more to expression than substan e. But all this
said

ommitments are part and par el of serious theoreti al work.
Hegel is

ommitted to the independen e of the logi al realm from the
50
ultural life (spirit).
It is a ommitment

realms of nature and so ial and
to the possibility of

onstituting that realm by  omplete abstra tion: by

an arti e of idealisation whi h I have little di ulty in

rediting, albeit

as an in-prin iple idea whi h would need mathemati al te hniques to be
doable in pra ti e. I have my own di ulties with the absolute Idea and
they

ome ba k, as far as I

denial of that need. Hegel's
and end, is one that

an see, to the point that it is ee tively a
on eption of philosophy, as regards

parti ular s ien es. But it has an elevated status within this
a

ount of its

ontent

lasses it with art and religion as distin t from the
lass on

on eptuality.

Philosophy has the same

ontent and the same end as art and

religion; but it is the highest mode of apprehending the absolute
Idea, be ause its mode is the highest mode, the Notion. Hen e
it embra es those shapes of real and ideal nitude as well as of
51
innitude and holiness, and omprehends them and itself.
I nd it hard to say what a tually the stakes are here. Value? Power?
Authority? Degree of abstra tion? All of these? More too: the genius
of those individuals who
whose

an think thus abstra tly and of those peoples

ultural possession it is? But if this is Hegel's logo entrism and if

it is inseparable from the ethno entrism of the histori al narrative that
forms part of his thinking, I don't nd logophobi

solutions any advan e

in this predi ament.
Nor, on my reading, does Butler. Rhetori rather than logi is her tool,
but just in re-staging the universal she is engaging the various

on eptu-

alisations of the universal in Hegel, staying short perhaps of the absolute
Idea. That is not where our dieren e lies for holiness (Heiligkeit ) as attributed to the absolute Idea is problemati

for me too. The elevation

of the divine above the mundane is a gure whi h Hegel reiterates from
50 Hegel, above n.9 at 586; 18: [T℄he Notion that is self- ons ious and thinks
pertains solely to spirit. But the logi al form of the Notion is independent of its nonspiritual, and also its spiritual shapes. The ne essary premonition on this point has

logi

before

already been given in the Introdu tion. It is a point that must not wait to be established
within
itself, but must be
51 Ibid at 824; 328.

leared up

that s ien e is begun.
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beginning to end of his Logi . I think it

ompromises the eman ipatory

potential of his logi al and metaphysi al ideas and I think it impli ated in
that lordly

ontempt for slaves, tools and ma hines that thinks in terms

of higher and lower forms of life and disparages the merely

al ulative.

The task, as I see it, is to get away from this gure of elevation without,
in a t of pathos, dumping the logos into the dustbin of
and

ultural prejudi e

on eit. Again, however it is not su h pathos in whi h I see Butler as

indulging. My point as regards her, is rather that questioning the s ien e
of the logos, logi , must meet it where it is: in abstra t, formal thinking,
or rather, to keep hold of diering notions of `formal' that I am seeking
to elu idate, thinkings.
Philosophy, in the tradition inaugurated by Kant  that is, philosophy that holds to the idea of metaphysi s as the urge to think the
un onditioned (or absolute, or innite, or totality)  adheres, not to all,
but

ertainly to some of Hegel's ideas if it admits the experien e of spirit

in the development of mathemati s and mathemati al logi

gained after

Hegel's times.

5. Questioning authority
I am thinking of authority in general in terms of ee tive power of determination whi h lays

laim to being justied. If it manages to bring that

laim within its power, it gains a self-justifying, self-reprodu ing quality
whi h strengthens it to a degree su h that, at least as regards politi al authority, the need for a standpoint from whi h
authority's

hallenges to a

onstituted

laim to justi ation are made is widely a knowledged. What

of the authority of `logi ' ? I have reservations regarding the attribution
of authority to logi . It seems to me that they strengthen a
rhetori al use of

ommon and

laims to the logi al ne essity of an argument whi h ne-

gle t the relativity of any su h ne essity to a parti ular system of logi .
I would prefer to say that logi
merely the

neither has nor needs authority, being

onsistent appli ation (or

onstru tion) of a system of deni-

tions, axioms and rules of inferen e whi h have been voluntarily adopted
for some purpose or another. Often, I suspe t, the appeal invokes,
s iously or un ons iously, a
whi h I think is outmoded.

laim to the universality of

on-

lassi al logi
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Still, the phrase is used by Georg von Wright in asking what gives to
52
logi the authority of Logi ?
While I wonder whether, with his

deonti

apitalised and I assume, totalised `Logi ', his question is quite straight
fa ed, he explains that what is being asked after here is a rationale for
spe i

prin iples of a deonti

logi . In his view the question demands an

answer. To give an answer, he asserts the ne essity to step beyond deonti
logi itself  into dis ursive onsiderations of reasonableness relating norms
to ends and a parti ular system of deonti
The spe i

as to whether a redu tion of deonti
`naturalisti

logi

to the Standard System.

issue that von Wright is dealing with 

falla y'  makes it

logi

to alethi

ontroversy

logi

ommits the

lear that the question of the `authority

of Logi ' is set into dispute in philosophy regarding the relation between
theoreti al and pra ti al reason or, in the empiri ist tradition, the `is
ought'

ontroversy. The ground then is that of Hegel's most fundamental

disagreement with Kant. Already in the preliminary statement of his logos
with its homage to and

ritique of Kant, Hegel's point of dissatisfa tion

is formulated. Kant's diale ti al prin iple is too limited.
[I℄f no advan e is made beyond the abstra t negative prin iple
of diale ti , the result is only the familiar one that reason is inapable of knowing the innite; a strange result for  sin e the
innite is the Reasonable  it asserts that reason is in apable of
53
knowing the Reasonable.
Whether one speaks then of the `authority of Logi ' or, as does Hegel,
of the `authority of reason' may not make mu h dieren e. The ground
takes in the politi s of theory and, as it mainly

on erns me, the poli-

riti al (qua eman ipatory) theory that is still struggling with

ti s of a

the Greek heritage of post-So rati

philosophy and Aristotelian logi .

On this ground, I am taking the standpoint of Hegel's `absolute' beginning as regards `the formal' of logi . That is to arm the gap between
logi /ontology and politi s, to resist its dissolution (or `healing') in ethi al
52 Georg von Wright `Problems and Prospe ts of Deonti

 a Survey

Logi ' in

Modern Logi

, ed. E. Agazzi, Dordre ht, D. Reidel, 1980, 399423 at 408.

53 Hegel, above n.16 at 56; 54. As von Wright elsewhere points out, one is looking

here at dierent notions of pra ti al inferen e. Though I would modify his formulation, he deftly grasps Hegel's thinking of pra ti al inferen e as a (negle ted) departure

Pra ti al Reasoning

from both Aristotelian and Kantian paradigms (`On so- alled pra ti al inferen e' in
, ed. J. Raz, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978, 4662 at 47).
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turns that take the paths of aestheti s or religion and also to resist the
redu tion of the problem to a hegemoni
is my basi

politi s of dis ourse. The latter

dieren e from Butler and La lau and to it the

moment in formal logi

onstru tive

is fundamental. It is that moment that establishes

the logi al Notion as independent of its modes of existen e in nature and
in so ial and

ultural life and that brings pra ti e  here pra ti es of

formal logi al dedu tion and inferen e  into my notion of justi ation
and thus `foundation'.
On e a plurality of dierent systems of logi

and of ways and frame-

works of reasoning is a knowledged, the possibility of
justi atory

hallenge to the

laims of or asso iated with a parti ular system of logi

is

opened. It is a spa e that is espe ially fragile and vulnerable to the normative

losures of pluralism and pragmatism. Let the standpoint from

whi h the
be

laims of a determining power to being justied are

alled that of `the reasonable'. It

hallenged

ould be named after freedom or truth

or justi e or right, but `the reasonable' has the virtue of bringing things
to a point. The idea I nd in Hegel is that a self-justifying reason is also
a self- riti al reason and not quite in the same measure. It is weighted
toward the latter as a reason that has learned the vanity of seeking to
remove itself and its

on epts from the play of reversals and surprises of

the kind that Hegel tra es in The Phenomenology of Spirit. These vain
attempts to remove the being-at-odds-with-itself of reason from the reasonable are what Hegel
`the formal' of his logi

alls `formalism' and against whi h he proposes
with its `absolute'

hara ter. The plurality of no-

tions of `the universal' is now within Hegel's Logi . This is what Butler
takes up but without the further sense of the `absolute' of this formal logi
having no `outside', no `beyond'. It is a logi
a dynami

of

on ept formation within

pro ess: the ongoing a tivity of the thinking of nite, situated,

embodied beings who seek to grasp that pro ess in its ex ess, by thinking
the innite. My point, to e ho Hegel, is that it is least of all, `the formal',
the formal notion of the reasonable, reason's self- on eptualisation, its
self-obje ti ation or extension, that should be ex luded from a proje t
of re-staging the universal by too limited a view of abstra tion. The question here, to my mind, is pra ti al-theoreti al or te hni al. What is the
method and means through whi h this self-justifying/self- riti al reason
is brought to re ognition of its own points of impasse? This to my mind
is a question of logi , of whi h logi , and of whi h approa h to logi .
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Let me re apitulate and then take further, the argument begun in the
previous two se tions. In following Hegel in his `logi al' turn of Kant's
trans endental philosophy, but then looking to mathemati al logi
the method and means of implementing that turn, it seems that

for

oni t-

ing notions of `formal' are in play: the `formal' that Hegel opposes, that
whi h in the tradition of formal logi

separates

ontent and form, and

the `formal' whi h Hegel embra es with his idea of a s ien e of logi . Beause mathemati al logi

does

ontinue the tradition of formal logi

albeit

shifting its dis ipline and pra ti e from philosophy to mathemati s, it is
ommonly thought that `looking to' mathemati al logi , so far as Hegel's
logi al ideas are

on erned, is looking in the wrong dire tion. But this

shift in dis ipline and pra ti e is
Hao Wang
malisation is

riti al.

omments that  on ern with forms, the formal and for-

entral to the enterprise of mathemati al logi . Dis ussing

Gödel's in ompleteness theorems, he goes on to say that they brought out
the

entral importan e of the interplay of the formal and the intuitive
54
The point

even though the area is devoted to the study of the formal.

of this fo us on the formal may just be, as Wang says, to make preise the

on ept of formal and thereby be able to reason mathemati ally

about formal systems. Mathemati al and mathemati al logi al pra ti e
is pragmati . Whi hever system enables the pursuit of a parti ular endeavour will be used. The deli ate and foundational question here is what
lies between a pra ti e whi h re ognises the moments of indetermination
in formal reason and ideologi al or normative standpoints of pragmatism
and pluralism? I do not refuse the benet of hindsight in approa hing
this question. For it is, and I use here a pragmati

riterion of out ome,

the out ome of this way of thinking, namely that it has added a new
55
whi h makes me think that it is, despite
dimension to mathemati s,
Hegel's reje tion of mathemati al methods, not in prin iple alien to his
on eption of logi . It has something of the quality of a method for the
produ tion of obje tive insights; a method whereby potentialities immanent in thought

54 Hao Wang,
at 267.
55 Hao Wang,

an be brought out and arti ulated by thought making

Ree tions on Kurt Gödel
Popular Le tures on Mathemati al Logi

ations, 1993 at 16.

, Cambridge, Mass., The MIT Press, 1987
, New York, Dover Publi-
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itself its own obje t: by thought turning itself ba k on itself by means of
itself.
I say `something of ' be ause Gödel's result as, so far as I
of the work done in mathemati al logi , is a result of and in
It seems to be on a

ount of his te hni al virtuosity as a

an see, most
lassi al logi .

lassi al, formal,

mathemati al logi ian that Gödel managed to skirt the di ulties whi h
lassi al logi

has with handling self-referen e and deliver his surprise.

My point here is just that this row of adje tives 

lassi al, formal,

mathemati al  suggests a quite parti ular logi al system. What

hanges

when ` lassi al' is dropped? I am saying that logi 's dis iplinary shift
and the method of formalisation that a

ompanied it, brings a notion of

`formal' that is not wholly ontinuous with that whi h Hegel was opposing.
As a method, formalisation in logi

and mathemati s underwent a

development whi h is inseparable from the development of mathemati al
logi

and from developments in mathemati s in the nineteenth

The latter, in the later part of the

entury.

entury, saw a re on eptualisation of

the very nature of mathemati s itself. From being

on eived as the s ien e

of quantity, the appli ation of mathemati al abstra tions to the study of
mathemati al obje ts began to invest the abstra tions with a life of their
56
own.
By 1847, George Boole was proposing a denition of mathemati s
as a general s ien e of symboli
Cantor in 1883

al uli (semioti s). Along a dierent path,

hara terised mathemati s as

in its development entirely free . . . and only bound in the selfevident respe t that its

on epts must both be

onsistent with

ea h other and also stand in exa t relationships ordered by denitions, to those

on epts whi h have been previously introdu ed
57

and are already at hand and established.

The theme of abstra tions a quiring a life of their own is also emphasised by Rózsa Péter (sometimes

alled `the mother of re ursive fun tion

theory'):
Man

reated the natural number system for his own purposes . . . .

But on e

reated, he has no further power over it. The natural

number series exists; it has a quired an independent existen e.
56 Jeremy Avigad and Eri h H. Re k, ` Clarifying the nature of the innite: the
development of metamathemati s and proof theory', Carnegie Mellon Te hni al Report
CMU-PHIL-120, 2001, 153 at 8.
57 Quoted from Avigad and Re k, ibid at 9.
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No more alterations

an be made; it has its own laws and its own

pe uliar properties, properties su h as man never even dreamed
of when he

reated it. The sor erer's apprenti e stands in utter

amazement before the spirits he has raised. The mathemati ian
` reates a new world out of nothing' and then this world gets hold
58

of him with its mysterious, unexpe ted regularities.

My point here is not just to support my suggestion of dis ontinuity
with

on eptions of the formal in the

ontext of the old formal,

lassi al

logi . It is also to attempt to lay hold of and bring together two further thoughts. First, that Hegel's logos the obje tivity of illusion and
the ne essity of

ontradi tion inhering in thought determinations is, as

a prin iple of intelligibility, one that
like

ertainly points to the demiurgos-

hara ter of the agen y of pure reason, but not one whi h, as Marx

thought, posits the Idea as a demiurgos outside the realm

onstru ted

by thought thinking itself. I take Hegel, in his Logi , to be working with
and within the human

apa ity for abstra tion and idealisation in

eptual thought. The a tual or
by Cantor in

ompleted innite, as

on-

on eived and used

reating his set theory, as distin t from the traditional and

Aristotelian potential innite, is illustrative of the apa ity for abstra 59
tion and idealisation to whi h I refer.
That it rst gave rise to a theory
whi h be ame the fundamental dis ipline for the whole of mathemati s; a
 ompletely solid and sound basis of mathemati s as Poin aré at one time
60
and then, as itself ontradi tory and in leading Russell to the
de lared,
61
dis overy of his famous antinomy, aused the whole building to ro k,
is the (dramatised) phenomenon that leads into the se ond thought.
As I have said, Hegel's Logi

is, as regards a thinking subje t, subje t-

less. But the abstra t idea of his Logi

is a rethinking of the notion of ob-

je tivity emerging from The Phenomenology. This idea goes hand in hand
with a thinking subje t that knows itself as impli ated in, not opposed to
the `obje ts' of its knowledge. It is the idea of a subje t
58 Rózsa Péter,

onstituted in the

Playing with Innity: Mathemati al explorations and ex ursions

[1957℄, trans. Dr. Z.P. Dienes, New York, Dover Publi ations, 1976 at 22.
59 The other example, used earlier, of a higher order on ept, Marx's general
form of value, is dierent in that it is a

on ept whi h

omprehends an a tual so ial

development of pra ti es of produ tion and ex hange.
60 Abraham A. Fraenkel, Yehoshua Bar-Hillel, Azriel Levy,

Theory

Foundations of Set

se ond rev. ed., Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1973 at 14.

61 Péter, above n.58 at 229.
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experien e of a range of attitudes to its desires and their reversal. This
thinking subje t is, so to speak, paused or suspended, on e the logi al
realm is entered. Its pla e is taken by method. But the experien e of this
subje t in time is not ` an elled' and that its experien e, in the mathemati al realm, is a further

hapter in its phenomenology is my se ond

thought. Thinking the innite and its
system of

ontradi tions, and the desire for a

omplete and

ertain knowledge and its reversal, in the period
62
from Cantor through to Gödel, play out as variations on Hegel's theme.
As a layered narrative of the experien es of a journeying

ons ious-

ness, The Phenomenology is a philosophi al genre that resiles from an
oppositional relation between narrative and

Logi ,

on eptual dis ourse. The

ertainly, is inserted into the tradition of purely

on eptual, that

is formal, dis ourse, in whi h methods of abstra tion take the pla e of
63
That makes for a gap between the two works and it is,
narrative form.
I think, for this reason that the reader is asked to think twi e about the
relation between them by Hegel's designation of The Phenomenology as
the presupposition of a presuppositionless logi .
This thinking twi e, this thinking between the phenomenologi al and
the logi al is the ongoing demand on thought whi h is my answer to
the question posed above regarding pragmatism and pluralism. It should
not be plastered over by words whi h oer verbal formulae in its pla e,
whether these are Hegel's words (`spe ulative proposition') or words with
urrent appeal (`aporeti ', `paradoxi al'). Butler rests her dis ussion of
64
Gillian Rose, another

Hegel on universality with just su h a formula.

inspiring reader of Hegel, does likewise with the repeated formulation of
65
the absolute as that whi h must and annot be thought.
It is, to my
62 Like the failure of Frege's proje t, Gödel's in ompleteness theorems have
rious relations with tradition and

mathemati s

u-

to

hange. As the use of mathemati al methods to

onstru t and investigate formal mathemati al systems added a new dimension

and in reased mathemati al knowledge of formal systems, it radi ally

undermined the idea of foundations and the means of se uring foundations for
mathemati s that David Hilbert, at a

lassi al

ertain end-point of Kantian ideas of foundation,

proposed. See further, the Appendix to this paper below.
63 Hegel, above n.9 at 588; 21.
64 The propositional sense of the opula must be repla ed with the spe ulative

Hegel ontra So iology

one (Butler, above n.2 at 24).
65 Gillian Rose,

, London, Athlone, 1981 at 42, 92, 204. En-

apsulated in this repeated and developed assertion, is the view that Hegel's philosophy
has no so ial import if the absolute

annot be thought, followed by the observation
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mind, the failure to in lude that experien e of spirit whi h

ame with the

shift in the dis ipline and pra ti e of logi from philosophy to mathemati s
and the a

ompanying loss or inno en e of the tools of formal logi

that

onstrains them.
So how does the relation in question look if it is thought twi e about,
now, almost two hundred years later? It is the relation between a theory of
knowledge or justi ation and a logi . Whether and how Hegel would have
taken up and thought that reversal of Leibniz' dream whi h showed up
with the appearan e of antinomies and in ompleteness in (some) formal
systems is and must remain a question. But to my mind, the re olle ting totality that Hegel's journeying

ons iousness knows itself to be,

an

hardly be thought to have learnt or to remember anything at all if it
thinks its ground will not again be pulled from under its feet.
That ground is Hegel's judgement regarding the means and method
for attaining the ` omplete abstra tion' at whi h he aimed in his logi .
The means is natural language. Philosophy, Hegel asserts, has the right
to sele t from the language of

ommon life whi h is made for the world of

pi torial thinking, su h expressions as seem to approximate to the deter66
minations of the Notion.
The method must be taken from philosophi al
not mathemati al reasoning. La lau nds, on the rst point, a denitive
67
It is not to my point
argument against Hegel's logi being a logi at all.
to argue otherwise if by `Hegel's logi ' is meant the

on rete produ t of

Hegel's labours. It is Hegel's idea of and for a spe ulative and diale ti al
logi

that will take the pla e of metaphysi s that I am holding on to. I

reje t his judgement as overtaken as regards that very purpose. For, what
emerges in mathemati al logi , through formalisation, is a pe uliar

on-

tent, pe uliar limits to the `pre isely dened' notion of the formal itself,
whi h tear at the very way in whi h `logi ' is thought: tears at its own
lassi al paradigm. This is a phenomenon that so far from refuting Hegel's
idea renews the possibility of its realisation.
that the absolute

annot be thought be ause the di hotomies of

on ept and intuition,

must

theoreti al and pra ti al reason are not trans ended. I owe a great deal to Rose's interpretation of Hegel, but I think that the juxtaposition of something that

be

done (if Hegel's thought is to be relevant and useful) and its present impossibility too
short. It sti ks in the mystery of the spe ulative proposition whi h tries to say and
unsay freedom's ne essity.
66 Hegel, above n.9 at 708; 177.
67 Above n.2 at 63.
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I am following through on Hegel's thinking to a point where, to my
mind, there is a parting of the ways between `philosophy' and `logi ' as the
latter is now onstituted and pra ti ed. I do not see how philosophy an be
68
denied the `right' whi h Hegel takes it to have without losing its `self '.
And who knows what Hegel's greater

ommitment was to: philosophy, his

own Dasein as philosopher and the san tity of his judgement regarding
method and means, or his idea of a new, non- lassi al, diale ti al and
spe ulative, s ien e of logi ? If the latter, he might have blushed at a
ertain la k of

ourage of

onvi tion in the power of diale ti

itself even in so barren a realm as that of numbers; a

to assert

ertain fear that

Leibniz was right and that one needs the impre ision and ambiguity of a
natural language to show thought at odds with itself.
I am following it through to a point where it is no longer a question of what Hegel thought or intended, but following it through on just
that aspe t of his idea of thought's logi al foundation that is tied to the
experien e of spirit. The

he k, that whi h holds the absolute in Hegel's

thinking of it away from the banality of absolutism, is that experien e.
Should one say then that the reasonable, reason's fetish form, drawn ba k
into this pro ess, is endlessly, innitely revisable? In time I think so. But
the thought here, and this is where `fetish' is a misnomer, is the idea of a
logi

whi h as reasonable must also be a tual: a presented system satisfy-

ing the demands of what is

urrently known of the dis ipline and pra ti e

of logi . Here Hegel failed, on his judgement and a

ording to the demand

he himself pla ed on the reasonable.
That is not to say, on the basis of a dierent judgement as to means
and method, that his idea of a diale ti al and spe ulative logi and the notion of thought's logi al foundation that thinks between the phenomenologi al and the logi al has failed or must fail or

an only sustain itself

in failing. It is to arm the obje tivity of illusion and the ne essity of
ontradi tion inhering in the determinations of thought as the prin iple
of intelligibility of obje tivity and ne essity. It is also to argue for setting the formal s ien e of this logos against the tenden y of

onstituted

and instituted power to bring the justi ation of its determinative power
within the ambit of that power.

68 Cf. Jean-Lu

Nan y,

Hegel: the restlessness of the negative

, trans. Jason Smith

and Stephen Miller, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 2002, esp. 1924.
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In the Appendix, I attempt to

ommuni ate something of what, as

an interdis iplinary resear her, I understand of the dis ipline and pra ti e of formal mathemati al logi . Here I make the plea that motivates
this paper. It should be

lear that what

independent of the idea of logi

ounts as logi al ne essity is not

involved and gains a formal but

on rete

sense in a system of logi . It is not only Hegel who rests neither with an
abstra t idea nor with the
suited to whi h s ienti
is not strange to

urrently ruling paradigm. What logi

is best

or te hnologi al endeavour is a question that

ontemporary logi al pra ti e. May it not also be asked

whi h logi is best suited to the endeavour of on eiving obje tive thinking
from the premise that obje ts that are apprehended and

omprehended

by thought, whatever their genesis and orporeality, are formed by a sub69
je tive a tivity?
And further: is lassi al logi suited to reasoning whi h
keeps a

ount of its assumptions from the perspe tive that an assump-

tion, on e used in an a t of inferen e might, like a dollar spent, be so to
speak, used up and no longer available in the new situation thought nds
70
No doubt there are many reasons for the ontinuing hegemony
itself in?
of

lassi al logi

in both its philosophi al and mathemati al presentations

and some may be `good reasons' for what that is worth. It seems to me
that sin e what

ounts as a `good reason' must fall under the

on ept of

the reasonable inhering in the way of reasoning formalised in a logi , it
is worth very little without the kind of s rutiny given to the Idea of the
good that dierentiates Hegel's notion of pra ti al inferen e from that of
Aristotle and Kant, and from pragmatist and neo-pragmatist approa hes
to justi ation. Mathemati s and mathemati al logi

has found a free-

dom in its forms of abstra tion and idealisation that

an me hanise and

simulate itself in some degree. This is the present and there are no gods
oming to save us from proprietary abuse of this power. Intervening into
this situation, taking responsibility for it, resisting the impoten e of beautiful souls and the indieren e of `hard nosed pragmatists' who are quite
ontent with the

urrent balan e and

ondu t of power in the world,

alls

69 It should not be assumed that I am dismissing the pertinen e of psy hoanalysis
and psy hoanalyti

theory to this question. On the

ontrary, I see that as also emerging

through the experien e of spirit following Hegel's times. My fo us however is on the
notion of obje tivity. I would hope that the la una of fo us

oming from the demands

of interdis iplinarity as I apprehend them might be met by ollaborative work.
70 See the Appendix to this paper, point 3, below, for the ba kground of this
question.
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the humanities `on the left' to take heed of

on eptions and pra ti es of

formal logi .
As things now stand, so far as
have

on eptions of logi

are

on erned, I

ome upon this:

[f ℄or us now, in the last quarter of the twentieth
nature of logi
logi

entury, the

 that is, of the dis ipline of formal, dedu tive

 is very largely unproblemati : it is a pure s ien e de-

voted to the investigation and
tive

odi ation of relations of dedu -

onsequen e holding between senten es, or perhaps between

the thoughts or propositions they express. And in this

onne -

tion we understand the need to distinguish (proof theoreti ) relations of synta ti
of semanti
issues

onsequen e and (model theoreti ) relations

onsequen e; there is a general

on erning, say, formal s hemata,

truth, validity,

onsisten y and

the other, and today we

onsensus as to how

al uli, interpretation,

ompleteness are related one to

an be

learer than ever before about

how, if at all, the subje t matter of logi

is related to that of the

other dis iplines like psy hology, mathemati s, set theory, ontol71
ogy, epistemology or linguisti s.
Clarity, pre ision and mastery of the nature of logi

to hand! Hurrah for

`us' ! And this:
In re ent years we have witnessed a very strong and fruitful intera tion between traditional logi

on the one hand and

om-

puter s ien e and Arti ial intelligen e on the other. As a result, there was urgent need for logi
developed to
were

to evolve. New systems were

ater for the needs of appli ations. Old

hanged and modied and new

nen e. The

on epts

on epts

ame into promi-

ommunity be ame divided. Many expressed them-

selves strongly, both for and against, the new ideas. Papers were
reje ted or a

epted on ideologi al grounds as well as on te hni al

substan e.
In this atmosphere it seemed ne essary to
on epts underlying logi

and
72
notion of a logi al system.

Husserl

larify the basi

omputation, espe ially the very

What is a Logi al System

71 David Bell,
, London and New York, Routledge, 1990 at 87.
72 Dov M. Gabbay, Prefa e to
, Oxford, Clarendon, 1994
at v.
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Disharmony and dissent  ideology no less!  among workers in the
eld. And this:
[s℄in e the time of Hilbert, no new foundational s heme has been
proposed. Certainly people know too mu h to present a naive
ontology of mathemati s (and perhaps not yet enough to present
73
a really hallenging explanation of mathemati al a tivity).
And:
[i℄t has been a long time sin e philosophy stopped intera ting
74
with logi . . . .
Whi h latter

omment is what, were it possible, my plea would

hange.

APPENDIX
Non-expert observations of mathemati al logi
The following makes something of the perspe tive of mathemati al logi
than I have gained as an interdis iplinary resear her available to the
reader. It is bound to be a bit of a mess: a translation of methods and
ideas from a dis ipline that has, from a

ertain ne essity of abstra tion,

gone beyond words, ba k into words! It is an absurd undertaking in its
way. But I want to underline the sense in whi h this eld, if te hni al, is
75
also mundane: not mysterious, not a more than human possession.
I
also want to indi ate a path taken into this eld that is quite dierent
from the standard introdu tions and undergraduate
1.

Formalism: In

ourses.

mathemati al logi , `formalism' is a term

ommonly

applied to the produ t of a parti ular method of formalisation that developed as part of the emergen e of the new dis ipline. In general, the term
`formalism' is synonymous with a range of other terms:

al ulus, formal

system, formal theory, formal mathemati s. In so far as formalisation is
a general method, thus part and par el of mathemati al logi , this sense
73 Jean-Yves Girard,

Proof Theory and Logi al Complexity

v.I, Napoli, Bibliopo-

lis, 1987 at 38.
74 J.-Y. Girard, `On the Meaning of Logi al Rules I: Syntax Versus Semanti s' in

Computational Logi

, ed. Ulri h Berger and Helmut S hwi htenberg, Berlin, Springer

Verlag, 1999, 215272 at 216.
75 Hegel, above n.16 at 34:

iting Aristotle on logi .
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of `formalism' is not negatively

onnoted. The

ontribution to methods

of formalisation made within the Hilbert s hool in the rst de ades of
the last

entury, and the proof theory or metamathemati s it established
76
of logi , as it has been alled
 has been a fo us of my

 the logi
resear h.

The method of formalisation developed in this s hool, pro eeds, by
means of a  ompletely symboli language, through formal axiomatisation
(whi h renders the primitive terms of the theory meaningless), to divest
all other words used in dedu tions of their meaning, so as to yield an
exhaustively dened `obje t theory' (or `formalism') for purposes of study.
The formalisation and study of its produ t is done from within an informal
77
metatheory.
Its point, so far as Hilbert's program was on erned, was to
prove the

onsisten y of the obje t theory (some part, eventually, Hilbert

hoped, all of

lassi al mathemati s) by metamathemati al means whi h,

in being restri ted to wholly un ontentious methods (so making no use
of disputed rules su h as tertium non datur ) would be ee tive to se ure
the obje t theory (whi h might make use of su h rules).
Thus proof theory or metamathemati s was developed as means to
a parti ular justi atory end, roughly, to pla e all of mathemati s on a
neo-Kantian (methodologisti ) foundation that would se ure its a

om-

plishments (prin ipally set theory) and `the right' to use prin iples of

las-

si al logi

in mathemati s. The method in Gödel's hands, helped rather

to undermine that aspiration. In one way of looking at it, it

ould be said

that the master's tools were indeed used to dismantle the master's house.
Without that pro edure this proof would not have been possible and with
this proof the last grand theory of foundations of mathemati s, that is
foundations of the kind that guarantee the truth of existing mathematial knowledge,

ollapsed. The demands on presentation of a formal logi al

system remain. Thus
A system of symboli

logi must begin with a list of undened
78
symbols, a list of formal axioms, and a list of rules of inferen e.

76 J.-Y. Girard, above n.73 at 10: but perhaps more helpfully Proof theory =
logi

from a synta ti viewpoint (ibid).
77 Drawing on Stephen Cole Kleene,

li ations, 1967 at 198f.
78 A. Chur h, `The Ri hard Paradox'
356361 at 356.
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That is to say the system is

ommuni ated by presentation of a pre ise
79
It will not be presupposition-

statement of the syntax of the formalism

less, but it may be the endeavour of setting up a formal logi al system
to both minimise assumptions and make them expli it as axioms, denitions or pre isely formulated rules of the system. One
onstru ting a logi al system has the

hara ter of

ould then say, that

onstru ting a game.

In foundations of mathemati s, as distin t from the broader

ontext

of mathemati al logi , `formalism' has a dierent sense. It may be applied,
approvingly, disapprovingly or neutrally to a theoreti al standpoint within
a debate pre ipitated by the emergen e of antinomies and paradoxes at
very basi

levels of logi and set theory that took pla e in the early de ades

of the last

entury. In this

ontext, `formalism' and `formalists (Hilbert

s hool), `logi ism' and `logi ists' (Frege, Russell and Whitehead) and `intuitionism' and `intutionists' (Brouwer and Heyting) entered the lists of
the kind of normative or ideologi al debate familiar in other theoreti al
80
The heat seems to have gone out of these debates from
endeavours.
about the 1930's, although foundations of mathemati s remains as an
area of resear h. My impression is that the eld expanded so

onsiderably

from the 1930's as to overtake these debates.
2.

Stru tural rules, logi s and logi al pra ti e. Classi

al logi , while

having been so radi ally transformed as to warrant the distin tion be81
tween formal (philosophi al) and symboli (mathemati al) logi ,
maintains itself within the tradition of Aristotelian logi . It

an be presented

in terms of dierent axiom systems and rules and is expressible in various
al uli, ea h of whi h is fully translatable into any other. In some su h
al uli (Gentzen sequential

al uli) axioms are repla ed by rules for the

79 K. Gödel, `Russell's Mathemati al Logi  in

The Philosophy of Betrand Russell

,

in ed. P.A. S hilpp (Library of Living Philosophers 5) La Salle, Illinois, Open Court
Publishing, 1949 at 126.
80 Although somewhat te hni al, and although historians of mathemati al logi

Introdu tion to Metamathemati s

are now writing more nely tuned a
lassi

text-book

ounts of these debates, I think S.C. Kleene's
, Groningen/Amsterdam, Wolters-

Noordho Publishing/North-Holland Publishing Company, 1972, Ch.III a readable
introdu tion.
81 While Leibniz is an an estor gure, the transformation began in the midnineteenth

Begriss hrift

entury with the work of Boole and the algebraists, gaining impetus and

a somewhat dierent dire tion with Frege's

merged in the 1930's. See Jean van Heijenoort `Logi
guage', above n.25.

(1879). The two streams

as Cal ulus and Logi

as Lan-
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introdu tion of logi al
ferent type,

onstants (`operational rules') and rules of a dif82
The types of rules are

ommonly termed `stru tural rules'.

learly distinguishable. The stru tural rules
(`and', `or', `if . . . then' et .) and

ontain no logi al

onstants

an be seen as governing the handling of

assumptions only, in one of Gentzen's

al uli.

Commonly, just four stru tural rules are listed. They embody properties of the dedu ibility relation in

lassi al logi

whi h are built into it

prior to what may otherwise be regarded as its ` ontent', the logi al

on-

stants. Non- lassi al logi s may well in lude some of the stru tural rules,
but a distinguishing feature of

lassi al and non- lassi al logi s is that the

latter give up one or more of the stru tural rules whereas
is a singular edi e. There is one and only one
it is dierently presentable and

lassi al logi

lassi al logi

(although

an be expressed in a variety of

al uli)

and it employs all of the stru tural rules. The eld of mathemati al or
symboli

logi

is thus divided between

lassi al and non- lassi al (intu-

itionisti , many valued, quantum, dialethei , diale ti al, relevant, ane
and others) logi s. There are,

ertainly, polemi al ex hanges a ross that

border. Apart from anything else, what is and is not `logi ' might be made
83
an issue here.
But pra ti e in the eld sees logi ians (and applied logiians su h as theoreti al

omputer s ientists) employing whi hever logi

suits their purpose and regarding that as doing `usual logi '. Here, as elsewhere, pluralism may be advo ated as a favoured ideology. If so it looks
to me as if the `logi ' debate is

ondu ted on the familiar terrain of debate

between ` onservatives' and `liberals'.
3.

Contra tion: One of the stru

in the

tural rules that is of parti ular interest

onstru tion of a diale ti al and spe ulative mathemati al logi , has

re ently be ome the obje t of quite some a tivity in theoreti al

omputer

s ien e. This rule (with the usual variability of terminology) is

82 Gerhard Gentzen, `Untersu hungen über das logis he S hliessen',

he Zeits hrift
Colle ted Papers of Gerhard Gentzen

alled

MathematisThe

41 (1934), 176210 and 405231. Translated by M.E. Szabo in

, Amsterdam and London, North-Holland Pub-

lishing Company, 1969.
83 Quine for example, with referen e to Gödel's proof of the
order predi ate logi

says: This

al ulus [logi ℄ is the basi

ompleteness of rst-

department of modern

Theories and Things

formal logi ; there are some who even equate it to logi , in a defensible narrow sense
of the word. W.V. Quine, `Kurt Gödel' in

, Cambridge, Ma.,

Harvard University Press, 1981, 143147 at 143. Terminology here is

onfusing sin e

` al ulus'

expression.

an be used to mean both a system of logi

and its symboli
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` ontra tion'. What it allows

an be seen as dropping an assumption in

a proof where that assumption has been used more than on e. Standing
behind this permission is an assumption of the re-usability of assumptions,
or in other words, having an assumption on e is as good as having it twi e
or more. Sin e `resour e
in

ons iousness' or `good a

onstru ting systems of logi

suitable for

ounting' are desirable

omputing (given pra ti al

limitations of time and memory) logi al systems whi h drop
84
have been devised.
As I understand

ontra tion, in the reasoning that

ontra tion

lassi al logi

for-

malises, the possibility that assumptions may be used up in the `a t'
of inferen e is ex luded. Perhaps here something of the Hegelian spirit
glimmers: a dynami

spirit for whi h, following an inferen e (transition),

things are not just as before.
4.

Bivalen e and its Restri tion: Perhaps this treatment of assump-

tions, in being

onsistent with ideas of un hangeable, eternal truths, sup-

ports these ideas and the ideal of truth abstra ted from them. Perhaps it
goes the other way, i.e. perhaps the rule is a formalisation of that ideal.
Perhaps it goes both ways. I want to move on from here to the spe i
meta-logi al assumption of

lassi al logi

itself, namely the assumption of

bivalen e, or truth-deniteness, or more fully of the validity of eitheror
reasoning as applied to the truth values, true and false. As Quine puts it:
Bivalen e is a basi

trait of our

lassi al theories of nature. It

has us positing a true-false di hotomy a ross all the statements
that we

an express in our theoreti al vo abulary, irrespe tive of

our knowing how to de ide them. In keeping with our theories
of nature we have viewed all su h senten es as having fa tual
ontent, however remote from observation. In this way simpli ity
85
of theory has been served.
Quine's purpose, in this arti le, is to point out the `pri e' of bivalen e.
We stalwarts of two-valued logi  he writes,

84 This is a te hni al area to whi h I know no introdu tion that is readable without

Le tures on Linear Logi

spe ialist knowledge. The phrase resour e

ons ious is taken from A.S. Troelstra,

, Stanford, Center for the Study of Language and Information,

1992 at 1.
85 W.V. Quine, `What Pri e Bivalen e'

(1981), 9095 at 94.
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buy its sweet simpli ity at no small pri e in respe t of harboring
86

of unde ideables.

The pri e, apparently, gives value for money: dedu tive power. Classi al logi

remains hegemoni . Its main rival, intuitionisti logi , though
87
turned out to be a rather moderate (and
announ ed as a revolution,
88
useful) reform.
But my point here is that this meta-logi al assumption
an be and is restri ted in many non- lassi al logi s. That is to say its

universality is reigned in from all to some senten es. Or if logi al bivalen e
is

on eived as inherently universalist, then one would say it is given up,

abandoned. It does not then follow that there are no senten es whi h are
not either true or false in logi s whi h restri t bivalen e. Bivalen e may
be provable for some senten es by the logi
abandonment, a

in question. With su h an

ompanied by an abandonment of the

one gets a ` ontra tion-free' logi

within whi h a

ontra tion rule,

ertain form of

ontra-

di tion (e.g. `If A then not-A and if not-A then A') does not `trivialise'
the system (as does e.g. `A and not-A'), that is, allow anything and everything to be proved by it. Again, the implementation of these a ts of
abandonment in a system of non- lassi al logi , takes shape in the presentation of the system. To William Ras h's playful question To what is
89
my non-playful answer is: s rutiny

the law of ex luded middle subje t?

and the possibility of being dropped!
5.

The abstra tion axiom, antinomies and in ompleteness: Dedu

tive power has been met. A formal logi al system is also

-

hara terised by

more or less expressive power. An abstra tion axiom is basi ally a formal
86 Ibid at 91.
87 By Hermann Weyl: see Davis, above n.48 at 96; see also Constan e Reid,

Hilbert

,

Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1970, Ch. XVIII.
88 The translation of a meta-logi al assumption into theorems or rules of inferen e
of a formal logi al system is a tri ky business. Intuitionisti

logi

`gives up' ex luded

middle (or double negation whi h is equivalent to ex luded middle within intuitionisti
logi ), and it may be said that, in a

ertain sense, ontra tion is restri ted, be ause only

one well formed formula is allowed in the su
formed formula a

edent of a Gentzen sequent. But a well

ording to a s hema `not-(A and not-A)' (ex luded

is dedu ible in intuitionisti

ontradi tion)

logi . Some ingenious ddling about with axiom systems

and it turns out to be no less dedu tively powerful than

lassi al logi . The moral here

is that it does not give a lot of pur hase on formal systems to talk about them in terms

Sovereignty and its Dis ontents: On the Prima y of Coni t
and the Stru ture of the Politi al

of the names traditionally given to prin iples of
89 William Ras h,

lassi al logi .

, London, Birkbe k Law Press, 2004 at 89.
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axiom of

on ept formation and gives expressive power to systems in lud-

ing su h an axiom. In natural languages with a subje tpredi ate stru ture, the

onstru tion of an obje t from a predi ate, as in, for example,

a move from `is red' to `redness' is illustrative of the operation permitted
(`obje ti ation'). It enables predi ation of an obje tied predi ate, su h
as `redness'. That is, something further
whereas `is red'

an be predi ated of `redness'

annot be used as a subje t. Hen e the usefulness of the

rule. With an unrestri ted abstra tion axiom one has unlimited expressive power. Histori ally, its employment goes ba k to Frege; to his logi ist
proje t of redu ing arithmeti

to logi

and his

onstru tion of the ideal

al ulus for that purpose, that is, (roughly! the te hni al details of Frege's
system were otherwise given)

lassi al predi ate logi

with abstra tion ax-

ioms. The drawba k is, as the failure of Frege's proje t showed, that in
some

ases, of whi h Russell's

lass is the

lassi

example (the

lasses that are not members of themselves), when used in
with

lass of

onjun tion

lassi al logi , an abstra tion axiom leads dire tly into full blown

logi al antinomy.
In lassi al logi , the abstra tion rule is therefore severely restri ted,
90
although it is not given up.
But in a ontra tion-free logi , there is
no passage from a

ontradi tion appearing in the form `If A then not-A

and if not-A then A' to the form of

ontradi tion `A and not-A'. There

is thus no need to restri t abstra tion and su h logi s are said to allow
unrestri ted

on ept formation or unrestri ted abstra tion. When dealing

with an obje t like Russell's

lass in su h a logi , one will end up not with

logi al antinomy but with an `unde idability' result.
An unde idability result: the unde idability result that passes so many
lips, Gödel's in ompleteness theorem, is derived in
sistent, formal theories (or axiom systems)

lassi al logi

for

on-

ontaining some arithmeti .

The rst in ompleteness theorem establishes that there is a senten e in
the language of the theory in question, whi h is neither provable nor
refutable in that theory. It is (roughly) a senten e that says of itself that
it is unprovable. The se ond theorem shows that the
system

onsisten y of the

annot be proved within the system. What su h results `mean'

90 The development of type theories as a means of avoiding su h antinomies without entirely abandoning abstra tion, is part of the history of mathemati al logi . Type
theories remain a feature of

ontemporary

lassi al logi

as one means of spe ifying

restri tions on abstra tion. There are also other, less restri tive, means.
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philosophi ally is

ontested. It has been taken as an ex ellent and beau91
tiful example of Hegelian diale ti
and it has been taken as a de isive
92
I take it as an event of whi h the surprise is that
refutation of Hegel.
a

ertain proposition is provable within the system for ea h and every

natural number but is neither provable nor disprovable for the totality
of all natural numbers. I fear that those who believe or even know that
banning `totalities' or ` losed totalities' is the way to deal with the threat
of totalitarian politi al systems, will see my surprise as very naive. It is a
risk I take.

91 J.N. Findlay, above p.36; Findlay's interpretation is ba ked by the truly remarkable a

omplishment of a natural language version of the proof of the rst theorem that

Mind

appeared just twelve years after publi ation of Gödel's paper (J.N. Findlay, `Goedelian
senten es: a non-numeri al approa h'
LI (1942), 259265).
92 J.M. Bo henski, `The general sense and hara ter of modern logi ' in Agazzi,
above n.52, 314 at 14.

Philosophi al Sanity, Mysteries of the
Understanding, and Diale ti al Logi

Valerie Kerruish and Uwe Petersen

Abstra t. Hegel's

Logi

, it is said, makes

laims whi h, as far as modern logi

is

laims of a big order;

on erned,

annot be up-

held. Against this, the authors maintain that it is modern logi
itself whi h has not

ome to grips with the very problems whi h lie

at the bottom of Hegel's spe ulative philosophy and whi h show
up in modern logi

as paradoxes, in ompleteness, and unde idabil-

ity results. This paper is a plea for taking advantage of the failure
of Frege's original

on eption of (higher order) logi

for the devel-

opment of a diale ti al logi . It aims, in parti ular, at a younger
generation of Hegel students, who are neither
adigm of logi

aught in the par-

as truth fun tional, nor reje t wholesale dedu tive

methods as inappropriate for the purpose of formulating a logi
whi h aims at
gest that

apturing its own fa tual

lassi al logi

ontent. The authors sug-

is to be given up in favour of a so- alled

`substru tural logi ' whi h allows for unrestri ted abstra tion. Unrestri ted abstra tion, by way of its

apa ity to

reate all forms of

self-reexivity, is the sour e of an abundan e of strange phenomena
whi h lend themselves mu h better to Hegel's diale ti

than to the

dogmas of the understanding.

1. Hegel's Kantian Lega y
The point of Hegel's idea of a rst philosophy that is at on e a logi ,
metaphysi s and ontology is to establish a logi al foundation of thoughtforms. In this he

an be said to repeat Kant's question: how an subje tive
1
onditions of thought have obje tive validity. Certainly, he sees Kant as

having begun to turn metaphysi s to logi . This turn however, and also its
further development by Fi hte, remained for Hegel seriously in omplete.
1 Immanuel Kant,

Critique of Pure Reason

, trans. by Norman Kemp Smith (Lon-

don: Ma millan, 1933), pp. 120124.
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riti al philosophy did already turn metaphysi s into logi ,

but for fear of the obje t it, like the later idealism . . . gave the
logi al determinations an essentially subje tive meaning (Bedeu-

tung ); thereby they remained at the same time ai ted with the
obje t they had ed, and a thing-in-itself, an innite impetus,
2

remained with them as a beyond (SW v.4, p. 47; SL, p. 51).
Hegel's idea then was to

omplete this turn by re on eiving Kant's thing-

in-itself as an abstra tion or extension of reason: as the Reasonable.
Unlike Kant, who in his Prolegomena to any Future Metaphysi s delares that only Hume's doubts  an be of the smallest use ' in the per3
fe tly new s ien e of metaphysi s he had established, Hegel's idea of
metaphysi s is not

onned to the epistemologi al

philosophy but also draws in the
physi s with

on erns of modern

on erns of an ient and medieval meta-

ontent and substan e.

The obje tive logi

. . . takes the pla e of the former metaphysi s

. . .  If we show

onsideration for the last form of the develop-

ment of this s ien e, then rstly it is immediately the ontology,
the pla e of whi h is taken by the obje tive logi ,  the part
of that metaphysi s whi h was meant to investigate the nature
of the ens in general . . . But then the obje tive logi

also

om-

prises the remaining metaphysi s in so far as this attempted to
grasp with the pure forms of thought parti ular substrata, initially taken from gurate

on eption (Vorstellung ), the soul, the

world, God . . . (SW v.4, pp. 6465; SL, p. 63).
Logi ally dealt with, a

ording to Hegel, these forms of thought are freed

from their submergen e in self- ons ious intuition and its substrata in `gon eption' (Vorstellung ), that is, on eption that is reliant on the
4
myths and metaphors of sensuous per eption. Pre-Kantian metaphysi s

urate

2 All quotations from Hegel are our translations, based on the fourth edition of

Jubiläumsausgabe of Hegels Sämtli he Werke
SW
S ien e of Logi
SL
Prolegomena To Any Future Metaphysi s That Will be Able
to Come Forward As S ien e
the

Frommann Verlag, 19618)

(Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Friedri h

ited hereafter as `

English translations noted. Here:

' v. followed by the initials of the

, trans. by A. V. Miller (Atlanti

Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press International, 1969). Cited hereafter as `
3 Immanuel Kant,

'.

, trans. by Paul Carus, rev. by James W. Ellington (In-

dianapolis: Ha kett Publishing Company, 1977), p. 7.
4 The myth is always a presentation whi h uses sensuous mode, introdu es sen-

suous pi tures, whi h are suited for the presentation, not to the thought; it is an
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(though not, in their spe ulative moments Plato and Aristotle) omitted
to do this and

onsequently

in urred the just reproa h of having employed these forms without

ritique, without a preliminary investigation, if and how they were
apable of being determinations of the thing-in-itself to use the
Kantian expression or rather of the Reasonable. The obje tive
logi

is therefore the true

ritique of them a

onsiders them themselves in their spe i

ritique whi h . . .

ontent (SW v.4, p. 65;

SL, p. 64).
Re onstru tion of the obje t, within a philosophi al

ontext in whi h

histori ally it has been pla ed over against the subje t entails re onstru tion of the idea of subje tivity. Hegel's logi

ontains a third part, the

do trine of the Notion whi h he terms `subje tive' in the sense of being
on erned with the subje t itself: not the human subje t but the living
being of reason. In terms then of ideas of the subje t and the subje tive
as opposed to the obje t and the obje tive, Hegel's logi
is not a phenomenology of spirit or

is subje t-less. It

ons iousness. It is, or rather

laims

to be, a demonstration of how, taking nothing from outside, the totality
of all determinations of pure thought, is derivable. In this, the s ien e of
logi

takes a

ir ular path whi h leads ba k to Being. This starting point

however, is now enri hed. It has been dis overed that it

ontains all that

eeds it within itself. It has been `ensouled by the method' and a ts

su

now to

onstitute the beginning of and for a new s ien e.

By dint of the demonstrated nature of the method, the s ien e
presents itself as a

ir le

oiled in itself, into the beginning of

whi h, the simple ground, the mediation
the pro ess this

ir le is a

ir le of

oils ba k the end; in

ir les ; for every single link,

as ensouled by the method is the ree tion into itself, whi h, in
returning into the beginning is at the same time the beginning of a
impoten e of the thought, whi h does not yet know for itself how to hold on to itself, get by with itself. The mythi al presentation, as older, is presentation where the
thought is not yet free: it is pollution of the thought by sensuous form; this
express what the thought wants. It is appeal, a way of attra ting, to o
with the

annot

upy oneself

LHP

v.18, pp. 1889; G. W. F. Hegel,
as `

SW

ontent. It is something pedagogi al. The myth belongs to the pedagogy of

Le tures on the History of Philosophy

the human ra e. When the notion has grown up, it is no longer in need of it.
(hereafter

ited

') v.2, trans. by E. S. Haldane and Fran es H. Simon (Lin oln: University of

Nebraska Press, 1995), p. 20.
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new link. Fragments in this hain are the individual s ien es, ea h
of whi h has a Before and an After, or, more stri tly speaking,
only has the Before and in its very own ending shows its After
(SW v.5, p. 351; SL, p. 842).
This `simple ground' is not, as in Kant, the trans endental unity of
apper eption or, as in Fi hte the ego or `I'. It is logi al abstra tion in the
sense of passing from a predi ate to its extension  a sense of abstra tion

ommonly termed `rei ation'. Outrageously, Hegel's logi al proje t

laims to nd within and by means of spe ulative reason, a logi
not just a

that is

anon of judgements but an `organon for the produ tion of ob-

je tive insights' (SW v.5, 23; SL, 590). That is to say Hegel's logi

laims

not only to be truth preserving but to be truth generative. It involves
nothing less than an attempt to derive from within thought, not only the

validity and value of its

ategories for `obje tive truth' (pa e Kant) but

also their substan e and

ontent.

In the fa e of the modern transformation of logi

into an essentially

mathemati al dis ipline, is it open to read Hegel's logi
Hegel's logi

annot be read as a logi

(neo-Kantian) or broadly hermeneuti

as a logi ? If

then either a methodologisti
interpretation must be the best

interpretive bet. Yet thinking about thinking, is evidently self-referential.
Some will say that we `ought not' engage in so silly an enterprise. Su h
5
is Carnap's do trine of the  onfusion of spheres, strongly modelled after Russell's simple theory of types. But there is still the possibility that
the

ontradi tions and paradoxes of self-referen e have epistemologi al

signi an e and it is this possibility that we want to open and leave open.
If Hegel's idea of his own philosophy as grounded in a spe ulative logi
is dismissed, then he will be interpreted within a framework of thought
for whi h

lassi al logi

ontinues to play its parti ular truth preserving

role. This role is premised on truth deniteness, that is the validity of
6
either-or reasoning as applied to the truth values true and false. Far
from regarding this form of reasoning as

5 Rudolf Carnap,

sophy

anoni al, Hegel links it to the

The Logi al Stru ture of the World. Pseudoproblems in Philo-

(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967), pp. 5354.

6 In other words, the assumption that every

the truth values
Duquette'.

true false
or

losed senten e takes exa tly one of

. Cf. n. 34 on p. 37 below regarding Pinkard's `Reply to
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Dogmatism of pre-Kantian metaphysi s and

laims to be dedi ated to

breaking up its stases.
The struggle of reason

onsists in that, to over ome that whi h
7

the understanding has xated (SW v.8,  32Z; En ).

This does not ne essarily entail a denial of the validity of su h reasoning,
at least within a limited sphere. Hegel makes a distin tion, within thought,
between spe ulative reason and the understanding and he both assigns
either-or reasoning to the latter and subordinates it to reason.

The theorem of the ex luded middle is the theorem of the determinate understanding whi h wants to keep the
away from itself, and in so doing

ontradi tion

ommits the very same (SW

v.8,  119Z; En ).
The understanding is an essential moment of thought but, and not the
least be ause of formal

onstraints of its valid exer ise, Hegel does not

regard it as adequate to philosophi al

ognition of truth. The mystery for

the understanding is its own role.
The distin tion between reason and the understanding is taken over
from Kant, who had rened and extended use of the term intelle t (Ver-

stand ) in the Wolan s hool to apply to the general fa ulty of

ognition

as distinguished from ratio (Vernunft ), or the power of seeing the

on-

ne tion between things. Reason, for Kant, as a fa ulty of prin iples, itself
reates

on epts, or more stri tly Ideas, that are trans endent, that is

are not taken from the senses via intuition (Ans hauung ) or from the
understanding whi h gives

on eptual unity to intuition through the ap8
ategories. Hegel's notion of reason, in

pli ation of its pure forms, the

its departure from Kant, is fundamental to the issue between them. He
does not depart from Kant's idea that reason, as the fa ulty of the un onditioned, that is, thought in its metaphysi al exer ise, seeks the totality,
the un onditioned, the Idea.
It was only by Kant that the distin tion between Understanding
and Reason has been pointed out de isively and determined in

su h way that the former has as its obje t the nite and

ondi-

tioned, and the latter the innite and un onditioned. Although it
7

Hegel's Logi : Part One of the En y lopedia of the Philosophi al S ien es
En
En .

by William Walla e (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975). Cited hereafter as `
8 Walla e, `Notes and Illustrations',
, p. 310.

, trans.

'.
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is to be re ognized as a very important result of the Kantian philosophy that it has asserted the nitude of the merely empiri ally
based knowledge of the understanding and des ribed its

ontent

as appearan e, it is still not to be stopped at this negative result
and the un onditionedness of the reason is not to be redu ed to
the merely abstra t, the dieren e ex luding, identity with itself.
. . . The same then also applies to the Idea, on whi h Kant did
bring ba k honour insofar as he vindi ated it in

ontrast to the

abstra t determinations of understanding or even merely sensuous representations (the like of whi h one may well be in the habit
of

alling ideas in ordinary life) of the reason, but with regard to

whi h he likewise stopped with the negative and the mere ought
(SW v.8,  45Z; En ).
Where Hegel does depart from Kant
exer ise. These prin iples are the

on erns the prin iples for reason's

on ern of Kant's trans endental logi

and of Hegel's diale ti al or spe ulative logi .

2. Hegel Interpretation and Logi al Illitera y
It is one thing for an Hegelian or neo-Hegelian s holar fa ed, as a philoso9
pher or so ial theorist without a tual ompeten e in modern logi , with
the still powerful and still dominant paradigm of

lassi al logi , to take

the path of pruden e and read Hegel's logi
as a logi

as a form of hermeneuti s or
10
in the broader sense of a method and manner of reasoning.

Here at least Hegel's distin tion between understanding and reason
be preserved. It is another thing to say that modern logi
the very value and sense of this distin tion as Hegel
with that any `sane' a knowledgement of the

an

has ruled out

on eived it, and

ritique of understanding or

ree tive reason from whi h Hegel's idea of spe ulative reason pro eeds.
This se ond alternative is proposed by Allen Wood. Hegel's ethi al theory,
9 By whi h we mean the ability to arry out proofs in logi , not just to ite results.
10 This position is taken, for instan e, in Terry Pinkard, `A Reply to David Duquette', in

Essays on Hegel's Logi

, ed. by George di Giovanni (New York: New York

University Press, 1990), pp. 1920 ( ited hereafter as `Reply to Duquette'): First, I
want to argue that Hegelian diale ti
to suggest at least that Hegel's Logi

does not

hallenge ordinary logi . Se ond, I want

should not to be taken stri tly as a logi

but only as an understanding of philosophi al explanation.

at all
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in his view, has great merit if only it is taken as philosophi al sanity
judges most promising: in the understanding's way.
Viewed from a late twentieth- entury perspe tive, it is evident
that Hegel totally failed in his attempt to
logi

anonize spe ulative

as the only proper form of philosophi al thinking. . . . When

the theory of logi

a tually was revolutionized in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth

enturies, the new theory was built

upon pre isely those features of traditional logi

that Hegel

thought most dispensable. In light of it, philosophi al sanity now
usually judges that the most promising way to deal with the paradoxes that plague philosophy is the understanding's way. Hegel's
system of diale ti al logi

has never won any a

eptan e outside
11

an isolated and dwindling tradition of in orrigible enthusiasts.
It is

ertainly hermeneuti ally odd for an interpretation of Hegel's

ethi al thought to be made within a way of thinking that ex ludes the
understanding of philosophi al thought whi h he was attempting to

om-

muni ate. The `understanding's way' is an ambiguous phrase. We would
not however, and for reasons whi h will shortly be ome apparent, press
any norm of hermeneuti

method here to the point of pros ribing su h

endeavours. It is not just a

uriosity that analyti

philosophers keep on

produ ing `sympatheti ' interpretations of writers and texts whose most
basi

ideas they abhor. If Hegel's idea of the foundations of his philosophi-

al system are dismissed, then so also is his idea of reason and the

ritique

of the understanding on whi h it rests. This is just to Wood's point. It
is part of a politi s of the

olonisation of metaphysi al sense by

ommon

sense: a politi s that authorises itself by allusion to modern logi .
Modern logi , quite simply, does not give this authority. It

annot de-

ide the philosophi al question that is in issue, namely how logi , metaphysi s and ontology are related. Insofar as metaphysi s is an inquiry
into truth and human

apa ity for knowledge it in ludes epistemology.

Whether or not it should

onne itself to epistemology, leaving ontology

more or less aside and deferring questions of ideals or values to a separated exer ise of pra ti al reason on erned with moral, legal and politi al
philosophy, is one parti ularisation of that question. How it is answered

11 Allen W. Wood,

Hegel's Ethi al Thought

Press, 1990), p. 4. Cited hereafter as `Wood'.

(Cambridge: Cambridge University
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turns on a set of questions whi h Wood fore loses. Do the logi al paradoxes `plague' philosophy, that is, do they threaten the healthy exer ise
of reason, or do they threaten the self-satisfa tion of the understanding in

onstitutive of philosoph-

its blindness to its own role? Might they not be

i al thought? One does not have to be Hegelian to a knowledge the latter
possibility. It is part of the history of western philosophi al thought, a
12
point that has not gone unnoti ed by logi ians.
And sin e we now draw
logi ians into the philosophi al question, it might be reasonable if not
philosophi ally `sane', to re-open the question of what `the most promising way' to deal with the logi al paradoxes is, from a logi ally

ompetent

perspe tive.
From su h a perspe tive, Wood's statement needs a triple supplement.
In the rst pla e, it is pretentious to talk of pre ision when it

omes to

the features of traditional logi  and that quite independent of Hegel's
dealing with them. Even in modern philosophy of logi
a prin iple of logi

is, is not always su iently

the issue of what

lear. In parti ular dis us-

sions about non- lassi al logi s are prone to suer from a la k of awareness
13
Apart from that, modern logi extends and revises the
in this respe t.
12 Thus Fraenkel

et al

, set theoreti ians,

omment on Russell's antinomy. To

be sure, Russell's antinomy was not the rst one to appear in a basi
dis ipline. From Zenon of Elea up to Kant and the diale ti
tury, epistemologi al

philosophi al

philosophy of the 19th

en-

ontradi tions awakened quite a few thinkers from their dogmati

slumber and indu ed them to rene their theories in order to meet these threats. But
never before had an antinomy arisen at su h an elementary level, involving so strongly

Foundations of Set Theory

the most fundamental notions of the two most `exa t' s ien es, logi and mathemati s.
A. A. Fraenkel, Y. Bar-Hillel and A. Levy,

(Amsterdam:

North-Holland Publishing Company, 1973), p. 2.
13 `The prin iple of bivalen e', for instan e, is being given up in many ways,
usually however without ever asking whether there might be something else that takes
its pla e. The issue here is similar to that of the postulate of the parallels: it may
ome in a guise that is not readily re ognisable as, for instan e, a

laim about the sum

of the angles in a triangle. In some systems of logi , the `prin iple of bivalen e'
take the guise of any of the following formulas:

Grundlagen der Mathematik

(A → (A → B)) → (A → B), ¬¬A → A.
in D. Hilbert and P. Bernays,

an

A ∨ ¬A, ¬(A ∧ ¬A), (¬A → A) → A,

In fa t, repla ing I. 3) in the list of formulas
I (Berlin, Heidelberg, New

York: Springer-Verlag, 1968, zweite Auage), p. 65, by any of the rst three of the
foregoing ws provides an axiomatisation of
and last of the foregoing ws is
similarity to what is

ommonly

alled

lassi al propositional

tertium non datur

hara teristi

of intuitionisti

al ulus. The fth

logi

and shows little

.

P.S. Sin e this was rst written, we learned from one good referee of the present paper,
who was said to have some logi al expertise, that intuitionisti

logi

does not have
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ommon logi

of Hegel's day so extensively that there is no pre ise map14
The philosophi al question of whether antinomies

ping between the two.

are to be dealt with in `the understanding's way', is histori ally an issue
between Kant and Hegel, both of whom were working with the old

om-

mon logi . That this had hardly altered sin e Aristotle is a point whi h
both mention. Kant takes it as proof of its soundness. Hegel
ripe for revision. Analogies,

ertainly

onsiders it

an be made, but analogies are not

pre ise.
Se ond, there is a

onsiderable dieren e between `dispensing' with

features of traditional logi

and restri ting them to thought at the level

of the understanding. Taken together these two points persuade some
Hegel s holars that it is a myth to say that Hegel denied the `law of non15
We are less on erned with debates on erning Hegel
ontradi tion'.
interpretation than with spe ifying two questions. First, what is involved
in, and what kinds of logi

ome from restri ting features of

Se ond what is required to read Hegel's Logi
both questions below, adding a little

lassi al logi ?

as a logi ? We deal with

ontext from the history of logi ,

but a preliminary response to the se ond question, may be helpful here.
as a logi , does not require

ommitment to the

view that Hegel presented a logi al derivation of the

To read Hegel's Logi

ategories whi h has

been or

ould be translated into the formal language of a modern logi . It

is rather to see how the o

urren e and signi an e of

ontradi tions in

thought that has itself and its own determinations as its obje ts, lies at
the

ore of Hegel's extension and radi alisation of Kant's trans endental

logi .

ex luded middle nor the other formulae listed here. We have to admit that, in writing
this note we did not su iently anti ipate the possibility of su h a response. In fa e

Cum grano salis,
Aristotle's Syllogisti from the Standpoint of Modern Formal Logi
Grundzüge der theoretis hen Logik
Einführung in die mathematis he
Logik
The Hegel Myths and Legends
op. it.
of it our breath is
14

learly wasted.

traditional (Aristotelian) logi

may be regarded as monadi

predi ate logi . Cf. J. ukasiewi z,

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957); also D. Hilbert and W. A ker-

mann,

, fth edition (Berlin, Heidelberg, New York:

Springer-Verlag, 1967), pp. 5763); and A. Tarski,

, (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1938), p. 46.
15 Robert Hanna, `From an Ontologi al Point of View: Hegel's Critique of the

Common Logi ' in

, ed. by Jon Stewart (Evanston,

Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1996), pp. 253281; Robert Pippin, `Hegel's
Metaphysi s and the Problem of Contradi tion',

, pp. 239252.
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The third point is more substantial and goes to the analogies between
the traditional form of logi
justiably be made. It is

and modern mathemati al logi

ertainly the

that took pla e in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
nothing at all to Hegel. When the theory of logi
was

an

entury, owed

was revolutionised, it

ertainly not in the spirit of Hegel. It did not question

lassi al logi

and, in the work of Gottlob Frege, whi h made expli it the
from a

that

ase that the `revolution' in logi

ru ial shift

on ept to its extension, it ran straight into antinomies. These

antinomies have

ome to be known as the logi al paradoxes. Essentially,

they are the kind of paradoxes, su h as the Liar, that have been

lassied

as shallow sophistries sin e the times of Aristotle. Moreover, `solutions'
to the modern paradoxes supplied by modern logi

are often

onsidered

as arti ial and unilluminating, at least by those who favour a dierent
one. This does not vindi ate Hegel, but it
the kind of late twentieth

alls for more

aution towards

entury viewpoint evoked by Wood.

The question, to whi h Wood never advan es, of what the signi an e
of the antinomies into whi h Frege ran is for logi

and philosophy, arose

within logi , within a few de ades of the `revolution' to whi h Wood refers.
Logi al
Here the

oer ion is most strongly manifested in a priori s ien es.
ontest was to the strongest. In 1910 I published a book

on the prin iple of

ontradi tion in Aristotle's work, in whi h I

strove to demonstrate that that prin iple is not so self evident as it
is believed to be. Even then I strove to

onstru t non-Aristotelian

logi , but in vain.
Now I believe to have su

eeded in this. My path was indi-

ated to me by the antinomies whi h prove that there is a gap
in Aristotle's logi . Filling that gap led me to a transformation
of the traditional prin iples of logi .
. . . I have proved that in addition to true and false propositions there are possible propositions, to whi h obje tive possibility
16
orresponds as a third in addition to being and non-being.
Su h was ukasiewi z' position in 1920. As regards logi , the question was
still alive and unsettled more than forty years later:

16 ukasiewi z,

Sele ted Works

, ed. by L. Borkowski (Amsterdam: North-Holland

Publishing Company; and Warszawa: PWN-Polish S ienti

Publishers, 1970), p. 86.
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the set theoreti al paradoxes . . . are a very serious problem, not
for mathemati s, however, but rather for logi
17
logy.

and epistemo-

And we nd Myhill rearming another twenty years later,
Gödel said to me more than on e, There never were any setparadoxes, but the property-theoreti
18
unresolved,

theoreti

paradoxes are still

adding that
the Fregean on ept of property is in onsistent with

lassi al logi .

So if we want to take Frege's prin iple seriously, we must begin
19
to look at some kind of non lassi al logi .
We leave the assessment of the set theoreti al situation to set theorists.
Our point is that these

omments, from within logi , hardly authorise a

avalier dismissal of antinomies. On the
pain of signing its own

ontrary, philosophy might, on

erti ate of irrelevan e, need further and better

details regarding them.
Frege's proje t was an attempt to redu e arithmeti
logi , that is, in modern terms, the ideal

al ulus, or

to higher order

lassi al logi

with

abstra tion axioms. Su h axioms, roughly, allow the formation of a

on-

ept, (e.g. redness) from a predi ate (e.g. is red). While Frege expressed
some doubt about whether they satised the requirements of purely logi al axioms, he

onfessed himself unable to

on eive numbers as obje ts

without them. The problem was (and is) that within

lassi al logi , these

axioms lead into antinomies. When this was pointed out to Frege by Russell, Frege regarded his life work as having failed.
Hardly anything more unfortunate

an befall a s ienti

writer

than to have one of the foundations of his edi e shaken after the
work is nished.
This was the position I was pla ed in by a letter of Mr
Bertrand Russell, just when the printing of this volume was nearing its

ompletion. It is a matter of my Axiom (V). I have never

17 K. Gödel, `What is Cantor's Continuum Problem?' in

mati s

Philosophy of Mathe-

, ed. by P. Bena erraf and H. Putnam (Englewood Clis: Prenti e-Hall, 1964),

pp. 258273 at p. 262.
18 J. Myhill, `Paradoxes',

19

Ibid

, p. 130.

Synthese

60 (1984), pp. 129143 at p. 129.
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disguised from myself its la k of the self-eviden e that belongs to
the other axioms and that must properly be demanded by a logial law. And so in fa t I indi ated this weak point in the Prefa e
to Vol i (p. VII). I should gladly have dispensed with this foundation if I had known of any substitute for it. And even now I
do not see how arithmeti
numbers

an be s ienti ally established; how

an be apprehended as logi al obje ts, and brought un-

der review; unless we are permitted  at least
20
to pass from a on ept to its extension.

onditionally 

For Frege this was the failure of a proje t. But what, pre isely, did fail,
is not

lear. In the `Na hwort' to his Grundgesetze der Arithmetik we

nd Frege pondering over whether the law of ex luded middle would have
to be restri ted, or whether there are
speak of the extension of a

ases where we are not entitled to

on ept. Is it asking for too mu h to see an

analogy here between Hegel's and Kant's ways with the Antinomy of Pure
Reason?
For modern logi
a

Frege's a

omplishment was substantial. It was the
21
alled the ideal al ulus
and this, as

omplishment of what has been

noted is

lassi al logi , most notably relations and quantiers, with ab22
What links Hegel to Frege, or to put that another way,

stra tion axioms.

whi h non- lassi al logi s might be termed diale ti al in Hegel's sense of
that term, will obviously depend on how Hegel's idea of diale ti

is inter-

preted. In the interpretation presented here, it is abstra tion, passing from
a

on ept or predi ate to its extension for the purpose of

onstru ting an

obje t of reason: metaphysi al reason in Hegel's endeavours, arithmeti
in Frege's. As Frege per eived, the failure of his system turned on his

Grundgesetz V whi h was introdu ed to govern the equality of Werthverläufe, that is, the extensions of

on epts. In the long run, this is what

abstra tion, as a logi al operation,

20 P. Gea h and M. Bla k,

Frege

omes down to. Abstra tion, in some

Translations from the Philosophi al Writings of Gottlob
Grundgesetze der Arithmetik
Foundations of Set Theory

(Oxford: Basil Bla kwell, 1970), p. 234; G. Frege,

v. 2 (Jena: H. Pohle, 1903), p. 253.
21 For instan e, by Fraenkel and others,

p. 154.
22 More generally, it involved the analysis of the logi al
mati al reasoning.

, above n. 12,

omponents of mathe-
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ases leads into

ontradi tions and it was just su h a

ious self-referen e' that Russell pointed out to Frege.

and via the rule of ex luded middle (A ∨ ¬A, or some equivalent for-

logi

mulation,
the

ontradi tion, a `vi23
This, in lassi al

f. n. 13 on p. 32) is a total failure of truth preservation be ause

ontradi tion allows anything and everything to be proved.
Somewhat ironi ally, this situation

alternative: either to preserve

onfronts us with an eitheror

lassi al logi

and restri t abstra tion (for

example, through type distin tions su h as Russell proposed in order to
nd a way around his antinomy) or to abandon

lassi al logi

stri t the assumption of truth-deniteness that makes

and re-

ontradi tion so

unpalatable (in allowing anything and everything to be proved). The rst
way is probably what Wood means by `the understanding's way'. It stays
within

lassi al logi

and restri ts abstra tion. Of

ourse, philosophi al

sanity now usually judges that the most promising way with the paradoxes that plague Frege's (higher order) logi

is to sa ri e the general

assumption of the existen e of an extension to ea h and every

on ept if it

has o

urred to it that there is a problem. Mathemati al logi al enterprise

is less

onned. There are several non- lassi al logi s. All dispense with

truth-deniteness, where that is understood as a meta-logi al assumption
of the validity of either-or reasoning, as applied to the truth values, true
and false. This is simply what makes them non- lassi al logi s. But they
dispense with truth-deniteness in dierent ways. They might introdu e
third or further values (as in ukasiewi z' logi s), they might allow

ases

in whi h a senten e is both true and false (as in para onsistent logi s,
`dialetheism') or they might aim at allowing unrestri ted abstra tion by
dire tly dispensing with a `logi al law' in a parti ular axiomatisation of
logi . Su h logi s may be said to have `dispensed with' the meta-logi al assumption of truth deniteness and might, in light of the link made above,
24
be termed diale ti al in an Hegelian sense.
23 Stri tly speaking, following Frege, it is not possible to predi ate a predi ate;
but via abstra tion a predi ate

an be obje tied, and this obje ti ation

an then be

predi ated. For example it makes no sense of any kind to say `Is red is red' but it
be said `Redness is red'. In this
(`red' predi ated of `redness'),

an
Grundgesetz

an

ase, the self-referen e brought about by abstra tion
auses no problems. Russell's antinomy

on erned the

set of all sets whi h do not ontain themselves as elements.
24 Classi al logi
be, indeed has been restri ted. The possibility of restri ting
lassi al logi

in su h a way as to have unrestri ted abstra tion available (that is to

in lude Frege's

V axiom or its equivalent) is simply not

ontentious, at
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Or they might not. There are all manner of issues and, for that matter,
non-issues here. Whi h non- lassi al logi s are diale ti al in an Hegelian
25
sense?
Are non- lassi al logi s a threat or a omplement to lassi al
26
logi ?
And then, what does any of this matter? The irony, pointed out
above, is that logi

annot take us further with the philosophi al questions

in issue here: the signi an e of

ontradi tions in thought that has itself

and its own determinations as its obje ts. The very formality of the eitheror of the methods of avoiding Russell's antinomy leaves this question
untou hed. In that sense we rea h a limit of logi 's authority. To go further
here, in natural language, we must go ba k to Hegel's issue with Kant 
his extension and radi alisation of Kant's trans endental logi

 as the

lassi al dis ussion in modern philosophy on the signi an e of antinomies
in the a priori s ien es, with what has just been

anvassed in mind.

That is to say, the problem of antinomies in modern philosophy, while
histori ally an issue between Kant and Hegel, is not just an issue between
Kant and Hegel and it is not just an amusing pastime for spe ulative
philosophers. What Wood does not mention is that `shallow sophistries',
su h as the Liar, still plague higher order logi .
This brings us to the point of reading Hegel's Logi

as a logi . We

might re all, to begin with, what Hegel said in his History of Philosophy
regarding Eubulides' sophisms:

Beweistheorie

least amongst logi ians. It was rst established about 1950 independently by Fit h and
A kermann;

f. K. S hütte,

(Berlin, Göttingen, Heidelberg: Springer-

Verlag, 1960), p. 333 for histori al notes, and hapter VIII (pp. 224  ) for te hni alities.
25 Within a philosophi ally realist framework, ontradi tions are lo ated in reality and a non- lassi al logi

that results is diale ti al in the sense of dialethei , that

Beyond the limits of thought
is, it allows that in

ertain

ases, A and

¬A

may both be true. See e.g. G. Priest,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 3

f. This is a philosophy of the limit and is opposed to the more s andalous view that
ontradi tions are not just brute metaphysi al fa ts to whi h a logi
but are onstitutive of the determinations of pure thought.
26 Some modern logi ians, who may be seen as having
opment of a non- lassi al logi

to an idea of truth

must

ontributed to the devel-

(Kleene and Kripke, for example), remain

onsistent with

extra
Introdu tion to Metamathemati s

truth value. It is not on the same

level as true and false and is not introdu ed on the assumption that

Journal of Philosophy

ommitted

lassi al logi . While working with three `truth

values', the third value (`undened') is not an
not generally hold. Cf. S. C. Kleene,

onform,

lassi al logi

does

(Amsterdam:

North-Holland Publishing Company, 1952), p. 332 and S. Kripke, `Outline of a Theory
of Truth',

72 (1975), p. 700, n. 18.
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The rst thing that

omes to our mind when we hear them is

that they are ordinary sophisms whi h are not worth refutation,
hardly worth listening to them. . . . However, it is indeed easier to
dis ard them than to refute them denitively (SW v.18, p. 132;

LHP v.1, p. 457).
Before Gödel, the average philosopher might well have nodded and passed
on, still quite ontent to see only a `shallow sophistry' in the paradoxes like
that of the Liar. On e it is remarked that it was a variation of Eubulides'
Liar whi h Gödel employed in his famous in ompleteness theorem(s), then
it is not unjust to observe that whether someone

an only dete t a shallow

sophistry or a deep epistemologi al puzzle may well depend on depth of
insight.
The antinomies that rst prompted Kant to relate logi

to meta-

physi s are not the modern logi al paradoxes, although it might be noted
27
that some early set theoretists have pointed out a similarity.
But insofar
as modern logi

an, via

areful analogy, throw light on the philosophi-

al question of the relation between logi , metaphysi s and ontology, our
point is that its dis overy of the logi al paradoxes, grounds the question
so as to open, not

lose it.

Wood's appeal to Wittgenstein on the most promising way to deal
with the logi al paradoxes gives an idea of what is likely to be left of
Hegel's insight regarding the epistemologi al signi an e of the antinomies
when that is dealt with in the understanding's way:
We might

ompare Hegel's treatment of philosophi al paradoxes

with the later Wittgenstein's. Wittgenstein held that

ontradi -

tions or paradoxes do not make our language less usable beause, on e we know our way about and be ome
exa tly where and why they arise, we
need not view a

lear about

an seal them o ; we

ontradi tion as the lo al symptom of a si kness

of the whole body. For Wittgenstein
ated be ause they are marginal and we

ontradi tions

an be toler-

an keep them sequestered

from the rest of our thinking; for Hegel, they arise systemati ally
in the

ourse of philosophi al thought, but they do no harm so

27 See e.g. W. Hessenberg, `Grundbegrie der Mengenlehre',

Fries's hen S hule
tor, Abhandlungen mathematis hen und philosophis hen Inhalts

Abhandlungen der
Georg Can-

, Neue Folge 1,4 (1906), pp. 633 and 706; E. Zermelo in

, ed. by E. Zermelo

(Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1966), p. 377 ( ited hereafter as `Cantor').
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an keep them in their proper

as a spe ial task for e, keeping what is

onsidered mar-

ginal sequestered from the rest, in its proper pla e? This wisdom of segregation in the guise of toleration at least suggests that how Hegel's Logi
is read is not a s holasti
Hegel's Logi
logi

issue. In this lies the importan e of reading

as a logi . It is logi

o the hook in order to

that is haunted by antinomies. Letting

onsole

ommon sense with Hegel's diale ti

may work as an avoidan e strategy for Hegelians. Claims su h as
none of Hegel's diale ti
29
logi '

in the Logi

is in opposition to `ordinary

and
Hegelian diale ti

is no mysterious form of logi
30

that trans ends

or is an alternative to ordinary logi .

an survive be ause there is no su iently worked out theory in Hegel's
logi , su h as, for instan e, a theory of arithmeti
studies of mathemati s, that would defy
But nor are su h

ategori al

in the foundational
laims of this kind.

laims warranted. There are only some highly intriguing

ideas in a highly di ult (abstra t) realm of knowledge, formulated in
no less di ult a language. In this situation, by reversing the fo us, the
dis overy of the logi al paradoxes

an serve to open the question as to the

nature of Hegel's diale ti . Hegel was not the one who ran unexpe tedly
into antinomies, it was Frege. In this sense, what is at stake now is higher
order logi

 not Hegel's idea of diale ti . Frege's logi

hallenge is whether Hegel's idea of diale ti

has failed. The

an make a point in the

analysis of this failure. Higher order logi

has the paradoxes and Hegel's

idea of diale ti

ontradi tions in the enterprise

aims at making sense of

of reason. Higher order logi

with its paradoxes, unde idabilities, and

in ompleteness results is the tou hstone of Hegel's idea of diale ti . Hi

Rhodus, hi

saltus.

In so far as Hegel's diale ti

endorses a prin iple of freedom of

on-

ept formation (against Kant) it does hallenge lassi al logi ; unrestri ted
28 Wood, p. 3.
29 Pinkard, `Reply to Duquette', p. 22.
30 Terry Pinkard,

Hegel's Diale ti : The Explanation of Possibility

Temple University Press, 1988), p. 5.

(Philadelphia:
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abstra tion is in ompatible with

lassi al logi . Those who want to keep

Hegel's diale ti

in harmony with `ordinary logi ' will have to forgo an
31
unlimited freedom of on ept formation.
This is not to say that any of
Hegel's a tual

on epts is indeed antinomi al. What

an be said safely

is that Frege's Grundgesetz V (or unrestri ted abstra tion and extensionality) is in opposition to

lassi al logi , in fa t already unrestri ted

abstra tion itself is in su h opposition. All that is needed to make the link
to Hegel is the realisation that unrestri ted abstra tion is in the spirit of
Hegel's spe ulative philosophy.
To turn this point around: any
in

oni t with

lassi al logi ,

to have proposed a restri tion of

laim that Hegel's diale ti

an only su

eed if Hegel

on ept formation to

is not

an be shown

ope with Kantian

antinomies. What Hegel does say with regard to Kant's Antinomy of Pure
Reason is:
The main point that has to be remarked is that the Antinomy
is not just lo ated in the four parti ular obje ts taken from Cosmology, but rather in all obje ts of all kinds, in all representations (Vorstellungen ), notions, and Ideas. To know this and to
re ognize obje ts in this
sential of philosophi al
a

apa ity (Eigens haft ) belongs to the esonsideration; this

apa ity (Eigens haft )

ounts for what furthermore determines itself as the diale ti al

moment of the logi al (SW v.8,  48; En ).
What is indeed la king in Hegel is the a tual produ tion of an antinomy,
su h as the Liar, that would stand up to the standards of modern logi
or, at least
s holar

ould be transformed into one. A

ordingly the average Hegel

an say that, while Hegel may be seen as endorsing a prin iple

whi h leads to antinomies, this does not mean that these antinomies are
`what he had in mind'. We do not and would not
In fa t, we do not see the relevan e of su h a

laim any su h thing.

laim for the problem of a

diale ti al logi . There is more to that problem than s holasti

rereading

31 We take this to apply to Dieter Henri h's substantivierte Aussageform (propo-

Seminar: Dialektik in der Philosophie Hegels

sitional form turned noun,

f. the rst se tion in his paper Formen der Negation in
, ed. by Rolf-Peter Horstmann (Frankfurt

am Main: Suhrkamp, 1978), pp. 213229) as well, although the endemi

la k of pre i-

sion in philosophi al terminology does not allow the establishment of a

on lusive link

to unrestri ted abstra tion in logi al terms.
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of Hegel and while we do not dismiss ongoing eorts of Hegel interpretation, bringing Hegel into relation with modern logi

requires ompeten e
32
Unrestri ted

in modern logi , a point that we nd sorely negle ted.

on ept formation produ es strange phenomena mu h stranger than `table turning' ever was. And the se ond of the authors wants to add, that
these phenomena are not even what he himself dreamt o, when he embarked on the proje t of making sense of Hegel's idea of diale ti
framework of higher order logi
We do not want to

in the

some thirty-ve years ago.

lose this se tion on Hegel interpretation and log-

i al illitera y without having produ ed at least one example of what we
onsider a ne alternative to a poor `late twentieth- entury perspe tive':
Two of the greatest logi o-mathemati al dis overies of fairly
re ent times may in fa t be

ited as ex ellent and beautiful ex-

amples of Hegelian diale ti : I refer to Cantor's generation of
transnite numbers, and to Goedel's theorem
idable senten es. In the

on erning unde-

ase of Cantor we rst work out the logi

of the indenitely extending series of indu tive, natural numbers,
none of whi h trans ends nitude or is the last in the series. We
now pass to

ontemplate this series from without, as it were,

and raise the new question as to how many of these nite, natural numbers we have. To answer this we must form the

on ept

of the rst transnite number, the number whi h is the number of all these nite numbers, but is nowhere found in them or
among then, whi h exists, to use Hegelian language, an si h in the
indu tive nite numbers, but be omes für si h only for higherorder

omment. And Cantor's generation of the other transnite

numbers, into whose validity I shall not here enter, are all of exa tly the same diale ti al type. Goedel's theorem is also through
and through diale ti al, though not normally re ognized as being so. It establishes in a mathemati ized mirror of a

ertain

32 It was not an analysis of Leukippos' and Demokritos' writings whi h substantiated any

laim about atoms; it was not a

theory
idea

us from the an ient Greeks, but an intriguing
a time when one

of atoms that was handed down to

. Like every good idea there

an do something with it. Hegel's idea of diale ti

idea to remember when

omes

is just su h a good

onfronted with the situation of higher order logi .
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syntax-language that a senten e de laring itself, through a devious mathemati ized

ir uit, to be unproveable in a

ertain lan-

guage system, is itself unproveable in that system, thereby setting
strange bounds to the power of logi al analysis and transformation. But the unproveable senten e at the same time soars out
of this logi o-mathemati al tangle sin e the proof of its unproveability in one language is itself a proof of the same senten e in

another language of higher level, a situation than whi h it is not
33
possible to imagine anything more Hegelian.

3. Basi Ideas of Diale ti al Logi
What we have said so far would remain as futile as any of those logi ally
illiterate

laims and polemi s for or against a diale ti al logi

hallenging

lassi al logi , if we were not to give some indi ation as to what we propose
as a diale ti al logi , that is, a logi

that does not require us to frame
34
But we do

determinations of things in terms of either/or propositions.
not want to be misunderstood: the issue is too

omplex to be dealt with

33 J. N. Findlay, `The Contemporary Relevan e of Hegel', in

of Criti al Essays

Hegel. A Colle tion

, ed. by A. Ma Intyre (Notre Dame and London: University of Notre

Dame Press, 1976), p. 6 f.
34 By speaking of `determinations of things in terms of either/or propositions' we
mean determinations of things in terms of `either x or not x', not any arbitrary x and
y, i.e. `either x or y', like, for instan e: my

omputer is either made in Australia or

standing on my desk. This remark is ne essary in view of Pinkard's `Reply to Duquette',
(p. 20): [Mr Duquette℄ says that ordinary logi

per se

requires us to frame determinations

of things in terms of either/or propositions . . . But logi

does not require me

to put things into either/or di hotomies; just note that the truth table for `x or
dierent from the truth table for `either

x

or

y '.

y'

is

The truth table for `either x or not

x' is the same as that for `x or not x'. Having said this, we hasten to emphasise that
trivia of that kind are not the issue of the present se tion. What is the issue of the
present se tion is that the identi ation of a logi al

onstant with its truth table misses

the point of an alternative logi

altogether. In more te hni al terms, the message of

the present se tion is that logi

manifests itself in the so- alled stru tural rules of a

Gentzen-type formulation of logi . These stru tural rules regulate our dealing with
assumptions, and this makes a dieren e to how the truth table of `or', for instan e,
a ts logi ally.
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on lusively within the limited spa e of a paper of this kind; all we try to
35

do is to evoke some interest and give some hints.

Before turning to the more te hni al aspe ts, we want to try, at least,
to

onvey some basi

purpose,
Hegel:

understanding of the issue in question. For that

onsider the following statements taken from dierent authors:
To the ordinary (i.e. the sensuous-understanding)

ons ious-

ness, the obje ts of whi h it knows

ount in their isolation for
36
independent and resting on themselves.

Cantor:

[What we deal with in set theory are℄ manifolds of un onne ted
obje ts, i.e. manifolds of su h a kind that removing any one
or more of their elements has no inuen e on the remaining
37
of the others.

Wittgenstein: Ea h item

an be the
38

ase or not the

ase while everything

remains the same.
Harris:

The fundamental algebrai al laws . . . of

ommutation, asso-

iation, and distribution . . . hold only . . . for entities that
are externally related or are
39
elements.

omposed of externally related

35 Readers who want to know more regarding the mathemati al logi al side of
what we propose as a diale ti al logi

SW

Studia Logi a

are referred to: U. Petersen, `Logi

Contra tion as Based on In lusion and Unrestri ted Abstra tion',

En

Without
64

(2000), pp. 365403.
36
v.8,  45Z;
.
37 Zermelo (ed.), `Cantor', p. 470, n. 2; (our translation).
38 Ludwig Wittgenstein,
(London: Routledge &

Tra tatus logi o-philosophi us
Formal, Trans endental, and Diale ti al Thinking

Kegan Paul, 1969), p. 7.
39 E. E. Harris,

(Albany: State

University of New York Press, 1987), pp. 3233. This quotation is brutally edited to
make it t in with the other ones, although, we believe, it is not distorting. It is
worthwhile, however, to quote a little more within the edited passage sin e it
to our minds, an understanding of diale ti al thinking that
our own. If . . . the units that made up a
they ae ted one another in

ertain ways or

omes extremely

lose to

olle tion were internally related so that
onstituted one another by their mutual

relations, if, in short, we were dealing with wholes and not with mere

Ibid.

onveys,

olle tions, the

order in whi h the elements were aggregated would not be indierent and the algebrai
laws would no longer hold. (

p. 33.) The emphasis, for us, lies on the order . . .

would not be indierent, and this is what we aim at by fo using on the stru tural rules
below: roughly, the stru tural rules do for propositions (in logi ) what the algebrai
laws do for externally related obje ts, su h as numbers (in arithmeti ).
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What shines through in these quotations, despite the dieren es in their
laims, is an awareness of a possible alternative: are the obje ts that we
are dealing with isolated things that have their properties independent of
what anything else does around them, in luding our knowledge of them;
or is ours a world of inter onne tedness where it is in prin iple never
possible to isolate an obje t, not even in thought?
This raises two questions. Firstly, why are the obje ts that we want to
take into a

ount in diale ti al logi not severally independent? Dierently

put: what is there to relate entities internally, as distin t from externally?
Se ondly, how does

lassi al logi

have to be adjusted (if at all) in order to

deal appropriately with obje ts whi h are internally related, or inherently
onne ted?
Our answer to the rst question in a nutshell: be ause
thought is

onstitutive for all knowledge, and

ines apable double

hara ter of form and
40
in an original ambiguity.

on eptual

on eptual thought has the

ontent whi h manifests itself

This answer is derived from an analysis of Gödel's rst in ompleteness
theorem, an analysis whi h

annot be presented here in full, though we

shall try to give the gist of it.
Gödel's (formally) unde idable senten e involves a
tion fun tion sub whi h satises the following

ertain substitu-

ondition

sub(pA[x]q, n) = pA[n]q ,
orners p q indi ate the well-known devi e of numeri al
41
A is
odi ation that Gödel introdu ed in his famous paper of 1931;
42
a so- alled nominal form,
a metatheoreti al devi e for ommuni ating
where the little

that any well-formed expression of the language in question with

ertain

indi ated `empty pla es' in whi h the expression in square bra kets following it is to be inserted, may take its pla e; more intuitively, perhaps,
any propositional form

an be substituted for it. In plain words the above

systemi ambiguity
Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik
Prin ipia Mathemati a
From Frege to Gödel: A Sour e Book in Mathemati al Logi
Proof Theory

40 Dubbed
by the se ond author. Cf. footnote 45 below.
41 `Über formal unents heidbare Sätze der Prin ipia Mathemati a und verwandter
Systeme I',

`On Formally Unde idable Propositions of

, 38, pp. 173198. Translated as
and Related Sys-

tems' in J. van Heijenoort,

(Cambridge, Massa husetts: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. 596616.
42 Cf. S hütte,
(Berlin, Heidelberg, New York: Springer-Verlag),
p. 11.
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sub(pA[x]q, n) equals the Gödel number of the result of reurren e of x in A[x] by the numeral n. Gödel's

pla ing every indi ated o
tri k

onsists in taking for both arguments of this substitution fun tion

A[sub(x, x)], i.e. pA[sub(x, x)]q. Let us
pA[sub(x, x)]q and we obtain the following

the Gödel number of the expression
take

kA

as an abbreviation for

(indire t) `xed point property':

sub(kA , kA ) = pA[sub(kA , kA )]q .
The reason that this is
su iently

alled a xed point property should be ome

lear when we take the abbreviation

fA

for

sub(kA , kA ):

fA = pA[fA ]q
and

all

fA

a xed point with regard to

A:

if

A

is regarded as a propo-

sitional fun tion, then its value for the argument
xed point property
ti al

fA

is

fA

itself. Su h a

auses trouble for the expressibility of basi

seman-

on epts on the level of the formalised theory itself (i.e. as an arith-

meti al predi ate, su h as, for instan e, the predi ate of being a prime
number), most notably that of truth, i.e. a predi ate that satises the
following `truth

ondition':

tru(pAq) ↔ A .
To see this, assume the existen e of su h a predi ate

tru .

Obviously it

satises

tru(f ) ↔ tru(f ) ,
and by the above xed point property there is a xed point

f¬tru

su h

that:

f¬tru = p¬tru(f¬tru )q .
By the substitutivity of equal numbers in arithmeti

propositions these

two yield:

tru(f¬tru ) ↔ tru(p¬tru(f¬tru )q) .
On the other hand, by the above truth

ondition, one has

tru(p¬tru(f¬tru )q) ↔ ¬tru(f¬tru ) .
By the transitivity of

↔,

the last two yield:

tru(f¬tru ) ↔ ¬tru(f¬tru ) ,
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i.e. an antinomy.

43

What happens  in the establishment of the (indire t) xed point
property whi h lies at the bottom of these results  is that we have (the
formal representative of ) a number here, whi h we
as the argument of the fun tion
o

sub

alled

urs as an inno ent number, i.e. it is being

ho

urs

onstru ted from 0 in a series

of steps of adding 1. The other time, however, it o
behind whi h a

kA , whi

in two dierent roles. One time it
urs as a hieroglyphi

omplex proposition is hiding. The substitution fun tion

juggles with these two sides of

kA , whi h a ounts for the urious double
sub(kA , kA ), and a ording to whi h way

hara ter in the employment of

we look at this number, we get
as our paradigm of a

oni ting results. This is what we take

oni t between form and

In other words, Gödel's

ontent.

onstru tion of a formally unde idable sen-

ten e involves a mathemati ally imma ulate form of a use-mention on44
This onfusion is the sour e of a ertain ambiguity whi h is
fusion.
ines apable on e a su ient amount of arithmeti

is available. It provides

the answer to our rst question. Dierently put: the understanding's way,
governed by the silent assumption that the obje ts of our thought

an be

treated as severally independent, un onne ted, externally related, is inompatible with the a tual existen e of a
45

onne tion, an internal relation,

provided by Gödel's en oding.
This

onfusion does no harm, as long as there are no semanti al

epts available whi h would be su ient to establish a

on-

onne tion between

the formal system and its intended interpretation, like that of truth or
43 Readers who `nd themselves puzzled' in some of the logi al moves involved in
this reasoning may nd it
some basi

omforting to know that the te hni alities do indeed require

skill in mathemati al logi , in the absen e of whi h the

orre tness of these

moves would have to be taken on trust. We refer to our footnote 9 above. Readers

Handbook of Mathemati al Logi
Proof Theory
Essays in the Philosophy of Mathemati s

with more serious ambitions might nd it helpful to

onsult a survey arti le su h as

C. Smory«ski, `The In ompleteness Theorems',

, ed.

by J. Barwise (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1977), in parti ular,
pp. 8267. A

ondensed treatment

an also be found in G. Takeuti,

(Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1987), in parti ular, pp. 8285.
44 R. L. Goodstein,
(Lei ester: Lei ester
University Press, 1967), p. 20: The
no self-referen e.
45 In U. Petersen,

ode has been used and mentioned, and there is

Diagonal Method and Diagonal Logi

Verlag, 2002), se tion 111d, p. 1530, the label systemi
this phenomenon.

(Osnabrü k: Der Andere

ambiguity is introdu ed for
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satisfa tion, for instan e. It is only the sour e of in ompleteness and unde idability results. One small step, however, and hell breaks loose: add a
senten e whi h is provable in a meta-theory, like that of the

onsisten y

of the obje t-theory in question, and everything be omes provable. The
lassi

example is that of a ree tion prin iple for the provability predi46
but

ate of rst order arithmeti , provable in se ond order arithmeti ,
in ompatible within rst order arithmeti
theories based on

itself. Su h is the situation of

lassi al logi , in whi h a

ertain amount of arithmeti

is available.
We thus

ome to our se ond question: how

an we take a

internal relatedness of our obje ts? Dierently put: how

ount of the

an we avoid the

impli it assumption of the understanding's way that obje ts are severally
independent? How does an assumption of several independen y manifest
itself on the logi al level? Is logi al reasoning possible without the assumption that the obje ts of our thought are severally independent?
This is a tri ky question, or rather

luster of questions, be ause it

more or less impli itly requires an answer to the question: what is logi ?
Or, at least, what is the dieren e between

lassi al and non- lassi al

logi s?
Our answer to this question is derived from some well-established
te hniques within proof theory, a familiarity whi h, unfortunately is hardly to be found amongst philosophers in the Hegelian tradition, and only
little more amongst philosophers in the analyti

tradition. These te h-

niques are linked to the name of Gerhard Gentzen and their
tures are

entral fea-

ut elimination and normalisation.

In 1934, Gentzen proposed a formulation of
logi

lassi al and intuitionisti
47
We shall restri t our
in terms of so- alled sequents (Sequenzen).

attention here to the

ase of intuitionisti

logi , sin e it is slightly simpler

to present while it shows, at the same time, all the relevant features
required to make our point.

46 This simply says: if

pAq is

the Gödel number of a provable formula

less te hni al: if A is provable, then A.
47 Gerhard Gentzen, `Untersu hungen über das logis he S hlieÿen',

he Zeits hrift
The Colle ted Papers of Gerhard Gentzen

A,

then

A;

Mathematis-

, 41 (1934), pp. 176210 and 405431. Translated by M. E. Szabo in

Publishing Company, 1969).

(Amsterdam and London: North-Holland
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A sequent has the following form

A1 , . . . , An ⇒ C ,
where

A1 , . . . , An , C

are formulas. The formulas left of

ered assumptions, the formula on the right of
in Gentzen's formulation of logi

⇒

⇒

(where
su h as

onsid-

are divided into two kinds: stru tural

rules and operational rules. The rules for handling logi al
the operational rules. In the

are

the hypothesis. Rules

ase of or, in symbols

Γ and Π denote sequen es, as distin
A1 , . . . , An , for instan e):

∨,

onstants are

they look like this

t from sequents, of formulas,

Introdu tion left:

A, Γ ⇒ C

B, Γ ⇒ C

A ∨ B, Γ ⇒ C

.

Introdu tion right:

Γ ⇒A
Γ ⇒A∨B

Γ ⇒B

and

Γ ⇒ A∨B

.

These rules perfe tly mirror the truth values if one takes a sequent to be
true if one of the assumptions is false, or the hypothesis is true. They do
not, however, fully determine the meaning (or behaviour) of the disjun tion or. What is needed in addition are rules whi h regulate the handling
of the assumptions:
Weakening

Γ ⇒C
A, Γ ⇒ C

.

Ex hange

Γ, A, B, ⇒ C
Γ, B, A, ⇒ C

.

Contra tion

A, A, Γ ⇒ C
A, Γ ⇒ C

.

In words: weakening says that assumptions may be added a

ording to

taste, ex hange says that the order of two assumptions may be reversed,
and

ontra tion says that having an assumption on e is as good as having

it twi e, or as Girard put it:
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ontra tion is the ngernail of innity in propositional

al ulus:

it says that what you have, you will always keep, no matter how
48
you use it.
Note that these stru tural rules involve no logi al
they are the true ba kbone of

onstants. Nevertheless,

lassi al logi . As Girard put it:

these rules are the most important of the whole

al ulus, for,

without having written a single logi al symbol, we have pra ti49
ally determined the future behaviour of the logi al operations.
And:
It is not too ex essive to say that a logi
50
stru tural rules!

is essentially a set of

∨
A ∨ ¬A.

One example in whi h the future behaviour of the logi al operation
(`or') is determined by the stru tural rules is tertium non datur,

ontra tion it is impossible to obtain tertium non datur from

Without

the above operational rules for
In the light of these
in logi , we

∨.

onsiderations regarding the role of assumptions

an now formulate our answer to the se ond question: be ause

of the double hara ter of on epts, two o

urren es of the same statement

in a proof may not without further provision be assumed to have the
same truth-value, i.e. we look at formulas in logi
types. This view of formulas as tokens
formulation of logi

as tokens and not

an be in orporated in Gentzen's

by dropping the rule whi h allows the reprodu tion
51
ontra tion.
This idea was put forward in

of assumptions ad libitum :

1980 (by the se ond author):

A → B we annot expe t . . . that
A → B are still available as presuppositions (assumptions).

Having inferred B from A and
A and

It is possible that they have

hanged in the pro ess of inferring,

Contemporary Mathemati s
Proofs and Types

48 J.-Y. Girard, `Towards a Geometry of Intera tion',
92 (1989), pp. 69108 at p. 78.
49 J.-Y. Girard, Y. Lafont, P. Taylor,

,

(Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1989), p. 30.
50 J.-Y. Girard, `Towards a Geometry of Intera tion', p. 78.
51 This is not to be onfused with
assumption; that's what weakening

adding

does. Contra tion allows assumptions to be used more than on e and in that sense it
allows the reprodu tion of assumptions; or, if you prefer: multipli ation of resour es at
no extra

osts.
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that they have been exhausted, so to speak. This means we interpret the impli ation

A→B

way we want to take a
52
abstra tion.

as A transfers into B. In this

ount of the pe uliarity of unrestri ted

In this sense, diale ti al logi

is a resour e

ons ious logi ,

53

a logi

in

whi h attention is paid to the manipulation of assumptions. Classi al logi
has no spa e for a dynami s of assumptions: the stru tural rules override
it; truth and falsity is determined before we start reasoning. Reasoning
under the rule of

lassi al logi

an only establish truth for us ; it is sub-

je tive in the sense that the obje tive state of aairs is determined before
we start reasoning. Classi al logi

annot allow reasoning to be part of the

truth, and in so far as the paradigm of
ing's world, truth

lassi al logi

is the understand54
Classi al

an never reside in thought determinations.

logi

has no truth within itself; it
55
generating.

an only be truth preserving, never

4. Diale ti al Thought versus Finite Thought  the Example of the Complement
Having xed a logi
the spe i
`head-on

whi h does not su

umb to either-or reasoning in

sense that unrestri ted abstra tion is allowed without

ausing

ontradi tions' (kontradiktoris he Widersprü he), there is still

the question of what that a tually means for logi al reasoning.
It will perhaps be
and

lear that the dieren e between diale ti al thought

lassi al thought is subtle and just as the stru ture of the
52 U. Petersen,

Die logis he Grundlegung der Dialektik
Le tures on Linear Logi

ell does

(Mün hen: Wilhelm Fink

Verlag, 1980), p. 97; (our translation).
53 The term is taken from A. S. Troelstra,

(Stanford:

Center for Studies of Language and Information, 1992), p. 1. In the past ten years one
parti ular spe imen of a resour e

ons ious logi

has had a major impa t on

omputer

s ien e, the linear logi of J.-Y. Girard.
54 The question regarding the truth of the thought determinations must seem

worauf es ankömmt

strange to the ordinary
(

55 This has to be

SW

En .

ons iousness . . . This question, however, is just what matters

) (Hegel

v. 8,  24Z(2);

logi 's formality, sin e he thought it doubtful that logi
formal. He

preserve

hold the
to

).

ontrasted with the following: Hegel was also worried about
ould be `true' if it were purely

provide

ould have avoided that worry altogether if he had been in the position to

ontemporary view that logi

is not intended to

it. Pinkard, `Reply to Duquette' at p. 23.

truth at all but just
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not reveal itself to the naked eye, the subtleties of diale ti al thought do
not reveal themselves to plain thinking. The most spe ta ular aspe t of
56
What

unrestri ted abstra tion is a so- alled (dire t) xed point property.
it says in plain words is that to every
whi h

F,

ontains o

urren es of

y,

su h that a repla ement of these o

results in a

on ept, the list

there is an obje t

on ept whi h equals

f.

urren es of

y

F

f,

of properties of

the xed point of

by o

urren es of

f

Sin e this will make the head of a

logi ian go into a spin, we add a formulation in the arti ial language of
symboli

logi :

λx F[x, f ] = f .
This gives rise to a beautiful example of a theorem in

lassi al logi

no longer prevails in its original form in diale ti al logi
above). It

whi h

(as outlined

an be found in Leibniz in the following form (in luding a

proof ):
Theor. X.

Detra tum et Residuum sunt in ommuni antia.
Si

L − A∞N,

di o A et N nihil habere

ommune. Nam

ex denitione detra ti et Residui omnia quae sunt in L manent
57
in N praeter ea quae sunt in A, quorum nihil mane in N.
In modern set theory it runs (without a proof )

A set and its

omplement are disjun t.

In set theoreti al symbolism:

M ∩ ∁(M) = ∅ ,
where

∁(M)

is the

omplement of M and

∅

is the empty set. In other

words: the interse tion between a set and its
M et

∁(M)

nihil habere

omplement is empty. Or:

ommune.

This tou hes on an extremely deli ate and

ru ial point. Is it possi-

ble, in prin iple, to divide the world into two disjun t parts, the union
of whi h is the world, i.e. is it possible to have a division of the world
56 This is to be distinguished from the indire t xed point property from p. 38,
insofar as the xed point is not hidden within the little
points `dire t' and `indire t' is not

orners

p q.

Labelling xed

ommon in logi ; it suggests itself for logi ians who

S hriften zur Logik und zur philosophis hen Grundlegung von
Mathematik und Naturwissens haft

want to a ommodate for unrestri ted abstra tion.
57 G. W. Leibniz,

, ed. by Herbert Herring (Frankfurt am Main:

Suhrkamp, 1996), p. 170.
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without remainder? The
the philosopher
If the

lassi al logi ian has provided an answer before

omes on the s ene: tertium non datur does just that.

lassi al logi ian is right, there is no room for Hegel's diale ti .

All that might be possible is a diluted form like a hermeneuti s of
egories. But then, if the

at-

lassi al logi ian is right, there is also no room

for unrestri ted abstra tion, be ause unrestri ted abstra tion (with some
basi

logi ) provides the (dire t) xed point property. And what the (di-

re t) xed point property for terms tells us is that there is an element
(a `xed point') su h that

∁(f ) = f .

f

This has a de isive impa t on the

above theorem: on the one hand, we have

f ∩ ∁(f ) = ∅
by the theorem, and on the other hand

∁(f ) = f
by the xed point property, i.e.

f ∩f =∅
by substitutivity of equals. In words: the interse tion of
is empty. In

lassi al set theory this means that

empty; but then, the
From a
point

f
i.e.

with itself

f

itself is

omplement of the empty set is the universal set.

lassi al position this leaves no

f

f = ∅,

hoi e but to ex lude the xed

as unpalatable. This is what logi ians have mostly done sin e

Russell's dis overy of his antinomy. The de ision that weird terms su h as
Russell's

lass have to be avoided has been handed down to philosophers

of somewhat Hegelian persuasion. But when modern logi

nally arrives

at the level of philosophers it has been redu ed to a heap of dead bones
not mu h dierent in

hara ter to those that Hegel saw in the logi

of his

time.
So what is wrong in Leibniz' reasoning, or the reasoning of modern
set theory, from a diale ti al point of view? The answer is that it does
not take into a

ount the role of assumptions in the reasoning related to

notions of `in ommuni antia' or `disjun t'; more spe i ally to the notion
of `and' that is involved in these
In the absen e of

on epts.

ontra tion the

lassi al truth tables for

do not fully determine just one parti ular notion of
onsequen e, diale ti al logi
and

⊓;

onjun tion

onjun tion. As a

distinguishes two forms of interse tion:

relying on the two dierent notions of

∩

onjun tion. Both notions
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of onjun tion are hara terised by the same ( lassi al) truth values. What
distinguishes them is the handling of assumptions.
Between them the two notions of
that their

lassi al

ounterpart

onjun tion divide all the properties

ombines in one. Leibniz' theorem, for

instan e, does indeed hold for the one form of interse tion,
by

ommuni ated

⊓:
M ⊓ ∁(M) = ∅ ;

but what fails is
ated by

∩

f ⊓ f = f.

For the other form of interse tion,

ommuni-

the situation is exa tly the other way round.

This situation gives rise to a variation on an eminently Hegelian
theme, the identity and non-identity of being and nothing. What

an

be established with the help of the xed point property is that to every
on ept there exists another one, a `doppelgänger' as it were, whi h is
equal but not identi al to the original one, i.e. any obje t that falls under
one of them also falls under the other. Still, they are not the same in the
following sense: in so far as they may be regarded as obje ts themselves,
they have dierent properties, i.e. they
other regardless of

annot be substituted for ea h

ontext.

In Hegel's (translated) words:
Their dieren e is . . .

ompletely empty . . . ; it thus does not

subsist in themselves, but only in a third, in opinion (SW v.4,
p. 101; SL, p. 92).
Contra tion free logi

with unrestri ted abstra tion has spa e for a phe-

nomenon of this kind; in fa t, it

reates su h phenomena in abundan e.

They are the mysteries of the understanding, and their presen e
another sa ri e on the part of the
just the prin iple that if two

alls for

lassi al do trine: `extensionality' is

on epts subsume the same obje ts under
58
This

them, then they may be substituted for ea h other salva veritate.
prin iple of identity, an integral part of Frege's logi

in the Grundgesetze,

is in ompatible with the possibility of unrestri ted abstra tion in higher
order logi . This is the more remarkable as Frege's

elebrated distin tion

Eadem
S hriften zur Logik und zur philosophis hen Grundlegung
von Mathematik und Naturwissens haft
Leibniz. Logi al Papers.
A Sele tion
58 Thus Leibniz dened: 

sunt quorum unum potest substitui alteri salva

veritate. G. W. Leibniz,

, p. 156. (Those terms are `the same' of whi h

one

an be substituted for the other without loss of truth.

, ed. and trans. by G. H. R. Parkinson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966),

p. 123).
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of sense and referen e was, and that not in the last instan e, meant to
59
and arithmeti .
To

provide support for extensionality, at least in logi
paraphrase Hegel:

There is mystery in higher order logi , only however for the understanding whi h is ruled by the prin iple of abstra t identity.
Or, as someone by no means less famous than Hegel has not quite
said some time before Hegel:
There are more things in higher order logi ,
Than are dreamt of in understanding's philosophy.

59 I use the word equal to mean the same as  oin iding with or identi al with;
and the sign of equality is a tually used in arithmeti

in this way. The opposition that

Gottlob Frege  The Basi Laws of Arithmeti . Exposition of

may arise against this will very likely rest on an inadequate distin tion between sign

the System

and thing signied.

, trans. by M. Furth (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press,

1964), p. 6.

Some Additions and Corre tions to

Diagonal Method and Diale ti al Logi

1

Uwe Petersen

The following additions are meant to indi ate some of the dire tions my

15℄.

resear h has taken sin e the publi ation of [

1. Addition 124g. Interpreting Weakening in LB

◦

The point of this addition is to show that sa ri ing weakening does not
restri t expressive power in the presen e of unrestri ted abstra tion.
A

entral issue in the development of a spe ulative logi

is the ques-

tion of how far one gets without any stru tural rules. In this

ontext I

LDl as presented
in [15℄, p. 472, denition 41.22 (4) (essentially Gentzen's LK without ontra tion but equipped with unrestri ted l-abstra tion) in its intuitionisti
linear subsystem. The relevant point is that ⊥ → A is available due to
the denition of ⊥ by means of unrestri ted abstra tion. The result is not
shall present an interpretation of the formalized theory

in any way surprising but it seems to me of interest in view of linear logi
and also in view of my ambitions to build logi
rules.

10℄,

The prin ipal approa h goes ba k to [

more inuential. The approa h taken here is in

without any stru tural

7

but [ ℄ was to be ome
hara ter

17℄,

loser to [

pp. 49 f, although it still diers from it, not only in that I use dierent
primitive symbols. It should be

lear, however, that the present approa h

is in no way original and that it

an be extended to theories built on linear

logi , i.e., abandoning weakening is in
intuitionisti

logi

from

hara ter very similar to shifting to

lassi al logi : in both

ases it is double negation

whi h holds the key to the interpretation, in the sense that adding double
negation yields

lassi al logi .

15℄ in the

1 Item [

referen es for this paper starting on p. 90.
93
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I begin by providing the relevant denitions.

Definition 1.1. The formalized theory

LB

malized theory

+

15℄,

introdu ed in [

LB◦

is obtained from the for-

p. 1682, denition 124.6 (4), by

dropping weakening.

Intuitive

onsideration 1.2. The notion

dedu ibility of

⊥⇒A

for a substitution of weakening: instead of

LB◦ -dedu

⊥

of falsum provides for the

15℄, p. 1663). This, in turn, provides

(122.46v in [

A → (B → A)

the following is

ible:

A⇒A

⊥ ⇒ ¬B

¬A, A ⇒ ¬B
¬¬B, ¬A, A ⇒ ⊥
B, ¬A ⇒ ¬A

⊥⇒⊥

¬¬A, ¬¬B, ¬A ⇒ ⊥
¬¬A, ¬¬B ⇒ ¬¬A
Obviously

A ⇒ ¬¬A

is

LB◦ -dedu

ible. If double negation

¬¬A ⇒ A

were also available, then this would be su ient to prove weakening in
the form

A → (B → A):
A ⇒ ¬¬A

B ⇒ ¬¬B

¬¬A, ¬¬B ⇒ ¬¬A

A, ¬¬B ⇒ ¬¬A
A, B ⇒ ¬¬A

¬¬A ⇒ A
A, B ⇒ A
=============
⇒ A → (B → A)

Apparently, however, weakening right is needed in a
double negation:

A⇒A
A ⇒ A, ⊥
⇒ A, A → ⊥

⊥⇒⊥

(A → ⊥) → ⊥ ⇒ A

LB◦ -dedu

tion of
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This is why I make re ourse to the kind of interpretation that Gödel employed for the purpose of interpreting

lassi al logi

within intuitionisti

logi .

Proposition 1.3. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

LB◦ -derivable.
Γ⇒A

(1.3i)

Γ ⇒ ¬¬A
Γ ⇒ ¬¬A

(1.3ii)

Γ, ¬A ⇒ C
A, Γ ⇒ ⊥

(1.3iii)

¬¬A, Γ ⇒ C
¬¬A, Γ ⇒ ⊥

(1.3iv)

A, Γ ⇒ ⊥

Proof. Straightforward. I only show 1.3ii as an example. Employ 122.46v

15℄, p. 1663:

feom [

¬A ⇒ ¬A
Γ ⇒ ¬¬A

⊥⇒C

¬A, ¬¬A ⇒ C
♣

Γ, ¬A ⇒ C

qed

kXk is dened indu tively as follows:
kuk :≡ u, u being a free or bound variable;
ks ⊑ tk :≡ ¬¬(ksk ⊑ ktk) ;
klx F[x]k :≡ lxkF[x]k ;
If Γ ist the sequen e A1 , . . . , Am , then kΓ k is the
kA1 k, . . . , kAm k ;
kΓ ⇒ Ck :≡ kΓ k ⇒ kCk .

Definition 1.4.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Proposition 1.5.

kCk

has the form

Proof. This is an obvious

sequent

¬¬A.

onsequen e of

lause (2) of the foregoing def-

inition in view of the fa t that the outermost symbol of every w in the
◦
qed
language of LB is ⊑: If C ≡ s ⊑ t, then kCk ≡ ¬¬(ksk ⊑ ktk).
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Proposition 1.6. Sequents a

ording to the following s hemata are

LB◦ -

dedu ible.
(1.6i)

k⊥k ⇒ ⊥

(1.6ii)

¬¬kAk ⇒ kAk

(1.6iii)

k(A → ⊥) → ⊥k ⇒ kAk

(1.6iv)

k⊥k, ¬B ⇒ ⊥

(1.6v)

kAk, kBk ⇒ kAk

(1.6vi)

¬¬(s ∈ kbk) ⇒ s ∈ kbk

(1.6vii)

¬¬(s ∈ lx kA[x]k) ⇒ s ∈ lx kA[x]k

Proof. Re 1.6i.

a⊑a⇒a⊑a
⇒ lx (x ⊑ x) ⊑ lx (x ⊑ x))
⊥⇒⊥

⇒ ¬¬(lx (x ⊑ x) ⊑ lx (x ⊑ x))

⇒ l⊥ ⊑ l⊥

ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ l⊥ ⇒ ⊥

⇒ ¬¬(l⊥ ⊑ l⊥)

¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ l⊥) ⇒ ⊥

ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ ly ¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ x) ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ lx ¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ x)) ⇒ ⊥
kV ⊑ lx (V ⊑ x)k ⇒ ⊥
Re 1.6ii. Let

¬¬ A1 ≡ kAk

a

kAk ⇒ kAk

ording to proposition 1.5.

¬A1 ⇒ ¬A1

kAk ⇒ ¬¬A1

⊥⇒⊥

¬¬A1 , ¬A1 ⇒ ⊥

kAk, ¬A1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬kAk, ¬A1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬kAk ⇒ ¬¬A1
¬¬kAk ⇒ kAk

⊥⇒⊥
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Re 1.6iii. Let

¬¬ A1 ≡ kAk

a

15℄, p. 1663, and 1.6i:

ording to proposition 1.5. Employ 122.46v

from [

¬A1 ⇒ ¬A1

⊥ ⇒ k⊥k

¬A1 , ¬¬A1 ⇒ k⊥k
¬A1 , kAk ⇒ k⊥k
¬A1 ⇒ lkAk ⊑ lk⊥k
¬A1 ⇒ ¬¬(lkAk ⊑ lk⊥k)
¬A1 ⇒ k(A → ⊥)k

k⊥k ⇒ ⊥

¬A1 , lk(A → ⊥)k ⊑ lk⊥k ⇒ ⊥
¬A1 ⇒ ¬(lk(A → ⊥)k ⊑ lk⊥k)

⊥⇒⊥

¬¬(lk(A → ⊥)k ⊑ lk⊥k), ¬A1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(lk(A → ⊥)k ⊑ lk⊥k) ⇒ ¬¬A1
k(A → ⊥) → ⊥k ⇒ kAk

15℄, p. 1663:

Re 1.6iv. Employ 122.46v from [

a⊑a⇒a⊑a
⇒ lx (x ⊑ x) ⊑ lx (x ⊑ x))

⊥⇒B

⇒ ¬¬(lx (x ⊑ x) ⊑ lx (x ⊑ x))

⊥⇒⊥

⊥⇒⊥

⊥, ¬B ⇒ ⊥

⇒ l⊥ ⊑ l⊥

ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ l⊥, ¬B ⇒ ⊥

⇒ ¬¬(l⊥ ⊑ l⊥)

¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ l⊥), ¬B ⇒ ⊥

ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ lx ¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ x), ¬B ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ lx ¬¬(ly ¬¬(y ⊑ y) ⊑ x)), ¬B ⇒ ⊥
k⊥k, ¬B ⇒ ⊥
Re 1.6v. Let

¬¬ A1 ≡ kAk

and

¬¬ B1 ≡ kBk

15℄, p. 1663:

1.5. Employ 122.46v from [

a

ording to proposition
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A1 ⇒ A1

⊥ ⇒ ¬B1

¬A1 , A1 ⇒ ¬B1
¬¬B1 , ¬A1 , A1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬B1 , ¬A1 ⇒ ¬A1

⊥⇒⊥

¬¬A1 , ¬¬B1 , ¬A1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬A1 , ¬¬B1 ⇒ ¬¬A1
kAk, kBk ⇒ kAk
Re 1.6vi.

¬(s ∈ b) ⇒ ¬(s ∈ b)

⊥⇒⊥

¬¬(s ∈ b), ¬(s ∈ b) ⇒ ⊥
s ∈ lx ¬¬(x ∈ b), ¬(s ∈ b) ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(s ∈ lx ¬¬(x ∈ b)), ¬(s ∈ b) ⇒ ⊥

1.3iii

¬¬(s ∈ lx ¬¬(x ∈ b)) ⇒ ¬¬(s ∈ b)
¬¬(s ∈ lx ¬¬(x ∈ b)) ⇒ s ∈ lx ¬¬(x ∈ b)
Re 1.6vii. Let

¬¬ A1 [s] ≡ kA[s]k

a

ording to proposition 1.5.

¬A1 [s] ⇒ ¬A1 [s]
¬¬A1 [s], ¬A1 [s] ⇒ ⊥
kA[s]k, ¬A1 [s] ⇒ ⊥
s ∈ lx kA[x]k, ¬ A1 [s] ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(s ∈ lx kA[x]k), ¬ A1 [s] ⇒ ⊥

1.3iii

¬¬(s ∈ lx kA[x]k) ⇒ ¬¬ A1 [s]
¬¬(s ∈ lx kA[x]k) ⇒ kA[s]k
¬¬(s ∈ lx kA[x]k) ⇒ s ∈ lx kA[x]k
Proposition 1.7. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

LB◦ -derivable.
(1.7i)

qed

Γ ⇒ ¬¬(s ∈ ktk)
Γ ⇒ s ∈ ktk
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s ∈ ktk, Γ ⇒ C

(1.7ii)

¬¬(s ∈ ktk), Γ ⇒ C

Proof. This are fairly immediate

onsequen e of 1.6vi and 1.6vii.

The next step is to show that the interpretation of every
LB◦ -derivable.

qed

LDl -deriv-

able inferen e is

Proposition 1.8. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

LB◦ -derivable.
kΓ ⇒ Ck

(1.8i)

kA, Γ ⇒ Ck
kΓ, A, B, Π ⇒ Ck

(1.8ii)

(1.8iii)

(1.8iv)

kΓ, B, A, Π ⇒ Ck
kΓ ⇒ Ak

kA, Π ⇒ Ck

kΓ, Π ⇒ Ck
kΓ ⇒ A[s]k

kB[s], Π ⇒ Ck

klx A[x] ⊑ ly B[y], Γ, Π ⇒ Ck
kΓ, A[a] ⇒ B[a]k

(1.8v)

kΓ ⇒ lx A[x] ⊑ ly B[y]k

Proof. Re 1.8i. This is `weakening'. Employ 1.6iv. Distinguish two
empty ante edent or not. In the rst

kCk

a

ase, let

¬¬B1 ≡ kBk

ording to proposition 1.5.

⇒ kCk
⇒ ¬¬C1

¬C1 ⇒ ¬C1

⊥ ⇒ ¬B1

¬C1 , ¬¬C1 ⇒ ¬B1
¬C1 ⇒ ¬B1
¬¬B1 ⇒ ¬¬C1
kBk ⇒ kCk
kB ⇒ Ck

and

ases:

¬¬C1 ≡
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In the se ond

ase, let

Γ

be the sequen e

A1 , . . . , Am .

Employ 1.6iv.

kA1 , . . . , Am ⇒ Ck
kAk, kA1 k ⇒ kA1 k

kA1 k, . . . , kAm k ⇒ kCk
♣

kAk, kA1 k, . . . , kAm k ⇒ kCk
kA, A1 , . . . , Am ⇒ Ck
Re 1.8ii. This is `ex hange'. Obvious. left to the reader.
Re 1.8iii. This is ` ut'.

kΓ ⇒ Ak

kA, Π ⇒ Ck

kΓ k ⇒ kAk

kAk, kΠk ⇒ kCk
♣

kΓ k, kΠk ⇒ kCk
kΓ k, kΠk ⇒ kCk
kΓ, Π ⇒ Ck
Re 1.8iv. This is

⊑-left

rule. Let

¬¬ C1 ≡ kCk

a

ording to proposition

1.5.

kB[s], Π ⇒ Ck
kΓ ⇒ A[s]k

kB[s]k, kΠk ⇒ kCk

kΓ k ⇒ kA[s]k

kB[s]k, kΠk ⇒ ¬¬C1

lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k, kΓ k, kΠk ⇒ ¬¬C1
lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k, kΓ k, kΠk, ¬C1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k), kΓ k, kΠk, ¬C1 ⇒ ⊥
¬¬(lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k), kΓ k, kΠk ⇒ ¬¬C1
klx A[x] ⊑ ly B[y], kΓ k, kBk ⇒ kCk
klx A[x] ⊑ ly B[y], Γ, Π ⇒ Ck
Re 1.8v. This is `⊑-right'.

1.3iii
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kΓ, A[a] ⇒ B[a]k
kΓ k, kA[a]k ⇒ kB[a]k
kΓ k ⇒ lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k
kΓ k ⇒ ¬¬(lx kA[x]k ⊑ ly kB[y]k)
kΓ ⇒ lx A[x] ⊑ ly B[y]k

qed

2. Addition 130d. Appli ation of the xed point property:
a numeralwise representation of the re ursive fun tions
in L Dl
i

2

The possibility of obtaining a denition of the natural numbers in

Li Dl

that would provide indu tion in a se ond order style as, e.g., in se tion

15

41f in [
℄, is out of question for simple ordinal reasons: the onsisten y
i
of L Dl is already provable by means of a simple indu tion. As a result,
the possibility of dening re ursive fun tions in a Dedekind style is not
3
open.
There is, however, the possibility of numeralwise representing all reursive fun tions. This possibility is essentially based on two features of
ontra tion free logi

with unrestri ted abstra tion, viz.,

 the (dire t) xed point property, and
 the

ontra tibility of

≡ -ws.

The (dire t) xed point property provides for terms that numeralwise represent re ursive fun tions somewhat like the re ursion theorem provides
4
for partial re ursive fun tions. What is spe i about this numeralwise
representation of re ursive fun tion is the role of identity; i.e., what is

18℄ and [19℄. Cf. also [6℄. An a

2 This addition was sparked by [

tual proof of the

numeralwise representability of the re ursive fun tions does not seem to be available

18

19

18

in print. [
℄ is not published and [
℄ only states the result with referen e to [
℄.
3 It is possible, of ourse, to provide denitions in that style, but due to the
i
i
dedu tive weakness of L Dl their hara teristi properties annot be proved in L Dl .

19℄,

As emphasized in [

p. 10 (albeit with regard to a slightly dierent system), su h

a theory is des riptively ri h but proof theoreti ally very weak (as its

onsisten y is

established by the indu tion up to ω ).
4 There is a signi ant dieren e, though: the re ursion theorem is
with

lassi al logi , but not so the (dire t) xed point theorem.

ompatible
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being

onsidered are numerals, not anything that equals it.

some valuable
like the very

5

In this way

lassi al features are res ued for our non- lassi al situation
ontra tibility of

≡ -ws.

This approa h works well for all fun tions dened by n-re ursion. It
is the sort of

losure operation

onstituted by minimization that needs

spe ial attention. What is required is a form of tri hotomy in order to
prove that minimization

an be numeralwise represented.

3

The proximity of the proof presented here to the one in [ ℄, pp. 192

2

199, or [ ℄, pp. 166171, for the

ase of Robinson's arithmeti

will be

obvious. The main point is that the smaller relation and with it the rep∗
resentation of the least number operater is based on a term B whi h is
6
introdu ed as a xed point. It a ts like a strengthened kind of B-axiom in
that it allows to prove a form of tri hotomy. As in the
arithmeti

ase of Robinson's

heavy weight lies on the use of meta-theoreti al indu tion.

That's where results are only established for numerals.
I begin with an adaptation of the notion of numeralwise representaLi Dl .

tion to the situation of

Definitions 2.1. (1) A k-pla e total fun tion
represented by

if

f

in

Li Dl ,

f(~n ) = m,

f is said to be numeralwise

if the following holds:

then

(
⊢Li Dl h̊~n , mi̊ ∈ f
V
⊢Li Dl x(h̊~n , xi̊ ∈ f → x ≡ m)

~n of natural numbers and natural numbers m.
f is said to be numeralwise representable in Li Dl ,
t whi h numeralwise represents f in Li Dl .

for all k-tuples
(2) A fun tion
is a term

Next

ome the ex lusive su

if there

essor notion and some of its properties

whi h will be needed later.

Definition 2.2.

½
s˚:≡
lx(x ∈ s ⋄ x ≡ s) .

5 This means, in parti ular, that fun tions

i.e.

annot be employed to apply to argu-

ments;
, , instead of f [[x]] = y one only has something like
6 Cf. in denition 128.36 on p. 1764 of [
℄.

15

h̊y, xi̊ ∈ f .
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Li Dl -

dedu ible.
(2.3i)

½
⇒ s ∈ s˚

(2.3ii)

½
s˚≡
0⇒

(2.3iii)

½
½
½
s˚≡
t˚⇒
s ∈ t˚

(2.3iv)

½
½
½
½
s ∈ n˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n

(2.3v)

½
½
½
½
½
s˚≡
n˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n

(2.3vi)

½
½
½
½
s ≡ n˚
, s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⇒

(2.3vii)

½
½
s˚≡
n˚⇒
s≡n

Proof. Re 2.3i and 2.3ii. As for their in lusive

15℄, p. 1759.

ounterparts,

f. 128.29i

and 128.29ii in [

Re 2.3iii.

½
⇒ s ∈ s˚

½
½
s ∈ t˚⇒
s ∈ t˚

½
½
½
s ∈ s˚→
s ∈ t˚⇒
s ∈ t˚
½
½
½
s˚≡
t˚⇒
s ∈ t˚

Re 2.3iv. Employ a meta-theoreti al indu tion on n.

n = 0:
s∈0 ⇒

½
½
s ≡ 0 ⇒ s˚≡
0˚
½
s ∈ 0˚⇒
s≡0

½
½
½
s ∈ 0˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚
====
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
========
½
½
½
½
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n
s ∈ 0˚⇒
½
n = m˚
:
½
½
½
½
s ∈ m˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
m

½
½
s ≡ m˚⇒
s ≡ m˚

½
½
½
½
½
½
s ∈ m˚⋄
s ≡ m˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
m ⋄ s ≡ m˚
½½
½
½
½
½
˚⇒ s˚≡
s ∈ m˚
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
m ⋄ s ≡ m˚

Re 2.3v. Employ a
½

½

ut on 2.3iii and 2.3iv:

½
s˚≡ n˚⇒ s ∈ n˚

½
½
½
½
s ∈ n˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n
♣

½
½
½
½
½
n˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n
s˚≡

Re 2.3vi. Employ a meta-theoreti al indu tion on n. For
ation is immediately

15℄:

lear from 126.45i in [

n = 0,

the situ-
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As regards

½
n = m˚
:
½½
½
˚≡ 0˚⇒
m˚

½½
½
˚≡ m˚⇒
m˚

½
½½
½
½
˚, s˚≡
s˚≡
m˚
0˚⇒

n
½

⋄-introdu

½½

½
½½
½
½
˚, s˚≡
s˚≡
m˚
m˚⇒

...

tions left

½

½
½
s˚≡ m˚˚, s˚≡ 0 ⋄ · · · ⋄ s˚≡
m˚⇒

Re 2.3vii. This is now an immediate

onsequen e of 2.3v and 2.3vi:

½
½
½
½
½
s˚≡
n˚⇒
s˚≡
0˚⋄
· · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⋄s≡n

½
½
½
½
s˚≡
n˚
, s˚≡
0 ⋄ · · · ⋄ s˚≡
n⇒

½
½
s˚≡
n˚⇒
s≡n

qed

15℄, p. 77, it is su

In view of result 10.6 in [
1. basi
2.

fun tions

Z, S, I,

and the

ient to

hara teristi

onsider:

fun tion of equality

omposition

3. addition and multipli ation
4. minimization
I begin with a numeralwise representation of the fun tions listed under 1
and 2.

zero :≡ lxy (y ≡ 0) .
½
su :≡ lxy (y ≡ x˚
).
x y (y ≡ xn ) .
idm
n :≡ l~
har= :≡ lxyz ((x ≡ y  z ≡ 0) ∨ (x 6≡ y  z ≡ 1)) .
omp[h, ~g ] :≡ l~x ~y z (h̊~x , y1 i̊ ∈ g1  . . .  h̊~x , yn i̊ ∈ gn  h̊~y , zi̊ ∈ h) .

Definitions 2.4. (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(4)

lxy F[x, y],
W W
x y (z ≡h̊x, yi̊  y ≡ 0) .7

Remark 2.5. In view of the denition of

zero,

e.g., amounts to

Proposition 2.6.
(2.6i)

zero

(2.6ii)

su

(2.6iii)

id

lz

the denition of

numeralwise represents the zero fun tion

numeralwise represents the su
numeralwise represents

Z

essor fun tion

S

I

18℄ amounts to lz x(z ≡h̊x, 0i̊) in my symbolism.

7 The axiom employed in [

W
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(2.6iv)

har=

numeralwise represents the

of equality
(2.6v)

omp[h, ~g ]
fun tions

hara teristi

fun tion

χeq
numeralwise represents the

omposition of

Cn[h, g1 , . . . , gm ]

Proof. Completely straightforward, but to see the point of the notion of
identity in the denitions, I just indi ate how to treat the

ase of

zero:

What has to be shown is

⊢Li Dl h̊n, 0i̊ ∈ lxy (y ≡ 0), and
V
⊢Li Dl x(h̊n, xi̊ ∈ zero → x ≡ 0) .

The rst one redu es to

0 ≡ 0 and the se

Proposition 2.7. There are terms
(2.7i)

(2.7ii)

add

ond one to

and

mult

a ≡ 0 ⇒ a ≡ 0.

qed

satisfying

Li Dl ⊢ add = lx1 x2 x3 ((x2 ≡ 0  x3 ≡ x1 )⋄
W W
½
½
y z (x2 ≡ y˚
 x3 ≡ z˚ h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ))

Li Dl ⊢ mult = lx1 x2 x3 ((x2 ≡ 0  x3 ≡ 0)⋄
W W
½
y z (x2 ≡ y˚
 h̊h̊z, x1 i̊, x3 i̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ mult))

Proof. This is again an immediate onsequen e of the xed point property.

qed
The following

onvention is introdu ed for the

lating results regarding

add

and

onvenien e of formu-

mult .

Convention 2.8.
(1)

(2)

ADD :≡ lx1 x2 x3 ((x2 ≡ 0  x3 ≡ x1 )⋄
W W
½
½
y z (x2 ≡ y˚
 x3 ≡ z˚ h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ))

MULT :≡ lx1 x2 x3 ((x2 ≡ 0  x3 ≡ 0)⋄
W W
½
y z (x2 ≡ y˚
 h̊h̊z, x1 i̊, x3 i̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ mult))
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Corollary 2.9. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li Dl -

derivable

s ∈ ADD, Γ ⇒ C

(2.9i)

s ∈ add , Γ ⇒ C
Γ ⇒ s ∈ ADD

(2.9ii)

Γ ⇒ s ∈ add
s ∈ MULT , Γ ⇒ C

(2.9iii)

s ∈ mult, Γ ⇒ C
Γ ⇒ s ∈ MULT

(2.9iv)

Γ ⇒ s ∈ mult

Proposition 2.10. Sequents a

Li Dl -dedu

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

⇒h̊h̊s, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add

(2.10i)
(2.10ii)

½
½
h̊h̊s, ti̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, t˚
i̊, r˚
i̊ ∈ add

(2.10iii)

h̊h̊s, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ s
V
½
½
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p),h̊h̊s, n˚
i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚

(2.10iv)

Proof. Re 2.10i.

⇒0≡0

⇒s≡s

⇒ 0 ≡ 0s ≡ s
W W
½
½
 s ≡ z˚ h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add )
⇒ (0 ≡ 0  s ≡ s) ⋄ y z (0 ≡ y˚
⇒h̊h̊s, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add

Re 2.10ii. In view of 2.19i below, this is left to the reader.
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Re 2.10iii.

t≡s⇒t≡s
0 ≡ 0, t ≡ s ⇒ t ≡ s

½
0 ≡ b˚⇒
=====
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
===========
½
½
0 ≡ b˚
, t ≡ c˚
,h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ) ⇒
=====
=====================
½
½
0 ≡ b˚
 t ≡ c˚ h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ) ⇒
====
W
W=======½======½================
y z (0 ≡ y˚ t ≡ z˚ h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒

0 ≡ 0t ≡ s ⇒ t ≡ s
W W
½
½
(0 ≡ 0  t ≡ s) ⋄ y z (0 ≡ y˚
 t ≡ z˚ h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ t ≡ s

h̊h̊s, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ s
V
Re
2.10iv. Let A stand for
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p)
W W
½
½
½
y z (n˚≡
y˚
 t ≡ z˚ h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) :

and

2.9ii

C

for

½
½
p˚
c ≡ p ⇒ c˚≡

h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add

½
½
t ≡ p˚
c ≡ p, t ≡ c˚⇒

½
½
h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add → c ≡ p, t ≡ c˚
,h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
½
½
A, t ≡ c˚
,h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
½
½
,h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
A, n ≡ b, t ≡ c˚
2.3vii

½
½
½
½
A, n˚≡
b˚
, t ≡ c˚
,h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
====
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
==
½
½
½
½
b˚
 t ≡ c˚ h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
A, n˚≡
==
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
==
V
½
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p), C ⇒ t ≡ p˚

½
⇒ ¬(n˚≡
0  t ≡ s)
V
½
½
0  t ≡ s) ⋄ C ⇒ t ≡ p˚
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p), (n˚≡
2.9ii
V
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ p˚
½
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p),h̊h̊s, n˚
Proposition 2.11. Sequents a

Li Dl -dedu
(2.11i)
(2.11ii)
(2.11iii)
(2.11iv)

qed

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

⇒h̊h̊s, 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ mult
½
h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult ,h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, t˚
i̊, ri̊ ∈ mult

h̊h̊s, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ mult ⇒ t ≡ 0
V
½
i̊, ti̊ ∈ mult,
x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ r1 ),h̊h̊s, n˚
V
x(h̊h̊r1 , si̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ r2 ) ⇒ t ≡ r2
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Proof. Essentially as for 2.10; I shall only treat the se ond as an example.
Re 2.11ii. To save spa e, let

C

be short for

½
(t˚
≡ 0  r ≡ 0)

and

A

for

h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult :
½
½
A ⇒ t˚≡
t˚
 h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult
h̊h̊s1, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s1, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add
=============================½====
===========================
½
 h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult
h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult,h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒ t˚≡ t˚
====================
======================================
W==W
½
½  h̊h̊z, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊x , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ mult)
A,h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒ y z (t˚≡
y˚
1
W W ½
½
A,h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒ C ⋄ y z (t˚≡ y˚ h̊h̊z, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊x1, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ mult)
½
i̊, ri̊ ∈ mult
h̊h̊s, ti̊, s1 i̊ ∈ mult,h̊h̊s1 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, t˚

V
A stand for x(h̊h̊s, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ r1 )
W W
½
½
y z (n˚
and C for
≡ y˚
 h̊h̊z, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ mult) and F for
V
x(h̊h̊r1 , si̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ r2 ) :
Re 2.11iv. To save spa e, let

h̊h̊r1, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊r1, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add

t ≡ r2 ⇒ t ≡ r2

h̊h̊r1, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add → t ≡ r2 ,h̊h̊r1 , si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ r2
F,h̊h̊r1 , si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ r2
h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ mult ⇒h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ mult

c ≡ r1 , F,h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ r2

h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ mult → c ≡ r1 ,h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
A,h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
A, n ≡ b,h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
2.3vii

½
½
A, n˚≡
b˚
,h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
====½====
=
==================================
½
A, n˚≡ b˚ h̊h̊c, si̊, ti̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊s, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
===========================================
½
A, C, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
⇒ ¬(n˚≡
0  t ≡ 0)
½
0  n ≡ 0) ⋄ C, F ⇒ t ≡ r2
A, ¬(n˚≡
½
A,h̊h̊s, n˚
i̊, ti̊ ∈ mult, F ⇒ t ≡ r2

2.9iv

qed

Proposition 2.12.
(2.12i)

add

(2.12ii)

mult

numeralwise represents the fun tion

+

numeralwise represents the fun tion

·
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then

⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, ni̊, pi̊ ∈ add , and
V
⊢Li Dl x(h̊h̊m, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p) .

In both

ases, employ a meta-theoreti al indu tion on n.

As regards the rst one:

n = 0. What has to be shown is ⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, 0i̊, mi̊ ∈ add . This is 2.10i.
n = k′ . What has to be shown is that if p is the numeri al value of
½
½
m + k, then ⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, k˚
i̊, p˚
i̊ ∈ add . By the indu tion hypothesis, ⊢Li Dl
h̊h̊m, ki̊, pi̊ ∈ add . This yields the laim by a ut with 2.10ii.
As regards the se ond one:

n = 0.

What has to be shown is

⊢Li Dl

This is easily obtained from 2.10iii.
n = k′ . What has to be shown is that if

V

x(h̊h̊m, 0i̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ m) .

p is the numeri al value of m + k,
V
½
½
⊢Li Dl x(h̊h̊m, k˚
i̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p˚
) . By the indu tion hypothesis,
V
⊢Li Dl
x(h̊h̊m, ki̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ p) . By a ut with 2.10ii this yields
V
½
½
i̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ c ≡ p˚
⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, k˚
whi h yields the laim by →- and
-

then

introdu tion.

Re 2.12ii. What has to be shown is that if

m · n = p,

then

⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, ni̊, pi̊ ∈ mult, and
V
⊢Li Dl x(h̊h̊m, ni̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ p) .

Again, employ meta-theoreti al indu tions on n.
As regards the rst one:

n = 0. What has to be shown is ⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ mult . This is 2.11i.
n = k′ . What has to be shown is that if p is the numeri al value of
½
m · k and q is the numeri al value of p + m, then ⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, k˚
i̊, qi̊ ∈ mult .
By the indu tion hypothesis, ⊢Li D h̊h̊m, ki̊, pi̊ ∈ mult and by 2.12i, ⊢Li D
l
l
h̊h̊p, mi̊, qi̊ ∈ add . Two uts with 2.11ii yield the laim.
As regards the se ond one:

n = 0.

What has to be shown is

⊢Li Dl

This is easily obtained from 2.11iii.
n = k′ . Let p be the numeri al value of

V

x(h̊h̊m, 0i̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ 0) .

V m · k and q that of p + m. Then,
⊢Li Dl x(h̊h̊m, ki̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ p) and
V
x(h̊h̊p, mi̊, xi̊ ∈ add → x ≡ q). Two uts with 2.11iv yield
by 2.12i, ⊢Li D
l
V
½
i̊, ti̊ ∈ mult ⇒ t ≡ q . Applying a →- and a -introdu tion
⊢Li Dl h̊h̊m, k˚
V
½
qed
x(h̊h̊m, k˚
i̊, xi̊ ∈ mult → x ≡ q) .
then yields ⊢Li D
l

by the indu tion hypothesis,

uwe petersen
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Remark 2.13. Of ourse, all total fun tions denable by 1-re ursion an
be numeralwise represented in that way. If the fun tion

f

is dened by

primitive re ursion from the fun tions g and h, and g and h are represented
i
in L Dl by g and h, respe tively, then f is represented by the term f
i
satisfying the following xed point property in L Dl :

f = lx1 x2 x3 ((x2 ≡ 0  h̊x1 , x3 i̊ ∈ g)⋄
W W
½
y z (x2 ≡ y˚
 h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ f  h̊h̊h̊x1 , yi̊, zi̊, x3 i̊ ∈ h)) .

As a matter of fa t,
an example,

n-re

ursion

an be represented in that way too. As

onsider the so- alled A kermann fun tion. Employ the fol-

lowing xed point

ak

for a numeralwise representation of the A kermann

fun tion:
½
ak = lx1 x2 x3 ((x1 ≡ 0  x3 ≡ x2˚
)⋄
W
½
½
˚
i̊, x3 i̊ ∈ ak) ⋄
y (x1 ≡ y  x2 ≡ 0  h̊h̊y, 0˚
W W W
½
½
y1 y2 z (x1 ≡ y1˚
 x2 ≡ y2˚ h̊h̊x1 , y2 i̊, zi̊ ∈ ak  h̊h̊x1 , zi̊, x3 i̊ ∈ ak) .

In other words, all stages of re ursion

an be numeralwise represented in

a straightforward manner. This may provoke the question as to what the
least number operator a tually adds to the notion of re ursion.

The following s hemata of inferen e will
presentation. They are instan es of what I

ome handy in the further

alled an ex lusion prin iple

15℄, for example.

in remarks 116.6 and 119.1 in [

Proposition 2.14. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li Dl -derivable.
(2.14i)

(2.14ii)

Γ ⇒ F[s, 0, s]

½
½
Γ,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, a˚
, b˚
]

Γ,h̊h̊s, ti̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Γ ⇒ F[s, 0, s]

½
, r]
Γ,h̊h̊b, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ mult ⇒ F[s, a˚

Γ,h̊h̊s, ti̊, ri̊ ∈ mult ⇒ F[s, t, r]
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Proof. Re 2.14i.

½ ˚
, b½ ]
Γ,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, a˚
½
½
Γ, t ≡ a˚
, r ≡ b˚
,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, t, r]
=======
=
=
=
=
=
=
=====================
½˚
½
Γ, t ≡ a  r ≡ b˚ h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, t, r]
===
============================
W===
W=======
½  r ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Γ, t ≡ 0  r ≡ s ⇒ F[s, t, r] Γ, y z (t ≡ y˚
W W
½  r ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Γ, (t ≡ 0  r ≡ s) ⋄ y z (t ≡ y˚

Γ ⇒ F[s, 0, s]
====================
Γ, t ≡ 0, r ≡ s ⇒ F[s, t, r]

Γ,h̊h̊s, ti̊, ri̊ ∈ add ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Re 2.14ii. Let

½
A :≡ (t ≡ ∗1˚
 h̊h̊∗2 , si̊, ri̊ ∈ add  h̊h̊s, ∗1 i̊, ∗2 i̊ ∈ mult) :

½
Γ,h̊h̊b, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ mult ⇒ F[s, a˚
, r]
½
Γ ⇒ F[s, 0, 0]
Γ, t ≡ a˚
,h̊h̊b, si̊, ri̊ ∈ add ,h̊h̊s, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ mult ⇒ F[s, t, r]
==================== ========================================
Γ, t ≡ 0, r ≡ 0 ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Γ, A[a, b] ⇒ F[s, t, r]
===
================
W==W
Γ, t ≡ 0  r ≡ 0 ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Γ, y z A[y, z] ⇒ F[s, t, r]
W W
Γ, (t ≡ 0  r ≡ 0) ⋄ y z A[y, z] ⇒ F[s, t, r]

Γ,h̊h̊s, ti̊, ri̊ ∈ mult ⇒ F[s, t, r]
Proposition 2.15. Sequents a

Li Dl -dedu

qed

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(2.15i)

½
½
h̊h̊s˚
, ni̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
i̊, ti̊ ∈ add

(2.15ii)

½
½
h̊h̊c˚
, ai̊, n˚
i̊ ∈ add ⇒ a ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ a ≡ n

Proof. Re 2.15i. Employ an indu tion on n. As regards the indu tion
basis, employ 2.10iii:

½
½
h̊h̊s˚
, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ s˚
===
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
==========
½
½
½
½
, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ 0˚≡
0˚
 t ≡ s˚ h̊h̊s, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add
h̊h̊s˚
W W
½
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add )
h̊h̊s˚
, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ y z (0˚≡
y˚
W W
½
½
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add )
, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ (0˚≡
0  t ≡ s) ⋄ y z (0˚≡
y˚
h̊h̊s˚
½
½
, 0i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, 0˚
i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
h̊h̊s˚
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As regards the indu tion step, rstly, employ 2.3ii:

½
0 ≡ n˚⇒
½
½
½½
˚i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
0 ≡ n˚
, t ≡ s˚⇒h̊
h̊s, n˚
=====½======½=======½=½=======
0 ≡ n˚ t ≡ s˚⇒h̊h̊s, n˚˚i̊, ti̊ ∈ add

Se ondly, employ the indu tion hypothesis. In the proof gure to follow,
let

C

stand for

½½
˚≡ 0  t ≡ s) :
(n˚

½
½
t ≡ c˚⇒
t ≡ c˚

½
½
h̊h̊s˚
, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
i̊, ci̊ ∈ add

½
½ , ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ c˚
½
t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚

½
½ , ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½ i̊, ci̊ ∈ add
t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚

½
½, ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ t ≡ c˚
½  h̊h̊s, n˚
½ i̊, ci̊ ∈ add
 h̊h̊s˚
t ≡ c˚
½
½ , bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ n˚
½˚≡
½
½˚
½  t ≡ c˚
½  h̊h̊s, n˚
½ i̊, ci̊ ∈ add
t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚
n˚
====½=================
===
============================
W
W
½ , bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ y z (n˚
½˚≡
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add )
y˚
t ≡ c˚ h̊h̊s˚
½
½ , bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒ C ⋄ Wy Wz (n˚
½˚≡
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add )
t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚
y˚
½
½ , ni̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚
½
½ , bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
 h̊h̊s˚
n ≡ b, t ≡ c˚
½
½
½
½, bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
n˚≡
b˚
, t ≡ c˚
 h̊h̊s˚
½
½
½
½ , bi̊, ci̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
b˚
 t ≡ c˚ h̊h̊s˚
n˚≡
===W
============================================
W
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s˚
½ , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
y z (n˚≡
y˚

Together:

½
½) ⋄
(0 ≡ n˚
 t ≡ s˚

W W
½
½  t ≡ z˚
½  h̊h̊s˚
½ , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
½˚
½ i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
y z (n˚≡
y˚
½ ½
½½
˚i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
, n˚i̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊h̊s, n˚
h̊h̊s˚

Re 2.15ii. Employ an indu tion on n. I only
Let

E

stand for

½
∗1 ≡ ∗2 ⋄ · · · ⋄ ∗1 ≡ n˚
:

onsider the indu tion step.
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½
½ ∈
, ai̊, n˚
i̊ add ⇒ a ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ a ≡ n
h̊h̊c˚
===
=
=
=
=
=
=
========½====
=======
====½
½
½
½
½
h̊h̊c˚, ai̊, n˚i̊ ∈ add ⇒ a˚≡ 0˚⋄
. . . ⋄ a˚≡
n˚
======
==
=======
================½=
½˚ ˚≡
½
½˚
b,h̊h̊c , ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ E[s, 0˚]
s ≡ a ,n
2.3vii

½ ½½
½
½
½
s ≡ a˚
, n˚˚≡ b˚
,h̊h̊c˚
, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ E[s, 0˚
]
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
½˚⇒
½˚ ˚
½
½
½
½
½]
0≡c
s ≡ a  n ˚≡ b˚ h̊h̊c˚, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒ E[s, 0˚
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
====
W W
½
½
½  n˚
½˚≡
½
½  h̊h̊c˚
½ , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ E[s, 0˚
½]
c˚⇒
s≡0
z˚
y z (s ≡ y˚
s ≡ 0  n˚≡
½˚≡
½
½ ) ⋄ Wy Wz (s ≡ y˚
½  n˚
½˚≡
½
½  h̊h̊c˚
½ , yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ E[s, 0]
(s ≡ 0  n˚
c˚
z˚
½
½˚
½ ∈
½
, si̊, n˚
i̊ add ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n˚
h̊h̊c˚

qed

The essential point for a representation of the least number operator
is the availability of a smaller relation
onditions for all terms
1.
2.
3.

s

<

satisfying the following three
n :8

and every numeral

¬(s < 0)
s < n′ ↔ s = 0 ∨ . . . ∨ s = n
s < n∨s =n∨n < s

i.e., a

ertain tri hotomy of the natural numbers: two natural numbers

are either equal or one of them is smaller than the other. In order to suit
the present framework, the various notions involved have to be adapted.
Equality will be repla ed by identity, the in lusive su
pla ed by the ex lusive su

essor,

∨ will

be repla ed by

essor will be re-

⋄. The task left

is

<. That's where a rudimentary9 notion of
natural number omes into play: m is smaller than n, if there is a natural
number p su h that m + p = n.
to nd an appropriate notion of

What has to be a

ommodated for is a

ertain self-referen e in the

denition of the natural numbers whi h is expressed in the simple statement:

n

is a natural number, if it is either

0

or the su

essor of a natural

number. In other words, natural number is dened in terms of itself. This
is what the xed point of the next proposition aims at.

B∗ satisfying
W
½
)) .
Li Dl ⊢ B∗ = lx (x ≡ 0 ⋄ y (y ∈ B∗  x ≡ y˚

Proposition 2.16. There is a term

13℄, p. 40, proposition I.3.3. Note, however, that the ∧ in the third

8 Cf. [

listed there is obviously a typographi al error that has to be repla ed by
9 `Rudimentary', be ause full indu tion is not required.

∨.

ondition

uwe petersen
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Proof. This is an immediate

14℄,

stated, e.g., in [

15℄.

onsequen e of the xed point property as

theorem 7.3, p. 382, or theorem 130.8 on p. 1779 of

qed

[

Corollary 2.17. Inferen es a

Li Dl -derivable
(2.17i)

s ∈ lx(x ≡ 0 ⋄

ording to the following s hemata are

W
½
y (y ∈ B∗  x ≡ y˚
)), Γ ⇒ C

s ∈ B∗ , Γ ⇒ C
W
½
Γ ⇒ s ∈ lx(x ≡ 0 ⋄ y (y ∈ B∗  x ≡ y˚
))

(2.17ii)

Definition 2.18.

Γ ⇒ s ∈ B∗
WB∗
W
x F[x] :≡ x(x ∈ B∗  F[x]) .

I begin by listing the relevant properties of

Proposition 2.19. Sequents a

Li Dl -dedu
(2.19i)
(2.19ii)

B∗ .

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

⇒ 0 ∈ B∗
∗
½
∈B
s ∈ B∗ ⇒ s˚

Proof. Re 2.19i. Employ 2.16:

⇒0≡0
W ∗
½
⇒ 0 ≡ 0 ⋄ B y (0 ≡ y˚
)
WB∗
½
⇒ 0 ∈ lx (x ≡ 0 ⋄
y (x ≡ y˚
))
⇒ 0 ∈ B∗

2.17ii

.

Re 2.19ii. Employ 2.16:

s ∈ B∗ ⇒ s ∈ B∗

½
½
⇒ s˚≡
s˚

½
½
s ∈ B∗ ⇒ s ∈ B∗  s˚≡
s˚
W
∗
½
½
s ∈ B∗ ⇒ B y (s˚≡
y˚
)
W
∗
∗
½
B
½
½
y (s˚≡ y˚
)
s ∈ B ⇒ s˚≡ 0 ⋄
W
∗
∗
½
B
½
s ∈ B ⇒ s˚∈ lx (x ≡ 0 ⋄
y (x ≡ y˚
))

∗
½
∈B
s ∈ B∗ ⇒ s˚

2.17ii

.

qed
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ording to the following s hema are

Li Dl -derivable.
½
]
Γ, a ∈ B∗ ⇒ F[a˚

Γ ⇒ F[0]

Γ, s ∈ B∗ ⇒ F[s]
Proof.

½
Γ, a ∈ B∗ ⇒ F[a˚
]
½
Γ, a ∈ B∗ , s ≡ a˚⇒
F[s]
½
Γ, a ∈ B∗  s ≡ a˚⇒
F[s]
WB∗
½
Γ,
y (s ≡ y˚
) ⇒ F[s]

Γ ⇒ F[0]
Γ, s ≡ 0 ⇒ F[s]

WB∗
½
) ⇒ F[s]
y (s ≡ y˚
WB∗
½
Γ, s ∈ lx(x ≡ 0 ⋄
y (x ≡ y˚
)) ⇒ F[s]
Γ, s ≡ 0 ⋄

Γ, s ∈ B∗ ⇒ F[s]

2.17i

.

qed

For minimization a smaller-relation between numerals is required

18℄, p. 8):

whi h is introdu ed next (essentially taken from [

Definition 2.21.

W ∗
½
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add ) .
less :≡ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚

Proposition 2.22. If
then

⇒h̊m, ni̊ ∈ less

m and n are two natural numbers su
Li Dl -dedu ible.

h that

m < n,

is

½
m < n, then there is a natural number p su h that p˚+
m = n.
∗
i
By 2.19, ⇒ p ∈ B is L Dl -dedu ible and by the numeralwise representabili
½
ity of addition, ⇒h̊h̊p˚, mi̊, ni̊ ∈ add is L Dl -dedu ible.

Proof. If

⇒ p ∈ B∗

½
⇒h̊h̊p˚
, mi̊, ni̊ ∈ add

½
, mi̊, ni̊ ∈ add
⇒ p ∈ B∗  h̊h̊p˚
WB∗
½
⇒
z (h̊h̊z˚, mi̊, ni̊ ∈ add )
W ∗
½
⇒h̊m, ni̊ ∈ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add )

Proposition 2.23. If

n

is a natural number, then sequents a
Li D -dedu ible.

the following s hemata are

l

(2.23i)

½
t ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊0, t˚
i̊ ∈ less

(2.23ii)

½½
½
˚, ni̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊n˚
s ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊s˚
, ti̊ ∈ less

qed
ording to
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(2.23iii)

½
½
h̊n, si̊ ∈ less ⇒ n˚≡
s ⋄h̊n˚
, si̊ ∈ less

(2.23iv)

½
n ≡ s ⇒h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less

(2.23v)

h̊s, 0i̊ ∈ less ⇒

(2.23vi)

½
h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n

(2.23vii)

½
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less

Proof. Re 2.23i. Employ 2.10i:

t ∈ B∗ ⇒ t ∈ B∗

½
½
⇒h̊h̊t˚
, 0i̊, t˚
i̊ ∈ add

½
½
t ∈ B∗ ⇒ t ∈ B∗  h̊h̊t˚
, 0i̊, t˚
i̊ ∈ add
W
∗
∗
B
½
½
t∈B ⇒
z (h̊h̊z˚, 0i̊, t˚i̊ ∈ add )
½
t ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊0, t˚
i̊ ∈ less

Re 2.23ii. Employ 2.15i:
½½
½
½
˚, ni̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒ s ∈ B∗  h̊h̊s˚
s ∈ B∗,h̊h̊s˚
, n˚
i̊, ti̊ ∈ add
W
∗
∗
½½
½
½
B
s ∈ B ,h̊h̊s˚˚, ni̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒
z (h̊h̊z˚, n˚i̊, ti̊ ∈ add )
½½
½
˚, ni̊, ti̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊n˚
s ∈ B∗,h̊h̊s˚
, ti̊ ∈ less

Re 2.23iii. Employ an indu tion on n. As regards the indu tion basis,
employ 2.10iii and 2.23ii. Let

C

stand for

½
½
0˚≡
s ⋄h̊0˚
, si̊ ∈ less :

½
½
h̊h̊0˚
, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ 0˚≡
s

½½
½
˚, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊0˚
a ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊a˚
, si̊ ∈ less

½
h̊h̊0˚
, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ C

½½
˚, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ C
a ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊a˚

½
½
½
, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ 0˚≡
s ⋄h̊0˚
, si̊ ∈ less
c ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊c˚
½
½
½
c ∈ B∗  h̊h̊c˚
, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ 0˚≡
s ⋄h̊0˚
, si̊ ∈ less
WB∗
½
½
½
z (h̊h̊z˚, 0i̊, si̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ 0˚≡ s ⋄h̊0˚, si̊ ∈ less
W ∗
½
½
½
h̊0, si̊ ∈ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ 0˚≡
s ⋄h̊0˚
, si̊ ∈ less

As regards the indu tion step, employ again 2.10iii and 2.23ii. Let
for

½½
½½
˚≡ s ⋄h̊n˚
˚, si̊ ∈ less :
n˚

C

stand
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½
½
½½
˚≡ s
h̊h̊0˚
, n˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ n˚

½½
½
½½
˚, n˚
˚, si̊ ∈ less
a ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊a˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒h̊n˚

½
½
, n˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ C
h̊h̊0˚

½½
½
˚, n˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ C
a ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊a˚

½
½
½½
½½
˚≡ s ⋄h̊n˚
˚, si̊ ∈ less
c ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊c˚
, n˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ n˚
½
½
½½
½½
˚≡ s ⋄h̊n˚
˚, si̊ ∈ less
c ∈ B∗  h̊h̊c˚
, n˚
i̊, si̊ ∈ add ⇒ n˚
WB∗
½
½
½½
½½
˚, si̊ ∈ less
z1 (h̊h̊z1˚, n˚i̊, si̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ n˚˚≡ s ⋄h̊n˚
W
∗
½
½
½½
½½
˚≡ s ⋄h̊n˚
˚, si̊ ∈ less
h̊n˚
, si̊ ∈ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ n˚

Re 2.23v.

½
0 ≡ b˚⇒
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
===========
½
½
½
½
0 ≡ c˚⇒
0 ≡ b˚∧h̊
h̊c˚
, ai̊, bi̊ ∈ add ⇒
s ≡ a˚∧
==
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=============
W
W
½
½
½
½
y z (s ≡ y˚
s ≡ 0 ∧ 0 ≡ c˚⇒
 0 ≡ z˚ h̊h̊c˚, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒
W
W
½
½
½
½
(s ≡ 0  0 ≡ c˚
) ⋄ y z (s ≡ y˚
 0 ≡ z˚ h̊h̊c˚
, yi̊, zi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒
½
, si̊, 0i̊ ∈ add ⇒
h̊h̊c˚

½
c ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊c˚
, si̊, 0i̊ ∈ add ⇒
½
c ∈ B∗  h̊h̊c˚
, si̊, 0i̊ ∈ add ⇒
WB∗
½
z (h̊h̊z˚, si̊, 0i̊ ∈ add ) ⇒
W ∗
½
h̊s, 0i̊ ∈ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒

Re 2.23vi. Employ 2.15ii:

½
½
h̊h̊c˚
, si̊, n˚
i̊ ∈ add ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n
½
c ∈ B∗ ,h̊h̊c˚
, si̊, ni̊ ∈ add ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n
½
c ∈ B∗  h̊h̊c˚
, si̊, ni̊ ∈ add ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n
WB∗
½
½
i̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n
z (h̊h̊z˚, si̊, n˚
W
∗
½
½
i̊ ∈ lxy B z (h̊h̊z˚
, xi̊, yi̊ ∈ add ) ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ s ≡ n
h̊s, n˚

Re 2.23vii. Distinguish two

p ∈ N.

The rst

ases a

ording to whether

ase is an immediate

n=0

or

½
n = p˚
,

onsequen e of 2.23v. As regards
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the se ond

ase, employ 2.23vi and 2.22:

½˚
½ ∈
⇒h̊0, p˚
i̊ less

½ ˚
½ ∈
⇒h̊0˚
, p½˚
i̊ less

½˚
½ ∈
s ≡ 0 ⇒h̊s, p˚
i̊ less

½
½˚
½ ∈
s ≡ 0˚⇒h̊s,
p˚
i̊ less

½
½½
˚i̊ ∈ less
p˚
s ≡ 0 ⋄ s ≡ 0˚⇒h̊s,

p
½ ∈
˚

h̊s, p i̊ less ⇒ s ≡ 0 ⋄ · · · ⋄ s ≡ p

analogous

⋄-introdu

tions

½˚
½ ∈
˚

s ≡ 0 ⋄ · · · ⋄ s ≡ p ⇒h̊s, p i̊ less
♣

½ ∈
½˚
½ ∈
h̊s, p˚
i̊ less ⇒h̊s, p˚
i̊ less
Proposition 2.24. For all natural numbers
following s hemata are

Li Dl -dedu

n,

qed
sequents a

ording to the

ible.

(2.24i)

s ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊s, 0i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ 0 ⋄h̊0, si̊ ∈ less

(2.24ii)

h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n ⋄h̊n, si̊ ∈ less ⇒
½
½
½
˚
h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n˚⋄h̊n
, si̊ ∈ less

(2.24iii)

s ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n ⋄h̊n, si̊ ∈ less

Proof. Re 2.24i. Employ 2.23i:

½ ∈
i̊ less
a ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊0, a˚
⇒0≡0
=
========
====
========================== ====∗=====½==========
½
½
⇒h̊0, 0i̊ ∈ less ⋄ 0 ≡ 0 ⋄h̊0, 0i̊ ∈ less a ∈ B ⇒h̊a˚, 0i̊ ∈ less ⋄ a˚≡
0 ⋄h̊0, a˚
i̊ ∈ less

s ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊s, 0i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ 0 ⋄h̊0, si̊ ∈ less
Re 2.24ii. By 2.23vii
½
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less
===============½============
====
====== ,
½
½
˚
, si̊ ∈ less
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s = n˚⋄h̊n

and by 2.23iv
½
s ≡ n ⇒h̊s, n˚
i̊ ∈ less
===============½============
====
====== .
½
½
˚
, si̊ ∈ less
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s = n˚⋄h̊n

and by 2.23iii
½
½
s ⋄h̊n˚
, si̊ ∈ less
h̊n, si̊ ∈ less ⇒ n˚≡
===============½============
====
====== .
½
½
˚
, si̊ ∈ less
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s = n˚⋄h̊n

Together:
½
½
½
˚
i̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n˚⋄h̊n
, si̊ ∈ less
h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n ⋄h̊n, si̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊s, n˚

.
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Re 2.24iii. Employing 2.24i and 2.24ii for a metatheoreti al indu tion
gives

s ∈ B∗ ⇒h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n ⋄h̊n, si̊ ∈ less
for all natural numbers

n.

qed

Corollary 2.25. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hema are

Li Dl -

derivable

h̊s, ni̊ ∈ less ⋄ s ≡ n ⋄h̊n, si̊ ∈ less, Γ ⇒ C
s ∈ B∗ , Γ ⇒ C
m is a natural
number, ~
n a p-tuple of natural
V
C :≡h̊h̊∗1 , ∗2 i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s  z (h̊z, ∗2 i̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊∗1 , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s), then
i
ording to the following s hemata are L Dl -dedu ible.

Proposition 2.26. If
numbers and
sequents a
(2.26i)

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s, m ≡ 0 ⇒ C[~n , m]

(2.26ii)

½
i̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⋄ · · · ⋄h̊h̊~n , ki̊, 0i̊ ∈ s
h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊c, k˚

(2.26iii)

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less, C[~n , m] ⇒

Proof. Re 2.26i. Employ 2.23v:

h̊a, 0i̊ ∈ less ⇒
m ≡ 0,h̊a, mi̊ ∈ less ⇒
m ≡ 0,h̊a, mi̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊h̊~n , ai̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s)
m ≡ 0 ⇒h̊a, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , ai̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s)
V
h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s m ≡ 0 ⇒ z1 (h̊z1 , mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , z1 i̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s)
.
V
h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s, m ≡ 0 ⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s  z1 (h̊z1, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , z1 i̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s)
Re 2.26ii. Let

A

stand for

c ≡ 0 ⋄ . . . ⋄ c ≡ k, k ≥ 1.

c ≡ 0,h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s

Employ 2.23vi:

½
½
c ≡ 0˚
,h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0˚
i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s

½
,h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⋄ · · · ⋄h̊h̊~n , ki̊, 0i̊ ∈ s
c ≡ 0 ⋄ c ≡ 0˚

k−1
½

h̊c, k˚i̊ ∈ less ⇒ A

analogous

⋄ -introdu

tions left

A,h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⋄ · · · ⋄h̊h̊~n , ki̊, 0i̊ ∈ s

½ ∈
h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊c, k˚
i̊ less ⇒h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⋄ · · · ⋄h̊h̊~n , ki̊, 0i̊ ∈ s

♣

.
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Re 2.26iii.

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s ⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s
h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s ⇒

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s ⇒
V
h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less, z (h̊z, ci̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s) ⇒
V

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less,h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,

z (h̊z, ci̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s) ⇒

h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s,h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less, C[~n , m] ⇒
Definition 2.27.

min[s] :≡ lxy (y ∈ B∗  h̊h̊~x, yi̊, 0i̊ ∈ s 
by the term

g by µ-re
min[g].

from
by

Proof. If

g,

z (h̊z, yi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~x , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s)) .

g(~x , y) is numeralwise represented in
f(~x ) = µy (g(~x , y) = 0) obtained
i
then f is numeralwise represented in L Dl

Proposition 2.28. If the fun tion

Li Dl

V

qed

and the fun tion

ursion is total,

g(~n , m) = 0 and f(~n ) = m, i.e., µy (g(~n , y) = 0) = m, then by
g is numeralwise represented in Li Dl by g , we have

the assumption that
that

⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ g, and
V
⇒ x (h̊h̊~n , mi̊, xi̊ ∈ g → x ≡ 0)

(2.28i)
(2.28ii)
(2.28iii)
are

Li Dl -dedu

(2.28iv)
for

h̊h̊~n , ii̊, 0i̊ ∈ g ⇒

k′ = m

if for all i < m

ible. In addition, 2.28iii yields:

h̊h̊~n , 0i̊, 0i̊ ∈ g ⋄ · · · ⋄h̊h̊~n , ki̊, 0i̊ ∈ g ⇒
by su

essive

⋄ -introdu

tion. (There is no

i<m

for

m = 0.)

Now, what has to be shown for the numeralwise representability of
minimization is that

are

⇒h̊~n , mi̊ ∈ min[g], and
V
⇒ x (h̊~n , xi̊ ∈ min[g] → x ≡ m) .

Li Dl -dedu
m≡0⇒

ible. First of all,

V

utting 2.28i with 2.26i yields

z1 (h̊z1 , mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , z1 i̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s) ,

and
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utting 2.26ii and 2.28iv gives way to the following dedu tion:
½
h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ g,h̊c, k˚
i̊ ∈ less ⇒
½
h̊c, k˚
i̊ ∈ less ⇒h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g
½
h̊c, mi̊ ∈ less, m ≡ k˚⇒h̊
h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g
½
mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g
m ≡ k˚⇒h̊c,
V
½
m ≡ k˚⇒
z (h̊z, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g)

This yields

m ≡ 0 ⇒h̊~n , mi̊ ∈ min[g] ,

and

½

m ≡ k˚⇒h̊~n , mi̊ ∈ min[g]
½
m ≡ 0, m ≡ k˚
, resp.), employing 2.28i:
V
⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ g
Γ ⇒ z (h̊z, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g)
V
∗
⇒ m∈B
Γ ⇒h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ g  z (h̊z, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g)
==========∗==============V
===========================
Γ ⇒ m ∈ B  h̊h̊~n , mi̊, 0i̊ ∈ g  z (h̊z, mi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g))
===================
=============V
=========================
Γ ⇒h̊~n , mi̊ ∈ l~x y (y ∈ B∗  h̊h̊~x , yi̊, 0i̊ ∈ g  z (h̊z, yi̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~x , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ g))
Cutting 2.26ii and 2.28iv gives way to the following dedu tion, where C
is the nominal form h̊h̊~
n , ∗1 i̊, 0i̊ ∈ g :

in the following way (where

Γ

is

½
i̊ ∈ less ⇒ C[0] ⋄ · · · ⋄ C[k]
C[0] ⋄ · · · ⋄ C[k] ⇒
h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ g,h̊c, k˚
=============================½====================== ♣
h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ g,h̊c, k˚i̊ ∈ less ⇒
=====∗============
V============================½=======
m ∈ B ,h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ g, z (h̊z, ci̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s),h̊c, k˚
i̊ ∈ less ⇒
=====∗=============V
=============================
=======
½
i̊ ∈ less ⇒
m ∈ B  h̊h̊~n , ci̊, 0i̊ ∈ g  z (h̊z, ci̊ ∈ less →h̊h̊~n , zi̊, 0i̊ ∈/ s),h̊c, k˚
½
h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, k˚
i̊ ∈ less ⇒

Sin e

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, 0i̊ ∈ less ⇒
holds almost trivially as a

h̊c, 0i̊ ∈ less
and

m

is either

⇒
0

onsequen e of
(2.23v) ,

or

k

′

for some natural number k, we have that

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, mi̊ ∈ less ⇒
is

i

L Dl -dedu

ible.

uwe petersen
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The last preparational step is to provide

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less ⇒ .
whi h is readily obtained from 2.28ii and 2.26iii by means of a
This now yields the se ond

ut.

ondition of numeralwise representability

of minimization in the following way:

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, mi̊ ∈ less ⇒
c≡m⇒c≡m

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less ⇒

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, mi̊ ∈ less ⋄h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less ⇒

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g],h̊c, mi̊ ∈ less ⋄h̊m, ci̊ ∈ less ⋄ c ≡ m ⇒ c ≡ m
2.25

h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g] ⇒ c ≡ m
⇒h̊~n , ci̊ ∈ min[g] → c ≡ m
.
V
⇒ x (h̊~n , xi̊ ∈ min[g] → x ≡ m)

qed

Theorem 2.29. The re ursive fun tions are numeralwise representable in

Li Dl .

15℄, p. 573, this is an immediate

Proof. As for result 45.46 in [

onsequen e

of the numeralwise representability of addition, multipli ation, the identity fun tions, the

hara teristi

fun tion of equality,

omposition, and

qed

minimization.

Theorem 2.30.

Li Dl

Proof. As for any

is essentially unde idable.

onsistent theory whi h allows numeralwise represent10

qed

ability of all re ursive fun tions.

Remark 2.31. In view of the ut eliminability in
results extend to

Li Dl , the foregoing two

LPl .

3. Addition 130f. Fixed points and denotational devi es
Denite des ription an only be established in a somewhat redu ed form
i
in L Dl , the reason being a ontra tion that sneaks into the proof of

15℄, p. 470. Could this

proposition 41.17 in [

ontra tion possibly do harm?

In the present se tion I shall show that it a tually does.

15℄, p. 612, for the

10 Cf. theorem 48.27 in [

paradigm of proof.
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The failure of extensionality may already be seen as an indi ation
that denotation is not quite as straightforward a business as was thought
in the early days of modern logi . The following appli ation of the xed
point property to establish the in ompatibility of indenite des ription
Li Dl may well be seen as ontributing to this view.

(ε-operator) with

Proposition 3.1.

W
Li Dl ∪ { x F[x] ⇒ F[εx F[x]]} ⊢ ⊥
φ = εx (φ 6= x)

Proof. Take the xed point

and

onsider the following

dedu tion:

⇒ φ = εx (φ 6= x)
W
φ 6= εx (φ 6= x) ⇒
x (φ 6= x) ⇒ φ 6= εx (φ 6= x)
W
x (φ 6= x) ⇒

♣

φ 6= 0 ⇒

as on the left

·
·
·
W
x (φ 6= x) ⇒

φ = 1, 1 6= 0 ⇒
φ=1⇒
⇒ φ 6= 1

φ 6= 1 ⇒

♣

qed

⇒
Remark 3.2. Noti e that there is no

ε-initial

tion. They are hiding in the

ε-operator is not
nd the ε-operator

That the
people who

ontra tion involved in this dedu 11

sequent.

ompatible with

Li Dl

may not surprise

outrageous anyway; so I shall show that

the least number operator doesn't fare any better.
First of all: the formulation of the least number operator has to be
restri ted to natural numbers. But in view of the fa t that only

1

0

and

are employed in the proof above, this is little more than a formality.

15℄

The denition of the natural numbers provided in 41.60 on p. 487 of [
would a tually do, sin e even without

ontra tion it still yields

0

and

1

as natural numbers.

Proposition 3.3.

Li Dl ∪ {

11 This has been used as a

WN
x F[x] ⇒ F[µx F[x]]} ⊢ ⊥ .

onvenient way of proving that abandoning

tion is no safeguard against the paradoxes.

ontra -
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Proof. Take the xed point

φ = µx (φ 6= x)

and

onsider the following

dedu tion:

⇒ φ = µx (φ 6= x)
WN
x (φ 6= x) ⇒ φ 6= µx (φ 6= x)
φ 6= µx (φ 6= x) ⇒
WN
x (φ 6= x) ⇒

♣

0 ∈ N  φ 6= 0 ⇒

⇒ 0 ∈N

as on the left

·
·
·
WN
x (φ 6= x) ⇒

0 ∈ N, φ 6= 0 ⇒
♣

φ 6= 0 ⇒
φ = 1, 1 6= 0 ⇒

1 ∈ N  φ 6= 1 ⇒
⇒ 1 ∈N

φ=1⇒

1 ∈ N, φ 6= 1 ⇒
♣

⇒ φ 6= 1

φ 6= 1 ⇒
♣

⇒

qed

Still, someone who obje ts to the least number operator on the basis
12
might not nd
hara ter of the least number prin iple

of the non-nite

that too surprising. So I shall go one step further and show that even
without the least number prin iple one obtains a

ontradi tion.

Proposition 3.4.

Li Dl ∪ {

WN
V
x (F[x]  Ny (y < x → ¬F[y])) ⇒ F[µx F[x]]} ⊢ ⊥ .

φ = µx (φ 6= x) and onsiderWthe folN
x (φ 6=
VN
WN
x  y (y < x → ¬(φ =
6 y)))) ⇒ instead of
x (φ 6= x) ⇒ and ontinue

Proof. Take again the xed point

lowing variation of the by now familiar dedu tion whi h yields

as follows:

WN
V
x (φ 6= x  Ny (y < x → ¬(φ 6= y)))) ⇒
V
b ∈ N ⇒ b < 0 → ¬(φ 6= b) 0 ∈ N  φ 6= 0  Ny (y < 0 → ¬(φ 6= y)))) ⇒
===========V
=======================
V
⇒ Ny (y < 0 → ¬(φ 6= y)) 0 ∈ N, φ 6= 0, Ny (y < 0 → ¬(φ 6= y)))) ⇒
b ∈ N, b < 0 ⇒ ¬(φ 6= b)

♣

0 ∈ N, φ 6= 0 ⇒

⇒ 0∈N

♣

φ 6= 0 ⇒

15℄ for the least number prin

12 Cf. proposition 46.20 in [
meti . As regards the non-nite

15℄.

quotation 80.6 in the [

iple in rst order arith-

hara ter of the least number prin iple,

f. Bernays in
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an now be employed to yield ⇒ φ 6= 1
VN
y (y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= y)))) as follows:
φ 6= 0 ⇒

This result
prove

b ∈ N, b < 1 ⇒ b = 0
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as usual, but also to

b = 0, φ 6= b ⇒
♣

b ∈ N, b < 1, φ 6= b ⇒
b ∈ N, b < 1 ⇒ φ 6= b

Continue as above,

b ∈ N ⇒ b < 1 → φ 6= b
V
⇒ Ny (y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= y))
only with 1 instead of 0:

WN
V
x (φ 6= x  Ny (y < x → ¬(φ 6= y))) ⇒
V
1 ∈ N  φ 6= 1  Ny (y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= y)) ⇒
===========
======================
V
V
⇒ Ny (y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= y)) 1 ∈ N, φ 6= 1, Ny (y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= y)))) ⇒
♣

1 ∈ N, φ 6= 1 ⇒

⇒ 1∈N

♣

qed

φ 6= 1 ⇒
This result

an be extended to the

ι-operator

with the usual initial

sequent. The point is that the least number operator is just a spe ial form
of denite des ription and the least number prin iple and the only natural
numbers a tually employed are

Convention 3.5.

C[s] :≡ s ∈˚
{0, 1}˚ F[s] 
Proposition 3.6. If
a

V

0

and

1.

y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < s → ¬F[y]) .

C[s]

is a

ording to onvention 3.5, then sequents
Li Dl -dedu ible.

ording to the following s hemata are

(3.6i)

a ≡ 0, b ≡ 0 ⇒ a = b

(3.6ii)

a ≡ 1, b ≡ 1 ⇒ a = b
V
a ≡ 0, b ≡ 1, F[a], y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < b → ¬F[y]) ⇒ a = b
V
a ≡ 1, b ≡ 0, F[b], y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < a → ¬F[y]) ⇒ a = b

(3.6iii)
(3.6iv)
(3.6v)
(3.6vi)
(3.6vii)

C[a], C[b] ⇒ a = b
W
W
V
x C[x] ⇒ x (C[x] ∧ y (C[y] → x = y))
W
W
V V
x C[x] ⇒ x C[x]  x y (C[x]  C[y] → x = y)

uwe petersen
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Proof. Re 3.6i and ii. Trivial.
Re 3.6iii

⇒ 0 ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚

F[a] ⇒ F[a]

⇒0<1

⇒ 0 ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ 0 < 1
========================
a ≡ 0, b ≡ 1 ⇒ a ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ a < b

F[a], ¬F[a] ⇒
F[a], ¬F[a] ⇒ a = b

a ≡ 0, b ≡ 1, F[a], a ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ a < b → ¬F[a] ⇒ a = b
V
a ≡ 0, b ≡ 1, F[a], y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < b → ¬F[y]) ⇒ a = b

Re 3.6iv. As for 3.6iii; left to the reader.
Re 3.6v. This is straightforward

onsequen e of 3.6i3.6iv.

Re 3.6vi. Employ 3.6v:

C[a], C[b] ⇒ a = b
C[a] ⇒ C[b] → a = b
V
C[a] ⇒ C[a]
C[a] ⇒ y (C[y] → a = y)
V
C[a] ⇒ C[a] ∧ y (C[y] → a = y)
W
V
C[a] ⇒ x (C[x] ∧ y (C[y] → x = y))
==========
===============
W
W========V
x C[x] ⇒ x (C[x] ∧ y (C[y] → x = y))

qed

Re 3.6vii. Straightforward in view of 3.6v; left to the reader.

Theorem 3.7.
(3.7i)
(3.7ii)

W
V
Li Dl ∪ { x (F[x] ∧ y (F[y] → x = y)) ⇒ F[ιx F[x]]} ⊢ ⊥
W
V V
Li Dl ∪ { x F[x], z1 z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 )

⇒ F[ιx F[x]]} ⊢ ⊥

Proof. The point is, of

ourse, to nd an appropriate

F.

That's what

onvention 3.5 has been designed for. In view of 3.6vi and 3.6vii, both,
3.7i and 3.7ii, essentially redu e to a form of 3.1, only with

W

ι

instead of

ε:

x F[x] ⇒ F[ιx F[x]] ,
V
{0, 1}
˚ φ 6= ∗1  y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < ∗1 → ¬(φ 6= ∗1 )) with
where F :≡ ∗1 ∈˚
φ being the xed point satisfying φ = ιxF[x]. Sin e F[ιxF[x]] ⇒ φ 6= ιxF[x]
is straightforward, one obtains

W
V
x (x ∈˚
{0, 1}˚ φ 6= x  y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < x → ¬(φ 6= x)) ⇒ φ 6= ιx F[x] .
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The further pro edure is essentially as for 3.4; the xed point property

φ 6= ιx F[x] ⇒

provides

and with some inversions of

ante edent this gives:

0 ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚, φ 6= 0,

V

as in the proof of 3.4; together with

1 ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚, φ 6= 1,
one obtains

φ 6= 1 ⇒

by

and



in the

y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < 0 → ¬(φ 6= 0)) ⇒ .

φ 6= 0 ⇒ and thereby φ 6= 1 ⇒ whi
V
⇒ y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= 1))

As before, one gets

W

V

h, in turn, yields

⇒ 1 ∈˚
{0, 1}˚ and

y (y ∈˚
{0, 1}
˚ y < 1 → ¬(φ 6= 1)) ⇒

ut, hen e a

qed

ontradi tion.

4. Addition 135g: An interpretation of lb in L Dl
i

The availability of a notion of weak impli ation a

Z

ounts for the pos-

sibility of expressing an arbitrary number of simple substitutions, i.e.,
of substitutions a hieved on the basis of
lb in Li DZl .

s = t.

This, in turn, makes it

possibile to interpret

V
˜ tV
s∈
:≡ y (s = y ⊃ y ∈ t) .
V
†
(2) l xy F[x, y] :≡ lz
x1 y (z = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx F[x, y]) .
(3) LD-translation of l-terms and ws.

A[a] i x is not bound in A, and a is the




rst in the list of free variables that
LD
(3.1) A[kxk
]
:≡

does not o ur in A



A[x] otherwise

Definitions 4.1. (1)

(3.3)

klx . AkLD
kABkLD

(3.4)

kA = BkLD

(3.2)

where
in

AB

y

does not o

in

:≡ l† xy (y = kAkLD )
V
˜ kAkLD → x ∈ y)
:≡ lx y (hkBkLD , yi ∈
:≡ kAkLD = kBkLD

ur in

A

in

lause (3.2), and neither

Convention 4.2. For the sake of simpli ity, I shall write

kAkLD

x

nor

y

o

urs

lause (3.3).

for the remainder of this se tion.

kAk

instead of

uwe petersen
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Examples 4.3. The following examples are meant to give an idea of how

l-terms
(1)
(2)

(3)

look under the LD-translation.

V
x1 y (z = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ l(y = x)) .
V V
klxy . xk ≡ lz1 x1 y1 (z1 = hx1 , y1 i ⊃
V V
x1 ∈ l(y1 = lz2 ( x2 y2 (z2 = hx2 , y2 i ⊃ x2 ∈ l(y2 = x)))) .
V

klx . xk ≡ lz

klxy . xyyk ≡ l† xz1 (z1 = l† yz2 (z2 =
V
V
˜ lx2 y2 (hy, y2 i ∈
˜ x2 → x2 ∈ y2 )) → x1 ∈ y1 )) .
lx1 y1 (hy, y1 i ∈

Proposition 4.4. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li Dl -derivable.
Γ ⇒ F[kxk]
V
Γ ⇒ x F[x]

(4.4i)

if

kxk

does not o

ur in the lower sequent.

F[kAk], Γ ⇒ C
V
x F[x], Γ ⇒ C

(4.4ii)

Proof. Re 4.4i. This is a straightforward

onsequen e of

lause (3.1) of

denition 4.1.

Re 4.4ii. This is obvious in view of the fa t that
Li D

language of

kAk

is a term in the

qed

l.

Proposition 4.5. If the bound variable

x

does not o

ur in

F,

then

kBk ∈ lx F[x, kA1 k, . . . , kAn k] ⇔ F[kBk, kA1[x/B]k, . . . , kAn [x/B]k] .
is

Li Dl -dedu

ible.

Proof. Employ an indu tion on the sum of the lengths of the

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
a
1.

To save spa e, I

ording to the

A ≡ x,

onne myself to

n = 1.

Ai ,

where

Distinguish

15℄, p. 502.

ases

lauses of denition 42.11 in [

i.e., what has to be shown is

Li DlZ ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, kxk] ⇔ F[kBk, kx[x/B]k] .

15℄, this amounts to showing

By denition 4.1 (3.1) and 42.11 (1) in [

L Dl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, x] ⇔ F[kBk, kBk] ,
i

Z

whi h is a straightforward appli ation of

l-abstra

tion.
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2.

A ≡ y,

where

x 6≡ y ,
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i.e., what has to be shown is

L Dl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, kyk] ⇔ F[kBk, ky[x/B]k] .
Z

i

15℄, this amounts to showing

By denition 4.1 (3.1) and 42.11 (2) in [

L Dl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, kyk] ⇔ F[kBk, kyk] ,
i

Z

whi h is a straightforward appli ation of
3.

A ≡ (C1 C2 ),

l-abstra

tion.

i.e., what has to be shown is

Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(C1 C2 )k] ⇔ F[kBk, k(C1 C2 )[x/B]k] .

15℄, this amounts to showing

By denition 42.11 (3) in [

L Dl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(C1 C2 )k] ⇔ F[kBk, k(C1 [x/B]C2 [x/B])k] ,
i

Z

whi h, by denition 4.1 (3.3), amounts to showing

V
˜ kC1 k → x1 ∈ y1 )] ⇔
Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, lx1 y1 (hkC2 k, y1 i ∈
V
˜ kC1 [x/B]k) → x1 ∈ y1 )] ,
F[kBk, lx1 y1 (hkC2 [x/B]k, y1 i ∈

whi h, in turn, follows by the indu tion hypothesis.
4.

A ≡ (lx . C).

What has to be shown is

Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(lx . C)k] ⇔ F[kBk, k(lx . C)[x/B]k] .
By denition 42.11 (4), this amounts to showing

Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(lx . C)k] ⇔ F[kBk, k(lx . C)k] ,
whi h is an immediate
5.

A ≡ (ly . C)

and

onsequen e of

x 6≡ y .

l-abstra

tion.

What has to be shown is

Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(ly . C)k] ⇔ F[kBk, k(ly . C)[x/B]k] .
Distinguish
5.1.

ases a

y∈
/ F V (B)

or

15℄,

ording to denition 42.11 in [

y∈
/ F V (C).

lauses (5) and (6).

15℄, what has

By denition 42.11 (5) in [

to be shown redu es to

Li DZl ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(ly . C)k] ⇔ F[kBk, kly . C[x/B]k] .
whi h, by denition 4.1 (3.2) amounts to showing

Li DlZ ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, l† yz (z = kCk)] ⇔ F[kBk, l† yz (z = kC[x/B]k)] ,
whi h, in turn, follows by the indu tions hypothesis.

uwe petersen
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5.2.

y ∈ F V (B)

and

y ∈ F V (C).

By denition 42.11 (6), what has to be

shown redu es to

Li DlZ ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, k(ly . C)k] ⇔ F[kBk, klz . C[y/z][x/B]k]
whi h, by denition 4.1 (3.4)

an be redu ed to

Li DlZ ⊢ kBk ∈ lx F[x, l† yz (z = kCk)] ⇔ F[kBk, l† zy1 (y1 = kC[y/z][x/B]k)]
qed

whi h, in turn, follows by the indu tions hypothesis.

Proposition 4.6. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li Dl -derivable.
˜ kA2 k, Γ ⇒ hkB1 k, yi ∈
˜ kA1 k
hkB2 k, yi ∈

(4.6i)

Γ ⇒ kA1 B1 k = kA2 B2 k
y

where

is a free variable in the upper sequent, whi h does not o

ur in

the lower sequent.

Γ ⇒ kBk = kAk

(4.6ii)

˜t
˜ t, Γ ⇒ hkBk, si ∈
hkAk, si ∈
Γ ⇒ kA[x/x1 ]k = kB[x/x1 ]k

(4.6iii)

where

Γ ⇒ klx . Ak = klx . Bk

x1 ∈
/ F V (A)

and

x1 ∈
/ F V (B).

Proof. Re 4.6i.

˜ kA1 k
˜ kA2 k, Γ ⇒ hkB1 k, bi ∈
hkB2 k, bi ∈

a∈b ⇒ a∈b

˜ kA1 k → a ∈ b, hkB2 k, bi ∈
˜ kA2 k, Γ ⇒ a ∈ b
hkB1 k, bi ∈
˜ kA1 k → a ∈ b, Γ ⇒ hkB2 k, bi ∈
˜ kA2 k → a ∈ b
hkB1 k, bi ∈
============================V
======================
V
˜ kA2 k → a ∈ y)
˜ kA1 k → a ∈ y), Γ ⇒ y (hkB2 k, yi ∈
y (hkB1 k, yi ∈
=====
V===============================
V=====================
˜ kA1 k → x ∈ y), Γ ⇒ a ∈ lx y (hkB2 k, yi ∈
˜ kA2 k → x ∈ y)
a ∈ lx y (hkB1 k, yi ∈
Γ ⇒ a ∈ kA1 B1 k → a ∈ kA2 B2 k
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Analogously for

Γ ⇒ a ∈ kA2 B2 k → a ∈ kA1 B1 k.
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Finish in a familiar way

as follows:

Γ ⇒ a ∈ kA1 B1 k → a ∈ kA2 B2 k

Γ ⇒ a ∈ kA2 B2 k → a ∈ kA1 B1 k

Γ ⇒ a ∈ kA1 B1 k ↔ a ∈ kA2 B2 k
V
Γ ⇒ x (x ∈ kA1 B1 k ↔ x ∈ kA2 B2 k)

Re 4.6ii. This is the point where the strength of Z-inferen es is needed,
and that in the inferen e marked by † whi h is a

15℄, p. 1847.

ording to 135.20vii in

[

Γ ⇒ kBk = kAk
Γ ⇒ hkBk, si = hkAk, si
hkBk, si = b, Γ ⇒ hkAk, si = b

b ∈t ⇒ b ∈t
†

hkAk, si = b ⊃ b ∈ t, Γ ⇒ hkBk, si = b ⊃ b ∈ t
V

y (hkAk, si = y ⊃ y ∈ t), Γ ⇒ hkBk, si = b ⊃ b ∈ t
V
y (hkAk, si = y ⊃ y ∈ t), Γ ⇒ y (hkBk, si = y ⊃ y ∈ t)
============================================
˜ t, Γ ⇒ hkBk, si ∈
˜t
hkAk, si ∈
V

Re 4.6iii.

Γ ⇒ kA[x/x1 ]k = kB[x/x1 ]k

c = hkx1 k, bi ⇒ c = hkx1 k, bi

b = kA[x/x1 ]k, Γ ⇒ b = kB[x/x1 ]k
==================================
kx1 k ∈ lx (b = kAk), Γ ⇒ kx1 k ∈ lx (b = kBk)

4.5

c = hkx1 k, bi ⊃ kx1 k ∈ lx (b = kAk) ⇒ c = hkx1 k, bi ⊃ kx1 k ∈ lx (b = kBk)
=
========================================================
V===V
x1 y (c = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx(y = kAk)) ⇒ c = hkx1 k, bi ⊃ kx1 k ∈ lx(b = kBk)
c ∈ klx . Ak, Γ ⇒ c = hkx1 k, bi ⊃ kx1 k ∈ lx (b = kBk)
==============
V===========================
V====
c ∈ klx . Ak, Γ ⇒ x1 y (c = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx (y = kBk))
c ∈ klx . Ak, Γ ⇒ c ∈ klx . Bk
Γ ⇒ c ∈ klx . Ak → c ∈ klx . Bk
qed

Continue as for 4.6i.

y1 ∈
/ F V (B) and no variable bound in
then there exists a natural number n su h that

Proposition 4.7. If

B,

Li Dl ⊢ n[kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ kA[x/B]k = kA[x/y1 ]k .

A

is free in
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Proof by indu tion on the length of

A.

Distinguish

ases a

ording to

the form of

A.

hardly any

hange to the proof of proposition 4.7 in the tools, so I shall

With the ex eption of the

only treat that

A ≡ (C1 C2 ).

ase that

A ≡ (C1 C2 ),

there is

ase.

As an immediate

onsequen e of the indu tion hypothesis

and proposition 4.6ii there is a natural number

n1

su h that

n1 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ kC2 [x/B]k = kC2 [x/y1 ]k
hkC2 [x/y1 ]k, bi ∈
˜ kC1 [x/y1 ]k, n1 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ hkC2 [x/B]k, bi ∈
˜ kC1 [x/y1 ]k

Li DlZ -dedu
number n2 su

is

ible. By the indu tion hypothesis there is also a natural
h that

i

L Dl ⊢ n2 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ kC1 [x/y1 ]k = kC1 [x/B]k .
This makes it possible to

ontinue as follows, employing 4.6i:

hkC2 [x/y1 ]k, bi ∈
˜ kC1 [x/y1 ]k, n1 + n2 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ hkC2 [x/B]k, bi ∈
˜ kC1 [x/B]k
n1 + n2 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ kC1 [x/B]C2 [x/B]k = kC1 [x/y1 ]C2 [x/y1 ]k

15℄, this is

By denition 42.11 (3) in [

n1 + n2 [kBk = ky1 k] ⇒ k(C1 C2 )[x/B]k = k(C1 C2 )[x/y1 ]k .
Proposition 4.8. Sequents a

Li DZl -dedu

qed

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(4.8i)

˜ klx . Ak ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
hkBk, bi ∈

(4.8ii)

˜ klx . Ak
s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ hkBk, si ∈

(4.8iii)

˜ klx . Ak
⇒ hkBk, kA[x/B]ki ∈

Proof. Re 4.8i.

b = kA[x/B]k ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
⇒ hkBk, bi = hkBk, bi

kBk ∈ lx (b = kAk) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k

hkBk, bi = hkBk, bi ⊃ kBk ∈ lx (b = kAk) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
====V
=============================================
V
x1 y (hkBk, bi = hx1, yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx(y = kAk)) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
⇒ hkBk, bi = hkBk, bi

hkBk, bi ∈ l† xy (y = kAk)) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k

hkBk, bi = hkBk, bi ⊃ hkBk, bi ∈ l† xy (y = kAk)) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
V
y1 (y1 = hkBk, bi ⊃ y1 ∈ l† xy (y = kAk)) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
V V
hkBk, bi ∈
˜ lz x1 y (z = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx (y = kAk)) ⇒ b = kA[x/B]k
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Re 4.8ii. Employ 4.7, with

z

satisfying the ne essary requirements.

n[kBk = kzk] ⇒ kA[x/B]k = kA[x/z]k
n[kBk = kzk], s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ s = kA[x/z]k
n[kBk = kzk], s = b, s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ b = kA[x/z]k
n[kBk = kzk], s = b, s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ kzk ∈ lx (b = kAk)
n[hkBk, si = hkzk, bi], s = b, s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ kzk ∈ lx (b = kAk)
n[hkBk, si = hkzk, bi], hkBk, si = hkzk, bi, s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ kzk ∈ lx (b = kAk)
n + 1[hkBk, si = a], n + 1[a = hkzk, bi], s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ kzk ∈ lx (b = kAk)
n + 1[hkBk, si = a], s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ a = hkzk, bi ⊃ kzk ∈ lx (b = kAk)
==============================
====
===========================
V
V
n + 1[hkBk, si = a], s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ x1 y (a = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx (y = kAk)
n + 1[hkBk, si = a], s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ a ∈ l† xy (y = kAk)
s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ a = hkBk, si ⊃ a ∈ l† xy (y = kAk)
V
s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ y1 (y1 = hkBk, si ⊃ y1 ∈ l† xy (y = kAk))
V V
s = kA[x/B]k ⇒ hkBk, si ∈
˜ lz x1 y (z = hx1 , yi ⊃ x1 ∈ lx (y = kAk))
Re 4.8iii. This is an immediate

qed

onsequen e of 4.8ii.

Remark 4.9. 4.6iii, 4.8i and 4.8ii above are the points where the notion
of weak impli ation is really needed, more spe i ally, a notion of weak
impli ation that satises the following s hemata

A, . . . , A, Γ ⇒ B
Γ ⇒A⊃B
This

A, Γ ⇒ B

,

B ⊃ C, Γ ⇒ A ⊃ C

,

and

⇒A

B, Γ ⇒ C

A ⊃ B, Γ ⇒ C

.

on ludes the listing of the relevant tools. I now begin with the

translation of

α-

onversion.

Proposition 4.10. If

y∈
/ F V (A) ,

then

L Dl ⊢ ⇒ klx . A = ly . A[x/y]k .
i

Proof. What has to be shown is

Li DlZ ⊢ ⇒ klx . Ak = kly . A[x/y]k .
By proposition 4.6, it is su ient to show

Li DlZ ⊢ ⇒ kA[x/x1 ]k = kA[x/y][y/x1 ]k ,
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15℄,

whi h is obvious in view of proposition 42.14i in [
ing that

A[x/x1 ]

denition 42.11 in
I

A[x/y][y/x1 ] are
/ F V (A) .
[15℄, if y ∈

and

ontinue with the translation of

Proposition 4.11. Sequents a

Li DZl -dedu

p. 502, establish-

a tually identi al in the sense of

b-

qed
onversion.

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(4.11i)

s ∈ k(lx . A)Bk ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k

(4.11ii)

s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ k(lx . A)Bk
⇒ k(lx . A)B = A[x/B]k

(4.11iii)

Proof. Re 4.11i. Employ 4.8iii.

˜ klx . Ak
⇒ hkBk, kA[x/B]ki ∈

s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k

˜ klx . Ak → s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k
hkBk, kA[x/B]ki ∈
V
˜ klx . Ak → s ∈ y) ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k
y (hkBk, yi ∈
V
˜ klx . Ak → x1 ∈ y) ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k
s ∈ lx1 y (hkBk, yi ∈

Re 4.11ii.

s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ kA[x/B]k
s ∈ kA[x/B]k, b = kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ b
˜ klx . Ak) ⇒ s ∈ b
s ∈ kA[x/B]k, hkBk, bi ∈

4.8i

˜ klx . Ak → s ∈ b
s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ hkBk, bi ∈
V
˜ klx . Ak → s ∈ y)
s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ y (hkBk, yi ∈
V
˜ klx . Ak → x1 ∈ y)
s ∈ kA[x/B]k ⇒ s ∈ lx1 y (hkBk, yi ∈

Re 4.11iii. This is a straightforward

onsequen e of 4.11i and ii.

Re 4.11iv. This is a straightforward

onsequen e of 4.11iii in view of the

qed

denition 4.1 (3.4).

Proposition 4.12. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li Dl -derivable.
(4.12i)

⇒ kA = Bk
⇒ kB = Ak
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⇒ kA = Bk

(4.12ii)

⇒ kB = Ck

⇒ kB = Ck
⇒ kA = Bk

(4.12iii)

⇒ kCA = CBk

Proof. Re 4.12i and 4.12ii. These are immediate
i

=
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is dened in

onsequen es of the way

L Dl .

Re 4.12iii. This is a

onsequen e of the in lusive

hara ter built into the

˜.
denition of ∈
⇒ kAk = kBk
˜ kCk
˜ kCk ⇒ hkAk, yi ∈
hkBk, yi ∈

4.6i

⇒ kCAk = kCBk
Theorem 4.13. If

lb ⊢ A,

then

(σ), (τ ) and (µ), respe

Theorem 4.14. Not every equation is

and the fa t that

Dis ussion.
ombinatory logi

qed

Li DZl ⊢ ⇒ kAk.

Proof. 4.12i-iii are the translations of

Proof. This is an immediate

4.6ii

lb-dedu

tively.

qed

ible.

onsequen e of the foregoing theorem 4.13

kx = yk, i.e., a = b, ist not an Li DZl -dedu

ible w.

qed

In view of the smooth interpretation of logi in illative
13
the question will arise why is the
provided in [
℄,

11

translation provided here rather awkward in

omparison? My answer is
i
to draw attention to the notion of equality. The notion of equality in L Dl
i Z
(and, of ourse, L Dl ) is provided by impli ation, onjun tion, generalization (i.e., illative notions) and elementhood in the usual way:

s = t :≡

V

x ((x ∈ s → x ∈ t) ∧ (x ∈ t → x ∈ s)) .

This, however, does not agree too well with the introdu tion of
a primitive relation in

l-

al ulus and

13 See, in parti ular, p. 587.

=

as

ombinatory logi . Consider the
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following situation:

A→B

B→A

A=B
CA = CB

CA

CB

(µ)
Eq

whi h has already been shown to be in ompatible in remark 42.64 (2) in

15℄, p. 517.

[

This doesn't seem to be too surprising if one
of

B ∈A

11℄,

in [

p. 587, as

inferen e then reads:

AB .

The

A∈C

µ-inferen

onsiders the denition

e together with the

Eq -

A=B

B∈C
whi h just displays the

hara teristi

feature of extensionality from a set

theoreti al perspe tive.
In other words, given the reading of equality in
ally provide a form of weak extensionality as

Li DlZ , (µ)

does a tu-

11℄,

onsidered in [

p. 594,

whi h has been shown to be in ompatible with a formalized theory equivalent to

BCK lb

15℄, p. 517.

in U. [

This, however, is
LD-translation as

˜.
notion ∈

lx

ompensated in the awkward denition of

V

˜ A → x ∈ y)
y (hB, yi ∈

Dierently put: the system

AB

in the

by the somewhat in lusive

BCK lb from [11℄ be

omes trivial, if some-

thing like

A→B

B→A

A=B
is added as a basi

rule of dedu tion (i.e., the premisses not depending

on open assumptions).

5. Addition 137f. An approa h to extending L Dl to a omodate nested double indu tion and re ursion
i

Z

This addition is still more of a suggestion than a fully worked out approa h. The reason that it is in luded here is that it gives the idea of how
I want to extend the approa h begun with my

Z-inferen

dedu tive strength in systems of higher order logi

es to gain more

without

ontra tion.
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5a. Introdu tion.

in
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Primitive re ursion (or 1-re ursion) is available

(in the sense that fun tions dened by primitive re ursion from

total fun tions

an be expli itly dened and proven to be total), as shown

16℄, but not so k-re

in [

ursion for

k > 1.

The latter is readily

on luded

from a simple ordinal observation: a onsisten y proof for 2-re ursion
ωω
i Z
requires an indu tion up to ω , while that of L Dl an be shown by an
ω
indu tion up to ω . On the other hand, as I suggested at the end of [
℄,

16

given a

ertain reinfor ed ne essity operator obeying the rules

n A, Γ ⇒ C

n A ⇒ C

and

A, Γ ⇒ C

A⇒

C

,

there is an easy way to over ome the di ulties. The present paper is
dedi ated to a way of introdu ing su h a reinfor ed ne essity operator
14
without adding any new primitive symbols.

Remark 5.1. Regarding the redu tion step for the above rules: if the last
part of a dedu tion has the form

n A, Γ ⇒ C

m B ⇒ A
B⇒

A

A, Γ ⇒ C
♣

B, Γ ⇒ C
then a dedu tion

an be

,

onstru ted as follow:

··· ·· ···
········
m

 B⇒A
==
==========
m+n

B ⇒ n A


n

··· ·· ···
········

 A, Γ ⇒ C

m+n

♣

B, Γ ⇒ C

B, Γ ⇒ C

.

This may look pretty inno ent. But sin e it is su ient to provide 2ωω
re ursion, it will ome no heaper than by an indu tion up to ω
.

14 No relief is to be expe ted from the introdu tion of fun tion variables as promoted in,

e.g.

9

8

, [ ℄ and [ ℄ for the formulation of

the problem in the present approa h is not the

formulation

k -re

ursion for

k > 1,

simply be ause

of an appropriate term,

but the nested double indu tion required in the proof that it satises the
a fun tion: uniqueness of the value; and that problem prevails.

riterion of
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What I need is a way of quantifying, as it were, over ne essity operators, and that in a way that allows a form of indu tion similar to that

Π̆˚ in

provided by

14℄. This is what I am going to provide now.

[

My approa h to providing su ient dedu tive strength for proving

14℄ and [16℄ and is a further extension of
14℄.

2-re ursion is based heavily on [
i Z
the system L Dl presented in [

5b.

and

Ψ2

Z2 .

I begin by introdu ing a new kind of su

essor

s I :≡ lx (x ∈ s)

essor

notion.

Definitions 5.2. (1)

2

(ne essor, a kind of su

with regard to the ne essity operator, a ne [essity-su
(2) The set
(2.1)

I

is dened indu tively as follows:

is an element of

t

(2.1) If
(3) If

Ψ2

℄essor).

is an element

Ψ2 ;
Ψ2 , then

so is

n is a natural number, then the

2

tI.

orresponding

Ψ2 -element

is dened

indu tively as follows:
(3.1)

I

orresponding

is the

(3.2) If

¯
n̄

is the

sponding

Example 5.3.

Ψ2 -element to 0;
Ψ2 -element to n,
′
to n .

orresponding

Ψ2 -element

Ψ2 ,

¯2I
n̄

orre-

is the

I I I ≡ lx1 (x1 ∈ lx2 (x2 ∈ I)) = lx (x ∈ I) .
22

Convention 5.4. I shall use
of

then

¯
m̄

and

¯
n̄

as synta ti

symbols for elements

possibly with index numbers.

Remark 5.5.

Ψ2

is the set

2

22

{I, I I, I I I, . . .} ,

where

I = lx (x = V),
22
I I I = lx (x = V),
2I

... .
Note, however, that this is equality, not identity! What is aimed at is, of
¯ ] ↔ n A.
ourse, this: [A/n̄

s ∈ Ψ2 , then there exists a natural number
orresponding element of n in Ψ2 .

Proposition 5.6. If
that

s

is the

Proof. As for the
immediate

ase of

n

su h

Ψ in proposition 131.9 in [15℄, p. 1789, this is an

onsequen e of the denition of

orresponding element.

qed
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Proposition 5.7. Sequents a

ording to the following s hemata are

dedu ible.

Li DZl -

2

(5.7i)

[A/s I ] ⇔ [A/s]

(5.7ii)

([A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s]) ⇒ [A/s I ]  [B/s I ] → [A  B/s I ]

(5.7iii)

[A/s I ] ⇒ [A/s]

(5.7iv)

[A/I I ] ⇔ A

2

2

2

2

2

Proof. Re 5.7i. Immediate

onsequen e of the abstra tion rules.

Re 5.7ii.

[A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s], [A/s], [B/s] ⇒ [A  B/s]
([A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s]), [A/s], [B/s] ⇒ [A  B/s]
=============================
=====2===========2==
2
([A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s]), [A/s I ], [B/s I] ⇒ [A  B/s I]
2

2

2

([A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s]), [A/s I ]  [B/s I] ⇒ [A  B/s I]
2

2

2

([A/s]  [B/s] → [A  B/s]) ⇒ [A/s I ]  [B/s I] → [A  B/s I]
Re 5.7iii.

lA ∈ s ⇒ [A/s]
(lA ∈ s) ⇒ [A/s]
2

[A/s I ] ⇒ [A/s]
Re 5.7iv. This is a straightforward

15℄, p. 1792.

onsequen e of 5.7i and 131.15i and ii

qed

in [

As for the
notion

Ψ2

ase of

Ψ,

the problem

form of indu tion. As in the
of self-referen e (xed-point
own su

onsists in

apturing the informal

on the formal level, and that in a way whi h provides for a
ase of

Z,

the point is to nd an appli ation

onstru tion) whi h

reates, as it were, its

essor, this time with regard to the ne essity operator, i.e., its

own ne essor. This is what the following denition aims at.

Definition 5.8.

γ̆ 2 [A] :≡ lx (x ∈ x  A) ∈ lx (x ∈ x  A) .

The next proposition lists a number of properties of

15℄, p. 1804,

paralleling proposition 132.5 in [

γ̆ 2 ,

on erning the

somewhat
ase of

γ̆ .
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Proposition 5.9. Sequents a

ording to the following s hemata are

dedu ible.
(5.9i)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇔ (γ̆ 2 [A]  A)

(5.9ii)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ A

(5.9iii)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ A

(5.9iv)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ n A

(5.9v)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]

(5.9vi)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ n γ̆ 2 [A]

(5.9vii)

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]  A

(5.9viii)

γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B]  n A

(5.9ix)

γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B]  n B

Proof. Re 5.9i. Straightforward

Li DlZ -

onsequen e of the abstra tion rules.

Re 5.9ii.

A⇒A
γ̆ 2 [A], A ⇒ A
γ̆ 2 [A]  A ⇒ A
(γ̆ 2 [A]  A) ⇒ A
γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ A
Re 5.9iii. Immediate

onsequen e of 5.9ii.

Re 5.9iv. Repeat 5.9i.
Re 5.9v.

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]
γ̆ 2 [A], A ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]
γ̆ 2 [A]  A ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]
(γ̆ 2 [A]  A) ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]
γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]
Re 5.9vi. Employ an indu tion on n, approa hing along the line of 5.9v.
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Re 5.9vii. Employ 5.9vi and 5.9ii:

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ A
γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ A

γ̆ 2 [A], γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]  A
γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]  A
♣

γ̆ 2 [A] ⇒ γ̆ 2 [A]  A
Re 5.9viii and 5.9ix. These are straightforward

onsequen es of the fore-

qed

going results.

Corollary 5.10. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl -derivable.
A, Γ ⇒ C
(5.10i)

γ̆ 2 [A], Γ ⇒ C
A, Γ ⇒ C

(5.10ii)

γ̆ 2 [A], Γ ⇒ C
n A, Γ ⇒ C

(5.10iii)

γ̆ 2 [A], Γ ⇒ C
γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B], n A, Γ ⇒ C

(5.10iv)

γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B], Γ ⇒ C
γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B], n B, Γ ⇒ C

(5.10v)

γ̆ 2 [A ∧ B], Γ ⇒ C
n γ̆ 2 [A], Γ ⇒ C

(5.10vi)

γ̆ 2 [A], Γ ⇒ C

Next
sor

2I

what

omes the denition of a term that is meant to do for the ne esZ did for the verise tion I .15

Definition 5.11.

Z2 :≡ lx

V

y (γ̆ 2 [I ∈ y ∧

V

2

z ((z ∈ y) → z I∈ y)] → x ∈ y) .

15 As regards the term verise tion,

15℄.

f. denition 131.5 on p. 1788 of [

uwe petersen
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Remark 5.12. This denition of

Z2

is designed with an eye to a possible

onsisten y proof somewhat along similar lines as that sket hed in  133
i Z
of [
℄ for the ase of L Dl . At rst sight, it may look as if the approa h
2I
I
to . This however, runs into
from [
℄ ould be easily adapted from

15

14

trouble at the following point: while

⇒A

lA ∈ s ⇒ lA ∈ sI
is perfe tly

Li Dl -dedu

ible, the following isn't

⇒A

lA ∈ s ⇒ (lA ∈ s)
A similar

18℄,

[

i.e.,

Li DZl -dedu

ible:

.

onsideration applies to the employment of a xed-point à la
V
V
2
y (I ∈ y  z (z ∈ Z2 → z I∈ y) → x ∈ y). It is with

Z2 = lx

regard to this problem that the ne essity operator is introdu ed in front
of the indu tion hypothesis, i.e., the sub-formula

Proposition 5.13. Sequents a

Li DZl -dedu
(5.13i)
(5.13ii)

(z ∈ y)

in

Z2 .

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

⇒ I ∈ Z2
2

(s ∈ Z2 ) ⇒ s I∈ Z2

Proof. Re 5.13i. Employ 5.9iii:

γ̆ 2 [I ∈ b] ⇒ I ∈ b
==========
=========
V=============
2
γ̆ 2 [I ∈ b], γ̆ 2 [ z ((z ∈ b) → z I∈ b)] ⇒ I ∈ b
V
2
γ̆ 2 [I ∈ b]  γ̆ 2 [ z ((z ∈ b) → z I∈ b)] ⇒ I ∈ b
V
2
⇒ γ̆ 2 [I ∈ b]  γ̆ 2 [ z ((z ∈ b) → z I∈ b)] → I ∈ b
V
V
2
⇒ y (γ̆ 2 [I ∈ y]  γ̆ 2 [ z ((z ∈ y) → z I∈ y)] → I ∈ y)
V
V
2
⇒ I ∈ lx y (γ̆ 2 [I ∈ y]  γ̆ 2 [ z ((z ∈ y) → z I∈ y)] → x ∈ y)
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Re 5.13ii. Let

Zet2 :≡ γ̆ 2 [I ∈ ∗1 ∧

Zet2 [b] ⇒ Zet2 [b]
V

V

2

z ((z ∈ ∗1 ) → z I∈ ∗1 )] :

s∈b ⇒ s∈b

Zet2 [b] → s ∈ b, Zet2 [b] ⇒ s ∈ b

y (Zet2 [y] → s ∈ y), Zet2 [b] ⇒ s ∈ b
V
s ∈ lx y (Zet2 [y] → s ∈ y), Zet2 [b] ⇒ s ∈ b
V
(s ∈ lx y (Zet2 [y] → s ∈ y)), Zet2 [b] ⇒ (s ∈ b)
5.10vi
V
2
2
(s ∈ lx y (Zet2 [y] → s ∈ y)), Zet2 [b] ⇒ (s ∈ b)
s I∈ b ⇒ s I∈ b
2

2

(s ∈ Z2 ), Zet2 [b], (s ∈ b) → s I∈ b ⇒ s I∈ b
V
2
2
(s ∈ Z2 ), Zet2 [b], z ((z ∈ b) → z I∈ b) ⇒ s I∈ b
2

(s ∈ Z2 ), Zet2 [b] ⇒ s I∈ b

5.10v

2

(s ∈ Z2 ) ⇒ Zet2 [b] → s I∈ b
V
2
(s ∈ Z2 ) ⇒ y (Zet2 [y] → s I∈ y)
V
2
(s ∈ Z2 ) ⇒ s I∈ lx y (Zet2 [y] → x ∈ y)
Remark 5.14. Noti e that
of 5.13ii.

5.

Z2 -inferen

qed

Li DZl is indeed required in the above dedu

es and Π̆˚2 .

As in the

ase of

tion

Z, I shall next pro

eed

to dening terms whi h provide for some form of proto-indu tion, in the
present

ase a nested double one.

Definitions 5.15. (1) An inferen e a
alled a

Z2 -inferen

ording to the following s hema is

e:

Γ ⇒ s ∈ Z2

⇒A

Γ ⇒ lA ∈ s
(2) The formalized theory

Li DlZ2

is dened as

.

Li DZl

plus all

Z2 -inferen

es.

uwe petersen
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Next
write

omes the denition of

[A/s]

for

lA ∈ s,

Π̆˚2 .

In what follows, I shall

14℄.

ommonly

as I already did in [

V
2
Pi2 [s, t] :≡ [I ∈ t/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ t/s] .
V
Π̆˚2 :≡ lx ((x ∈ Z2 )  y (Pi2 [x, y] ⊃ x ∈ y)) .

Definitions 5.16. (1)
(2)

Proposition 5.17. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
2

F[a] ⇒ F[a I ]

⇒ F[I]

(5.17i)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
A⇒B

(5.17ii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
A ⇒ B

(5.17iii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
Γ ⇒B

(5.17iv)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ [B/s]

Proof. Re 5.17i. Let

ξ :≡ lx F[x]:
2

 F[a] ⇒ F[a I ]
2

(a ∈ lx F[x]) ⇒ a I∈ lx F[x]
⇒ F[I]
⇒ I ∈ lx F[x]

2

⇒ (a ∈ lx F[x]) → a I∈ lx F[x]
2

s ∈ Z2 ⇒ [(a ∈ ξ) → a I∈ ξ/s]
V
2
F[s] ⇒ F[s]
s ∈ Z2 ⇒ [I ∈ lx F[x]/s] s ∈ Z2 ⇒ z [(z ∈ ξ) → z I∈ ξ/s]
V
2I
s ∈ Z2 ⇒ [I ∈ ξ/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ ξ) → z ∈ ξ/s]
s ∈ lx F[x] ⇒ F[s]
V
2I
(s ∈ Z2 ), [I ∈ ξ/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ ξ) → z ∈ ξ/s] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]
V
V
2
(s ∈ Z2 ), y ([I ∈ y/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ y) → z I∈ y/s] ⊃ s ∈ y) ⇒ F[s]
V
V
2
(s ∈ Z2 )  y ([I ∈ y/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ y/s] ⊃ s ∈ y) ⇒ F[s]
V
V
2
s ∈ lx ((s ∈ Z2 )  y ([I ∈ y/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ y/s] ⊃ s ∈ y)) ⇒ F[s]
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15℄, p. 1830:

Re 5.17ii. Similar to 134.10ii in [

[A/c] ⇒ [A/c]

[B/c] ⇒ [B/c]

[A/c] → [B/c], [A/c] ⇒ [B/c]
A⇒B
===========
[A/I] ⇒ [B/I]

([A/c] → [B/c]), [A/c] ⇒ ([B/c])
====================2I========
=
2=
([A/c] → [B/c]), [A/c ] ⇒ [B/c I ]

⇒ [A/I] → [B/I]

([A/c] → [B/c]) ⇒ [A/c I ] → [B/c I ]

2

2

5.17i

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
Re 5.17iii.

[A/a] ⇒ [A/a]

[B/a] ⇒ [B/a]

[A/a] → [B/a], [A/a] ⇒ [B/a]
[A/I] ⇒ A

2

[A/a] → [B/a], [A/a I ] ⇒ [B/a]
=====================
2=========
([A/a] → [B/a], [A/a I ] ⇒ [B/a]

A ⇒ B

[A/I ⇒ B

♣

2

2

[A/I] ⇒ [B/I]

([A/a] → [B/a], [A/a I ] ⇒ [B/a I ]

⇒ [A/I → [B/I]

([A/a] → [B/a]) ⇒ [A/a I ] → [B/a I ]

2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]

5.17i.

Re 5.17iv. This is just a generalization of 5.17ii by taking the nite boxonjun tion of the ws of

Γ.

qed

Left to the reader.

Remark 5.18. There is something bordering on triviality in the indu tion steps of the proofs of 5.17ii5.17iv, whi h is essentially due to the
2I
ibility of the sequent (lA ∈ a) ⇒ lA ∈ a :

Li Dl -dedu

(lA ∈ a) ⇒ (lA ∈ a)
2

(lA ∈ a) ⇒ lA ∈ a I
I suggest that this be seen in the

.

ontext of the dieren e between a

omplete indu tion and a transinite indu tion. Every ordinal below
an a tually be rea hed by starting from
a transnite ordinal one
des ending

hain.

0

an only say that

and adding

0

1,

ω

whereas with

an be rea hed by every
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Proposition 5.19. Sequents a

Li DZl -dedu

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(5.19i)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Z2 )

(5.19ii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Z2

(5.19iii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ A

2

⇒ I ∈ Π̆˚2

(5.19iv)

2

2

(5.19v)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ Pi2 [s, t I ]

(5.19vi)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ t), Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ s I∈ t

(5.19vii)

[(s ∈ Π̆˚2 )]·2 ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2

(5.19viii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )

(5.19ix)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s ∈ Π̆˚2  s ∈ Π̆˚2

(5.19x)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2

2

2

2

2

Proof. Re 5.19i. Fairly immediate

onsequen e of the denition; left to

the reader.

Re 5.19ii. This is a straightforward

onsequen e of 5.13ii and 5.19i.

Re 5.19iii.

(lA ∈ c) ⇒ [A/c]
2

[A/c I ] ⇒ [A/c]

A ⇒ A
2I

A⇒A

[A/c] → A, [A/c ] ⇒ A

[A/I] ⇒ A

([A/c] → A), [A/c I ] ⇒ A

⇒ [A/I] → A

([A/c] → A) ⇒ [A/c I ] → A

2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ A

Re 5.19iv. Obvious.

5.17i

.
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Re 5.19v. Inferen es a

∗:

ording to 5.17iii are marked by

(c ∈ t) ⇒ (c ∈ t)
2

2

2

c I∈ t ⇒ c I∈ t

(c ∈ t) ⇒ c ∈ t I

2

2

2

(c ∈ t) → c I∈ t, c ∈ t I ⇒ c I∈ t
2

2

2

((c ∈ t) → c I∈ t), (c ∈ t I) ⇒ (c I∈ t)
2

2

2

2

((c ∈ t) → c I∈ t), (c ∈ t I) ⇒ c I∈ t I
2

2

2

2

((c ∈ t) → c I∈ t) ⇒ (c ∈ t I) → c I∈ t I
2

2

2

2

(I ∈ t) ⇒ I ∈ t I
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [I ∈ t/s] ⇒ [I ∈ t I/s]
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [(c ∈ t) → c I∈ t/s] ⇒ [(c ∈ t I) → c I∈ t I/s]

(I ∈ t) ⇒ (I ∈ t)
∗

∗

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [(c ∈ t) → c I∈ t/s I ] ⇒ [(c ∈ t I) → c I∈ t I/s]
V
2
2
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ t/s I ] ⇒ [(c ∈ t I) → c I∈ t I/s]

2

2

2

2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ [(c ∈ t I) → c I∈ t I/s]
V
2
2
2
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ [I ∈ t I/s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ z [(z ∈ t I) → z I∈ t I/s]
.
V
2
2
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, t] ⇒ [I ∈ t I/s] ∧ z [(z ∈ t I) → z I∈ t I/s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [I ∈ t/s I ] ⇒ [I ∈ t I/s]

Re 5.19vi. Employ 5.19iii:

2

2

s I∈ t ⇒ s I∈ t

(s ∈ t) ⇒ (s ∈ t)

2

2

(s ∈ t), (s ∈ t) → s I∈ t ⇒ s I∈ t
2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ t), [(s ∈ t) → s I∈ t/s] ⇒ s I∈ t
2

2

2

5.19iii
5.7iii

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ t), [(s ∈ t) → s I∈ t/s I] ⇒ s I∈ t
V
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ t), z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ t/s I] ⇒ s I∈ t
.
V
2
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ t), [I ∈ t/s I] ∧ z [(z ∈ t) → z I∈ t/s I] ⇒ s I∈ t
Re 5.19vii. Employ 5.19ii, 5.19v, and 5.19vi. The inferen e marked by
is a

15℄:

ording to 135.20vii in [

∗
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2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , (s ∈ b), Pi2 [s I, b] ⇒ s I∈ b
2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Pi2 [s I, b] ⇒ Pi2 [s, b I ]

2

2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , s ∈ b I, Pi2 [s I, b] ⇒ s I∈ b

∗
2
2
2
2
[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·2 , Pi2 [s, b I ] ⊃ s ∈ b I ⇒ Pi2 [s I, b] ⊃ s I∈ b
V
2
2
[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·2 , y (Pi2 [s, y] ⊃ s ∈ y) ⇒ Pi2 [s I, b] ⊃ s I∈ b
V
2
2
2
[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·2 , (s I∈ Z2 ), y (Pi2 [s, y] ⊃ s ∈ y) ⇒ Pi2 [s I, b] ⊃ s I∈ b
V
2
2
2
[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·2 , (s I∈ Z2 )  y (Pi2 [s, y] ⊃ s ∈ y) ⇒ Pi2 [s I, b] ⊃ s I∈ b
2

2

[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·3 ⇒ Pi2 [s I, b] ⊃ s I∈ b
V
2
2
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Z2
[s ∈ Π̆˚2 ]·3 ⇒ y (Pi2 [s I, y] ⊃ s I∈ y)
V
2
2
2
(s ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ (s I∈ Z2 )
(s ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ y (Pi2 [s I, y] ⊃ s I∈ y)
V
2
2
2
[(s ∈ Π̆˚2 )]·2 ⇒ (s I∈ Z2 )  y (Pi2 [s I, y] ⊃ s I∈ y)
.
V
2
[(s ∈ Π̆˚2 )]·2 ⇒ s I∈ lx ((x ∈ Z2 )  y (Pi2 [x, y] ⊃ x ∈ y))
Re 5.19viii. Employ 5.19i and 5.19vii. Completely straightforward, but
nevertheless, here is a dedu tion:
2

⇒ I ∈ Π̆˚2

[(a ∈ Π̆˚2 )]·2 ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2

⇒ (I ∈ Π̆˚2 )

(a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ (a I∈ Π̆˚2 )

2

5.17i

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )

.

Re 5.19ix. This is an immediate onsequen e of 5.19viii.
Re 5.19x. This is a straightforward onsequen e of 5.19viii, ix, and vii:

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )

s ∈ Π̆˚2  s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )  (s ∈ Π̆˚2 )

2

(s ∈ Π̆˚2 ), (s ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2
2

(s ∈ Π̆˚2 )  (s ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2
♣

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2  s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s ∈ Π̆˚2  s ∈ Π̆˚2
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2

♣.

Remark 5.20. Noti e the strange detour in the dedu tion of
2

s I∈ Π̆˚2 .

I should very mu h like to

Corollary 5.21. Inferen es a

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒

all it a detour through innity.

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl -derivable.
2

(5.21i)

qed

Γ, s I∈ Π̆˚2 , Π ⇒ C
Γ, s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Π ⇒ C
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Γ, s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Π, s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Θ ⇒ C

(5.21ii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , Γ, Π, Θ ⇒ C

As in the

ase of

Π̆˚,

this provides for a form of indu tion.

Theorem 5.22. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
2

F[a I ], (a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ F[a]

F[I] ⇒

(5.22i)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , F[s] ⇒ C
⇒ F[I]

(5.22ii)

2

F[a], (a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ F[a I ]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
2

[F[a]]·n , (a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ F[a I ]

⇒ F[I]

(5.22iii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]

Proof. Straightforward

onsequen es of 5.17i and 5.21 in the usual way.

Re 5.22ii. Employ 5.19x:
2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2
2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , F[a] ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2
2

a ∈ Π̆˚2  F[a] ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2
⇒ I ∈ Π̆˚2

⇒ F[I]

2

(a ∈ Π̆˚2  F[a]) ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2

2

(a ∈ Π̆˚2 ),  F[a] ⇒ F[a I ]
2

[(a ∈ Π̆˚2  F[a])]·2 ⇒ F[a I ]
2

2

2

2

⇒ I ∈ Π̆˚2  F[I]

[(a ∈ Π̆˚2  F[a])]·3 ⇒ a I∈ Π̆˚2  F[a I ]

⇒ (I ∈ Π̆˚2  F[I])

(a ∈ Π̆˚2  F[a]) ⇒ (a I∈ Π̆˚2  F[a I ])
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ (s ∈ Π̆˚2  F[s])
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s ∈ Π̆˚2  F[s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
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Re 5.22iii.
2

[F[a]]·n , (a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ F[a I]
2

⇒ F[I]

[F[a]]·n , a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[a I ]

⇒ F[I]

F[a], (a ∈ Π̆˚2 ) ⇒ F[a I ]

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
The next proposition somewhat

15℄, p. 1829.

qed

orresponds to proposition 134.9 in

[

Proposition 5.23. Sequents a

Li DZl 2 -dedu

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(5.23i)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s], [B/s] ⇒ [A  B/s]

(5.23ii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A → B/s], [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]

(5.23iii)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/s I ], A ⇒ A

(5.23iv)

[A ∨ ¬A/I], A ⇒ [A/I]

(5.23v)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/s I ], A ⇒ [A/s I ]

(5.23vi)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/s], A ⇒ [A/s]

2

2

2

Proof. Re 5.23i. In prin iple as for 5.23ii; left to the reader.
Re 5.23ii. I only show the indu tion step:

[A → B/a] ⇒ [A → B/a]

[A/a] ⇒ [A/a]

[A → B/a], [A/a] ⇒ [A → B/a]  [A/a]

[B/a] ⇒ [B/a]

[A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a], [A → B/a], [A/a] ⇒ [B/a]
([A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a]), [A → B/a], [A/a] ⇒ [B/a]
==================================2======2========2== 5.7i
([A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a]), [A → B/a I ], [A/a I ] ⇒ [B/a I ]
2

2

2

([A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a]), [A → B/a I]  [A/a I ] ⇒ [B/a I ]
2

2

2

([A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a]) ⇒ [A → B/a I]  [A/a I ] → [B/a I ]

.
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15℄, p. 1833:

Re 5.23iii. Employ 134.18i from [

2

2

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A
2I

A ⇒ A
2I

[A ∨ ¬A/a ]  A → A, [A ∨ ¬A/a ], A ⇒ A
2

2

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → A, [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ A
2

22

(A ∨ ¬A), A ⇒ A

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → A, [A ∨ ¬A/a II ], A ⇒ A

2

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → A, [A ∨ ¬A/a II ]  A ⇒ A

2

[A ∨ ¬A/I I ], A ⇒ A
2

22

2

[A ∨ ¬A/I I ]  A ⇒ A

22

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → A ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a II ]  A → A

2

2

22

⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/I I ]  A → A ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → A) ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a II ]  A → A
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/s I ]  A → A
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/s I ], A ⇒ A

.

15℄, p. 1831:

Re 5.23iv. Employ 134.13i from [

A ⇒ A
A ⇒ [A/I]
[A ∨ ¬A/I], A ⇒ [A/I]

.

Re 5.23v. I only show the indu tion step; employ 5.23iii:
2

2

2

[A ∨ ¬A/a I ] ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a I ]

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ A

2

2

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A
2

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A)
2

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a I ], A ⇒ ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A)
22

2

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a II ], A ⇒ ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A)
2

22

[A/a I ] ⇒ [A/a II ]

2

22

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A) → [A/a I ], [A ∨ ¬A/a II ], A ⇒ [A/a I ]
2

2

22

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → [A/a I ]), [A ∨ ¬A/a II ]  A ⇒ [A/a I ]
2

2

2

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → [A/a I ]), [A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A ⇒ [A/a I ]
2

22

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , ([A ∨ ¬A/a I ]  A → [A/a]) ⇒ [A ∨ ¬A/a II ]  A → [A/a I ]
Re 5.23vi. Straightforward

.

onsequen e of 5.23v and 5.23iv by 5.22ii.

qed
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15℄, p. 1829, doesn't survive in the

Remark 5.24. Apparently, 134.9iv in [
form

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/s], A ⇒ [A/s] .
In order to see this,

onfront

A ∨ ¬A, A ∨ ¬A, A ⇒ A  A  A
whi h is obviously

i

L Dl -dedu

ible, with

(A ∨ ¬A), A ⇒ A
Li DZl -dedu

whi h, apparently, is not

ible. But while 134.9iv survives in

some form, at least, viz., as 5.23vi, there doesn't seem to be anything
orresponding to 134.9ii, i.e., something like

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A  B/s] ⇒ [A/s]  [B/s]
perhaps. This

an be seen from the following

onsideration: while

(A  B)  (A  B) ⇒ (A  A)  (B  B)
is

Li Dl -dedu

ible,

is, apparently, not
2


(A  B) ⇒ A  B
Li DlZ -dedu ible.16 This may be

taken to indi ate that

is not just a repetition of the same kind of ne essity operator that is

already available in

.

5d. Appli ations.

Just as

Π̆˚

of ne essity and weak impli ation, so

Definition 5.25.

2 A :≡


V

an

Π̆˚2 .

x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]) .

The following proposition

15℄, p. 1831.

ould be employed to dene notions

orresponds in an obvious way to proposi-

tion 134.13 in [

Proposition 5.26. Sequents a

Li DZl 2 -dedu

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(5.26i)

2 A ⇒ A


(5.26ii)

2 A ⇒ A


(5.26iii)

n
2 A ⇒  A


(5.26iv)

2 A ⇒ 
2 A


15℄, p. 1844.

16 Cf. remark 135.13 in [
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′

(5.26v)

2 n A ⇒ 
2 n A


(5.26vi)

2 A ⇒ 
2 n A


(5.26vii)

2 A, 
2 B ⇒ 
2 (A  B)


(5.26viii)

2 (A → B), 
2 A ⇒ 
2 B


(5.26ix)

2 (s ∈ Π̆
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ 
˚2 )

(5.26x)

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /s]

15℄, p. 1831, only with Π̆˚2 instead of

Proof. Re 5.26i. As for 134.13i in [

Π̆˚.
Re 5.26ii and 5.26iii. In view of 5.26iv, these are left to the reader.
Re 5.26iv.

A ⇒ A
2I

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a

2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/a I ] ⇒ [A/a]

∈ Π̆˚
2

2

5.17iii

2

a I∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a I ], a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A/a]
2

Re
Re

V

V

2

a I∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a I ], a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A/a]

5.21ii

x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]), a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A/a]

x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]) ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a]
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]) ⇒ x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x])
n
5.26v. This is just 5.26iv, only with  A being substituted for A.
5.26vi. Employ an indu tion on n, based on 5.26v and 5.26vi.
V

Re 5.26vii. Employ 5.23i:

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2
[A/a], [B/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A  B/a]
==================================================
a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A  B/a]
================================================== 5.21ii
a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A  B/a]
==================
V
V===============================
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]), x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/x]), a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A  B/a]
V
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]), x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/x]) ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A  B/x]
V
V
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]), x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/x]) ⇒ x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A  B/x])

Re 5.26viii. Essentially, what has to be shown is that

⇒ [A → B/I]  [A/I] → [B/I],

and
2

2

2

([A → B/a]  [A/a] → [B/a]) ⇒ [A → B/a I ]  [A/a I ] → [B/a I ]
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are

Li DlZ2 -dedu

ible. The rst one is

ompletely straightforward. As re-

gards the se ond one, employ 5.23ii and pro eed as for 5.26vii:

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2
[A → B/a], [A/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [B/a]
===================================================
a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A → B/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [B/a]
5.21ii

a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A → B/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [B/a]
======================
============================
V
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A → B/x]), x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]), a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [B/a]
V
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A → B/x]), x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]) ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/a]
V
V
V
x(x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A → B/x]), x(x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x]) ⇒ x(x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [B/x])
Re 5.26ix. Employ 5.19iv and 5.19x;

2

⇒ I ∈ Π̆˚2

c ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ c I∈ Π̆˚2

2 (I ∈ Π̆
⇒
˚2 )

2 (c ∈ Π̆
2 (c I∈ Π̆

˚2 ) ⇒ 
˚2 )

2

2 (s ∈ Π̆
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ 
˚2 )

Re 5.26x. Employ 5.26ix:

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒

V

x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /x])

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s ∈ Π̆˚2 → [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /s]
Proposition 5.27. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
(5.27i)

(5.27ii)

(5.27iii)

(5.27iv)

qed

⇒A
⇒ A
n A, Γ ⇒ B
2 A, Γ ⇒ B


A ⇒ B
2 A ⇒ 
2 B

n
 A⇒B
2 A ⇒ 
2 B
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n Γ ⇒ C

(5.27v)

2 Γ ⇒ 
2 C

Γ ⇒A

(5.27vi)

2 Γ ⇒ [A/s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , 

Proof. Re 5.27i.

[A/c] ⇒ [A/c]
2

[A/c] ⇒ [A/c I ]

⇒ [A/I]

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [A/a]
⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a]
V
⇒ x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x])

Re 5.27ii5.27vi. These are all fairly straightforward

onsequen es of the

results from 5.26 by means of 5.27i. I only show 5.27iv as an example.
Employ 5.26vi and 5.26viii:

n A ⇒ B
⇒ n A → B
n
2 ( A → B)
⇒

5.27i

n
n
2 ( A → B), 
2  A ⇒ 
2 B

♣

n
2  A ⇒ 
2 B


n
2 A ⇒ 
2  A


♣

2 A ⇒ 
2 B


.

qed

Remark 5.28. In view of 5.27ii and 5.27iv above, we
realizes the intention of

. The new symbol is

development of the hierar hy:

3 , 
4 ,


Proposition 5.29. Sequents a

Li DZl -dedu

et ., with

an now say

2


hosen to allow a further

1 ,


of

ourse, being

.

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

(5.29i)

2 (A ∨ ¬A), A ⇒ 
2 A


(5.29ii)

2 (A ∨ ¬A), 
2 A → B ⇒ A → B
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Proof. Re 5.29i. Employ 5.23vi:

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A ∨ ¬A/a], A ⇒ [A/a]

a ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2

a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A ∨ ¬A/a], A ⇒ [A/a]
a ∈ Π̆˚2 , a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A ∨ ¬A/a], A ⇒ [A/a]

V

V

5.21ii

a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A ∨ ¬A/a], A ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a]

x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A ∨ ¬A/x]), A ⇒ a ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/a]
.
V
x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A ∨ ¬A/x]), A ⇒ x (x ∈ Π̆˚2 → [A/x])

15℄, p. 1833, this is a straightforward

Re 5.29ii. As for 134.18ii in [

quen e of the foregoing result, in this

2 (A ∨ ¬A), A ⇒ 
2 A


B⇒B

(A ∨ ¬A), A → B, A ⇒ B
2

2

2 (A ∨ ¬A), 
2 A → B ⇒ A → B


With the notion of

2


ase of

.

an be established for

Π̆˚2 -indu

tion,

Π̆˚ and .

Proposition 5.30. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hema are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
Γ ⇒ F[I]

2

F[a], a ∈ Π̆˚2 , Γ ⇒ F[a I ]
2 Γ ⇒ F[s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , 

Proof. Let

qed

available, a form of indu tion with side-ws,

i.e., indu tion under assumptions,
just as in the

onse-

ase 5.29i:

ξ :≡ lx F[x].

Employ 5.19x:
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2

 F[a], Γ, s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[a I ]
==================
=
2=
 (a ∈ ξ), Γ, s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ a I∈ ξ
2

Γ, s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒  (a ∈ ξ) → (a I∈ ξ)
2

Γ ⇒ F[I]

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s], [s ∈ Π̆˚2 /s] ⇒ [ (a ∈ ξ) → (a I∈ ξ)/s]

Γ ⇒ I ∈ξ

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s], s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ [ (a ∈ ξ) → (a I∈ ξ)/s]

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ Pi2 [s, ξ]

5.26x

5.21ii

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ [ (a ∈ ξ) → (a I∈ ξ)/s]
V
2
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ z [ (z ∈ ξ) → (z I∈ ξ)/s]

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ [I ∈ ξ/s]

5.17iv

s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]

(s ∈ Π̆˚2 ), [Γ/s], Pi2 [s, ξ] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]
2

(s ∈ Π̆˚2 ), [Γ/s I ], Pi2 [s, ξ] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s I ], Pi2 [s, ξ] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]

5.7i
5.26ix

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s I ], (s ∈ Z2 ), Pi2 [s, ξ] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]
2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s I ], (s ∈ Z2 )  Pi2 [s, ξ] ⊃ s ∈ ξ ⇒ F[s]
2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ s I∈ Π̆˚2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , [Γ/s I ], s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
2

2

s ∈ Π̆˚2 , s ∈ Π̆˚2 , s I∈ Π̆˚2 → [Γ/s I ], s ∈ Π̆˚2 ⇒ F[s]
2 Γ, s ∈ Π̆
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , s ∈ Π̆˚2 , 
˚2 ⇒ F[s]
2 Γ ⇒ F[s]
s ∈ Π̆˚2 , 

As in the
version of

ase of

Π̆˚, it is useful to introdu

qed
e some form of an in lusive

Π̆˚2 .

Definition 5.31.

Π̆2 :≡ lx

W

2 (y = x)  y ∈ Π̆
y (
˚2 ) .

Proposition 5.32. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hemata are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
A⇒B
(5.32i)

s ∈ Π̆2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
A ⇒ B

(5.32ii)

s ∈ Π̆2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
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Γ ⇒B
(5.32iii)

s ∈ Π̆2 , [Γ/s] ⇒ [B/s]

Proof. Essentially onsequen es of the
the ex lusive

orresponding proposition 5.17 for

ase. I shall only show 5.32i as an example.

Re 5.32i. Employ 5.17ii:

b ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/b] ⇒ [B/b]
==========================
b = s, b = s, b ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
(b = s), b ∈ Π̆˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
2 (b = s), b ∈ Π̆

˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
2 (b = s)  b ∈ Π̆

˚2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]
W
2
y ((y = s)  y ∈ Π̆˚2 ), [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]

s ∈ Π̆2 , [A/s] ⇒ [B/s]

As in the

ase of

Definition 5.33.

Π̆,

this gives rise to a notion of weak impli ation.

2 B :≡
A⊃

W

x (x ∈ Π̆2  ([A/x] → B)) .

Proposition 5.34. Inferen es a

Li DZl -dedu

(5.34iii)

(5.34iv)

(5.34v)

(5.34vi)

ording to the following s hemata are

ible.

[A]·n , Γ ⇒ B

(5.34i)

(5.34ii)

qed

2 B
Γ ⇒A⊃
n
 A, Γ ⇒ B
2 B
Γ ⇒A⊃
2 B
Γ ⇒A
Π ⇒A⊃
2 Γ, Π ⇒ B


Γ ⇒A

B, Π ⇒ C

2 Γ, Π ⇒ C
2 B, 
A⊃

(A → B) ⇒ (C1 → (. . . → (Cn → B) . . .))
2 B) ⇒ (C1 ⊃
2 (. . . ⊃
2 (Cn ⊃
2 B) . . .))
(A ⊃

A2 , Γ ⇒ A1

B1 , n A2 , Π ⇒ B2

2 B1 , Γ, Π ⇒ A2 ⊃
2 B2
A1 ⊃
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B, n A, Γ ⇒ C

(5.34vii)

2 B, Γ ⇒ A ⊃
2 C
A⊃

Proof. In view of the similarity to the

ase of

⊃

15℄,

in [

propositions

135.17, 135.20 and 135.22, I leave the proof to the reader.

qed

Remark 5.35. In view of remark 5.24 above, inferen es a

ording to the

following s hema
2 A, Γ ⇒ C

2 (A ∨ ¬A), A, Γ ⇒ 
2 C


annot be expe ted to be generally

Li DZl 2 -derivable.

I now turn to the reason why I have gone to all the trouble with the
notion of

2 :


nested double indu tion.

Proposition 5.36. Inferen es a

ording to the following s hema are

Li DZl 2 -derivable.
Γ, b ∈ N˚⇒ F[0, b]
V
˚y F[a, y], Π, a ∈ N˚⇒ F[a′, 0]
V
˚y F[a, y], F[a′, b], a ∈ N˚, b ∈ N˚, Ξ ⇒ F[a′ , b′ ]
2 Γ, 
2 Π, 
2 Ξ ⇒ F[s, t]
s ∈ N˚, t ∈ N˚, 

∗1 is somewhat (give or take some weakording to 136.11ii, and that marked by ∗2 is a ording to
136.11iii in [
℄, p. 1863.
Proof. The inferen e marked by
enings) a

15

V
V
˚y F[a, y], Π, a ∈ N˚⇒ F[a′, 0] ˚y F[a, y], F[a′, b], a ∈ N˚, b ∈ N˚, Ξ ⇒ F[a′ , b′ ]
∗1
V
 ˚y F[a, y], Π, Ξ, c ∈ N˚⇒ F[a′ , c]
Γ, b ∈ N˚⇒ F[0, b]
V
V
V
Γ ⇒ ˚y F[0, y]
 ˚y F[a, y], Π, Ξ ⇒ ˚y F[a′ , y]
V
V
V
2 Γ ⇒ 
2
2 ˚y F[a, y], 
2 Π, 
2 Ξ ⇒ 
2 ˚y F[a′ , y]

˚y F[0, y]

∗2
V
2 Γ, 
2 Π, 
2 Ξ ⇒ 
2 ˚y F[s, y]
s ∈ N˚, 
V
2 Γ, 
2 Π, 
2 Ξ ⇒ ˚y F[s, y]
s ∈ N˚, 
2 Γ, 
2 Π, 
2 Ξ ⇒ F[s, t]
s ∈ N˚, t ∈ N˚, 

qed
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6. General Corre tions

17

Note. This list does not ne essarily over obvious typos or silly little grammati al mistakes and it is far from being
please drop me a note at

omplete. I you nd a mistake,

uwe.petersenasfpg.de,

and I promise that

you will get a mention in the next list.

p. 30, line 4: repla e  f(z)

= y

by  g(z)

= y.

p. 45, rst line: repla e additive numbers by prin ipal numbers.


line 16 (Definition 4.26), before  multipli ative prin ipal number 

insert (2) An ordinal number

α

is

alled a.

p. 65, line 8 from the bottom (Histori al note 8.8), repla e Dedekind
[1887℄ by Dedekind [1888℄.
p. 75, line 11 from the bottom, repla e  fk (x)
 fk (x)

= φ(x, k) + 1

= φ(x, k)

for all x by

for all x.

p. 131, line 6 from the bottom, repla e  C[B] by  ¬C[B].
 line 5 from the bottom, repla e  F[B]

→ C[B]

p. 149, last line, repla e  ¬A in the inferen e rule

by  ¬(F[B]

(⊥C )

p. 161, line 7, (16.45v), repla e the lower sequent  Γ
Γ

→ C[B]).

by  (¬A).

⇒ ¬(A → B)

by

⇒ ∆, ¬(A → B).

p. 182, line 15 from the bottom, delete  lause (ii) of denitiom 18.16..


line 17 from the bottom, delete indexset(s)!of ws!downward satu-

rated.
p. 183, line 19 from the bottom, repla e  C1

→ C2 

by  C1

∧ C2 .

p. 189, line 18, repla e

“F1 [¬U ∨ V, ¬(¬U ∨ ¬V )] ∧ . . . ∧ Fk [¬U ∨ V, ¬(¬U ∨ ¬V )]′′
by

“F1 [¬U ∨ V, ¬(¬U ∨ V )] ∧ . . . ∧ Fk [¬U ∨ V, ¬(¬U ∨ V )]′′ .
p. 192, line 14, repla e

“Γ [A] ⇒ ∆[A], ∆[A] ∧ C[A]′′

by

“Γ [A] ⇒ ∆[A], F[A] ∧ C[A]′′ .

17 With spe ial thanks to Valerie Kerruish who dete ted most of the mistakes.
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“A ↔ B, Γ [B] ⇒ ∆[B], ∆[B] ∧ C[B]′′
“A ↔ B, Γ [B] ⇒ ∆[B], ∆[B] ∧ C[B]′′ .


lines 15 and 20, repla e

by

p. 197, line 8 from the bottom, delete  indexvariable(s)!senten e .
p. 198, line 2 from the bottom, repla e  ⊥-inferen e by  ⊥C -inferen e.
p. 200, the bottom:

··· ·· ···
········
··· ·· ···
········

A, Π ⇒ B

Γ ⇒A

Π⇒A→B
Γ, Π ⇒ B

.

instead of:

··· ·· ···
········

··· ·· ···
········

Γ ⇒A

A, Π ⇒ B

Π ⇒A→B
Γ, Π ⇒ B

.

p. 213, se ond line in top proof gure, right bran h, repla e  Θ, Γ [

∆[ ], A, Ξ 

by  Θ, B, Π[

p. 214, se ond line in top proof gure, left bran h, repla e  Π, Γ [

∆[ ], A, K, A ∧ B 

] ⇒

] ⇒ Λ[ ], Ξ .

by  Π, Γ [

] ⇒

] ⇒ ∆[ ], A, Λ, A ∧ B .

p. 217, line 1, repla e  max(l, m)
p. 241, line 12 from the bottom,
0
 GK0 .

+ 1 + r

by  max(l, m)

+ 1 + r + 1.

0
ondition (vi): read  LK0  instead of

p. 242, last line, read Only the se ond one instead of Only the fourth.
p. 247, line 6, repla e dropping axioms HA13 and HA15 by repla ing
axiom HA13 by

¬¬⊥ → ⊥

and dropping axiom HA15

p. 249, proof gure  Re 24.7iv, rst line: read  A
A

ompletely.

⇒ A ∨ ¬A

instead of

⇒ A ⇒ ¬A.

p. 250, lines 36 from the bottom, (24.11i)(24.11iv), read a

. instead

of max.
p. 301, line 13 from the bottom: read  ontradi tions instead of  ontra tions.
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p. 306, line 5: read marked with the sign

♠

instead of marked with an

ex lamation sign.
 line 7 proposition 27.7: read DSL instead of CDL.
p. 307, repla e proof gure in the middle of the page:

A⇒A
A⇒A

¬A, A ⇒

A → ¬A, A, A ⇒

A⇒A

A → ¬A, A  A ⇒

⇒ A, ¬A

A → ¬A, A → A  A ⇒ ¬A

.

A → A  A ⇒ (A → ¬A) → ¬A
by:

A⇒A
A⇒A

¬A, A ⇒

A⇒A

A → ¬A, A, A ⇒

⇒ A, ¬A

A → ¬A, A  A ⇒

A → ¬A, A → A  A ⇒ ¬A
A → A  A ⇒ (A → ¬A) → ¬A

.

p. 309, se ond line: add logi  after diale ti al.
p. 316, rst line:


an el 27.35viii; already 27.35vi;

se ond line: read  (A

⋄ ¬A) ↔ ⊤

instead of  (A

⋄ ¬A) ↔ ⊥.

p. 352, l. 10 from the bottom (Corollary 30.21): read 30.21i instead
of 30.80;


l. 11 from the bottom (Corollary 30.21): read 30.21ii instead of

30.81;


l. 12 from the bottom: read 30.20i instead of 30.17i.

p. 460, after the rst proof gure, repla e: A new dedu tion is being
tra ted as follows by : A new dedu tion

an be

on-

onstru ted as follows.

p. 466, l. 12 from the bottom, Definition 41.6: swap (1) and (2).
p. 468, last three lines: repla e Definitions 41.14 by the following:
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V V
uni[F] :≡ z1 z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 ) .
y (uni[F]  F[y] → x ∈ y) .

Definitions 41.14 (1)
(2)

ιx F[x] :≡ lx

V

p. 469, repla e Proposition 41.15 by the following:

Proposition 41.15. Sequents a
−

LXl -dedu

ording to the following s hemata are

X ∈ {K, J, P, D}.

ible for

V

s ∈ ιx F[x],

(41.15ii)

s ∈ t, F[t] ⇒ s ∈ ιx F[x]
V V
z1 z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 ), F[t] ⇒ ιx F[x] = t

(41.15iii)

z1

V

(41.15i)

z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 ), F[t] ⇒ s ∈ t

Proof. Re 41.15i.

uni[F], F[t] ⇒ uni[F]  F[t]

s∈t ⇒ s∈t

uni[F]  F[t] → s ∈ t, uni[F], F[t] ⇒ s ∈ t
V

y (uni [F]  F[y] → s ∈ y), uni[F], F[t] ⇒ s ∈ t
.
V V
s ∈ ιx F[x], z1 z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 ), F[t] ⇒ s ∈ t

Re 41.15ii.

F[t], F[b] ⇒ F[t]  F[b]

b = t, s ∈ t ⇒ s ∈ b

s ∈ t, F[t]  F[b] → b = t, F[t], F[b] ⇒ s ∈ b
========
V===============================
V====
s ∈ t, F[t], z1 z2 (F[z1 ]  F[z2 ] → z1 = z2 ), F[b] ⇒ s ∈ b
s ∈ t, F[t], uni[F], F[b] ⇒ s ∈ b
======================
s ∈ t, F[t], uni[F]  F[b] ⇒ s ∈ b

s ∈ t, F[t] ⇒ uni[F]  F[b] → s ∈ b
V
s ∈ t, F[t] ⇒ y (uni[F]  F[y] → s ∈ y)
s ∈ t, F[t] ⇒ s ∈ ιx F[x]

Re 41.15iii. This is a fairly straightforward

.

ombination of 41.15i and ii.

qed

Left to the reader.
p. 484, l. 9 from the bottom 41.57iv: read  t ∈ T, s
′
′
instead of  t ∈ T, s = t , s ∈ r ⇒ s ∈ t.

′

= t ′ , r ∈ s ⇒ r ∈ t

p. 491,  Re 41.72iii: involves a ut whi h doesn't make it suitable for
p. 492, proof gure  Re

41.74ii, repla e  hhs, 0

′

LPl .

i, g(s, 0, f(s))i ∈ h

by
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 hhs, 0i, f(s))i ∈ h
p. 495, proof gure  Re 41.78i, se ond line: add  t ∈ N, hhs, ti, ri before
 ∈ h,


proof gure  Re 41.79i, repla e lower sequent by

s ∈ N ⇒ hhs, 0i, h(s, 0)i ∈ h .
p. 499, l. 10 from the bottom (in Remark 42.3): repla e

lx . t ≡ {z :
by

lx . t ≡ {z :


W W
x y (z = hx, yi)  y = t} ,
W W
x y (z = hx, yi  y = t)} ,

l. 3 from the bottom: repla e

p. 502, l. 11 (Definition 42.11.
variable

D

by

P.

lause (6)) add: with

z

being the rst

∈
/ F V (AB) .

p. 564, l. 6 from the bottom: obtained from them instead of obtained
form them.

Q
Q
p. 570, l. 6: read  LX1 -admissible instead of  HX1 -admissible.
p. 572, l. 2: the formal prin iples instead of the formal prin iple


l. 4: The remainder of this se tion instead of The remainder this

se tion
p. 574, l. 14 and 15: 

V

x F[x]

instead of 

V

x [x]

p. 586, l. 4 (proof gure, se ond line): read  b
instead of  ¬F[b])


< c, c < a′ , b < a → ¬F[b]

last line: repla e

¬¬
by

W

x F[x] ⇒

W
V
y (F[y] ∧ z (z < y → ¬F[z])) .

W
W
V
¬¬( x F[x] → y (F[y] ∧ z (z < y → ¬F[z]))) .

p. 605, l. 18 from the bottom (Definition 48.4 (2)): repla e  fof
 fof

(r).

(r, s)

by

p. 607, l. 6 from the bottom (main text): repla e free variables.footnote
by free variables. and read the senten e beginning with Primitive reursive fun tions and ending with variables in PRA. as a footnote.
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p. 621, l. 4 (Remark 48.61): read

V

x(F[x] ∨ ¬F[x]) ⇒

instead of

V

x (F[x] ∨ F[x]) ⇒

W V
e x((F[x] ↔ φe (x) = 1) ∧ (φe (x) = 0 ∨ φe (x) = 1)),

W V
e x ((F ↔ φe (x) = 1) ∧ (φe (x) = 0 ∨ φe (x) = 1)) .

p. 739, l. 19 (Quotation 57.27): read in very few
of in very few

ases or none instead

ases or non.

p. 894, l. 4 from the bottom (footnote 2): repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang
[1987℄.
p. 1011, l. 8: read from instead of form.
p. 1017, l. 14 from the bottom: read it follows instead of if follows.
p. 1026, l. 13 from the bottom: read This sounds like instead of This
sound like.
p. 1030, l. 16: read from the value instead of form the value.
p. 1081, l. 6, Quotation 76.16. (1), add: Weyl before [1921℄.
p. 1087, l. 23 from the bottom, Quotation 77.8. (1), new paragraph after
meaningless. and before In all

ontexts . . . .

p. 1087, l. 14 from the bottom, Quotation 77.8. (1), add: put before
numerals for the variables in su h a way . . . .
p. 1088, l. 22, Quotation 77.9. repla e ist by is:  orrelate of a sublass is that sub lass itself .
p. 109, after l. 24 (Quotation 78.12) add line: expresses a true proposition with respe t to every one of these models, we
p. 1099, l. 11 from the bottom: repla e 67.20 by 78.17.
p. 1102, l. 13: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1104, l. 4 from the bottom: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1106, l. 3: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1108, l. 16: repla e form by from in Quotation 79.10.
p. 1109, l. 1: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
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p. 1126, l. 19: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1133, l. 4: repla e  Brouwerian  by  Brouwerians .
p. 1158, l. 3 from the bottom: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1161, l. 16: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1169, l. 4: read share no xed point instead of share not xed point.
p. 1185, l. 16 from the bottom (Quotation 85.10 (4)): read
 ∀x1

. . . ∀xn t(x1 , . . . , xn = o)

instead of  ∀x1

. . . ∀xn (t = o).

p. 1207, l. 5: repla e Wang [1986℄ by Wang [1987℄.
p. 1300, l. 1: read how many angels instead of how man angels.
p. 1303, l. 2: read  d'être for the instead of  d'être n for the.


l. 14 from the bottom: read Gödel instead of G"odel.

p. 1307, l. 1: read amenable instead of amendable.
p. 1368, l. 7 from the bottom, (3) Girard [1995℄: repla e p. 28 by p.
171;


l. 4 from the bottom: read work instead of word;



last line (of text): read [1982℄ instead of [1974℄.

p. 1387, l. 8 from the bottom (footnote 11): repla e Wang [1986℄ by
Wang [1987℄.
p. 1412, l. 4: repla e and Wands hneider [1984℄ by Kesselring [1984℄,
and Wands hneider [1991℄.
p. 1546, l. 13 from the bottom: repla e  rijmzei  by  rijmhtzei .
p. 1421, l. 9 from the bottom (disregarding footnotes): repla e an ient
means never. by an ient means ever, on e.
p. 1557, l. 6 from the bottom: delete Take, e.g., tertium non datur for
negated ws,

¬A ∨ ¬¬A;

this is perfe tly provable in intuitionisti

logi .

This is utter nonsense and I have no idea what was going on in my mind

¬¬A → A,
¬¬¬A → ¬A. This is what

when I wrote it. Perhaps I was thinking of `double negation',
whi h holds intuitionisti ally for negated ws:
it

an be repla ed by: Take, e.g., the double negation of tertium non

datur,

¬¬(A ∨ ¬A);

this is perfe tly provable in intuitionisti

logi .

p. 1571, l. 2, repla e the topmost proof gure by the following one:
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R∈R ⇒ R∈R
R ∈/ R, R ∈ R ⇒
∈

R∈R ⇒ R∈R

R ∈ R, R ∈ R ⇒

⇒ R ∈ R, R ∈/ R

R∈R ⇒

♠

♣

⇒ R ∈/ R
/R
and (on the same page), in se ond proof gure, last line, read  R ∈
instead of  R ∈ R

⇒

⇒.

p. 1601: repla e diagram 116.10 by the following one:

metatheory

primärkalkül

l-abstra

tion

/

/

interpretation

in lusion

obje t variables

ompound ws

O

in lusion

ompound terms

p. 1621, l. 9 from the bottom: repla e 

V

o

y

by 

V

Y .

p. 1630, l. 18: insert ) before  ⇒; i.e., repla e  (F[t2 ]
 (F[t2 ]

∨ ¬F[t2 ]) ⇒.

∨ ¬F[t2 ] ⇒

by

p. 1669: in the proof gure  Re 123.13ii, sixth line: repla e
 l⊤

⊑

V

x (F[x] → eb)

by

l⊤ ⊑ l

V

x (F[x] → eb).

In remark 123.14, se ond line, repla e that by than.
p. 1670: in the proof gure  Re 123.18i repla e  ⊥ by  ⊤ throughout.
In the proof gure  Re 123.18ii repla e the se ond line  A

→e
a⇒B→e
a
→e
a⇒A→e
a and the third C → (A → e
a) ⇒ C → (B → e
a) by
 C → (B → e
a) ⇒ C → (A → e
a).

by  B
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In the proof gure  Re 123.18iii repla e the se ond line  A

e
a) ⇒ B → (C → e
a)

by  B

p. 1705, (125.12iii): repla e

→ (C →

→ (C → e
a) ⇒ A → (C → e
a).

¨ s) ⊆
¨ lx (ly (y =
¨ t))
s=
¨ t ⇒ lx (ly (y =
¨ x) ⊆
¨ x) ⊆

by

¨ t ⇒ lx (ly (y =
¨ s) ⊑ lx (ly (y =
¨ t))
s⊆
¨ x) ⊆
¨ x) ⊆


Re 125.12iii: Repla e proof gure by:

¨ t, ly (y =
¨ s ⇒ ly (y =
¨ t
s⊆
¨ a) ⊆
¨ a) ⊆
¨ t ⇒ lx (ly (y =
¨ s) ⊑ lx (ly (y =
¨ t)
s⊆
¨ x) ⊆
¨ x) ⊆

.

p. 1706, l. 2, proof of proposition 125.15, repla e the whole thing by the
following:

Proof. By means of

ontra tion it is possible to prove a

ontradi tion

along similar lines as for 141.11 in the appendix A1, only with somewhat
more rudimentary notions due to the la k of 41.2 (1.2) and (2.3). Take
to be dened as

¨ x)
lx (¨{x¨} 6⊆

and

onsider the following dedu tions:

¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a ⇒ ¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a
¨{a¨} 6⊆
¨ a, ¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a⇒

⇒a=
¨ a
¨
¨ R, ¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a⇒
{a¨
}⊆

¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a ⇒ ¨{a¨
¨ a
}⊆
¨ a) ⊑ lx (¨
¨ R), ¨
¨ a, ¨{a¨} ⊆
¨ a⇒
lx (¨{x¨} ⊆
{x¨
}⊆
{a¨
}⊆
¨ R, ¨
¨ a, ¨
¨ a⇒
a⊆
{a¨
}⊆
{a¨
}⊆
¨ }
¨⊆
¨ }
¨⊆
¨ a, {a
¨ a⇒
a=
¨ R, {a
¨ a⇒
a=
¨ R, ¨
{a¨
}⊆
¨a
a=
¨ R⇒¨
{a¨
} 6⊆
¨ x)
¨ lx (¨
{x¨
} 6⊆
⇒¨
{R¨
}⊆

♠

125.7i

and also:

¨a
a=
¨ R⇒¨
{a¨
} 6⊆
.
¨ x)
{x¨
} 6⊆
⇒¨
{R¨
} ⊑ lx (¨

,

125.14

R
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Continue as follows:

⇒¨
{R¨
}=
¨ ¨
{R¨
}
¨
{R¨
}⊑R⇒

¨ R
⇒ ¨{R¨} ⊆
¨
¨ R⇒
{R¨} 6⊆

.
qed

p. 1729, l. 4 from the bottom: insert round bra ket after
¬¬(s ∈ klx C[x]kDL ) ⇒ s ∈ klx C[x]kDL .

kDL :

p. 1737, rst line: repla e Employ 126.64ii by Employ 126.63i.
p. 1759, l. 5, (128.27ii), repla e

h

by

f : r1 = s1 , r2 = s2 , f [[r1 , r2 ]] = t ⇒

f [[s1 , s2 ]] = t.
p. 1763, l. 15 from the bottom 128.34ii: read  ⇒
 t ∈ T, s ∈ r, r ∈ t

0 ∈ T

instead of

⇒ s ∈ t.

p. 1809, l. 16 from the bottom (proof of lemma 132.13, third last line):
read By proposition 126.35 instead of By proposition 131.22.
p. 1818, l. 7 from the bottom (Proposition 133.8): read  D has the left
rank


1

 instead of  D has the rank

1.

l. 5 from the bottom: read If the left rank were instead of If the

rank were.
p. 1823, l. 6 from the bottom, repla e

V
Γ, γ̆[ z (z ∈ b → z I ∈ b)] ⇒ s ∈ b

by



V
Γ, γ̆[ z (z ∈ b → z I ∈ b)] ⇒ s ∈ s .

Se ond last line, repla e

V
Γ, [ z (z ∈ b → z I ∈ b)]·n ⇒ s ∈ b

by

V
Γ, [ z (z ∈ b → z I ∈ b)]·n ⇒ s ∈ c .

p. 1824, se ond line in the proof of theorem 135.15, repla e  δ1
 δ1

≥ 0

> 0.

p. 1825, Definition 134.1., repla e

Π̆˚:≡ lx (x ∈ Z 

V

V
y (I ∈ y  [ z (z ∈ y → z I ∈ y)/x] → x ∈ y))

by
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by

Π̆˚:≡ lx (x ∈ Z 

V

y ([I ∈ y ∧

V

z (z ∈ y → z I ∈ y)/x] → x ∈ y)) .

p. 1830, rst line (134.9iv), repla e 131.18ii by 131.18i.
p. 1832, se ond last line (134.16iii), repla e

Li DZl ∪ {(⊥ → ⊥) → ⊥} ⊢ ⊥(⊥ → ⊥) → ⊥
by

Li DlZ ∪ {(⊥ → ⊥) → ⊥} ⊢ ⊥ .
p. 1834, repla e last proof gure on that page ( Re 134.22i.) by the following one:

Γ ⇒A
=====
C⇒A
⇒C→A
⇒ (C → A)

(C → A), C ⇒ A
♣

C ⇒ A

Γ ⇒ C

♣

Γ ⇒ A

.

p. 1842, third line, repla e

[B/s], [A/I ⊓ I] → [B/I], [A/s], [A/I] ⇒ [B/s ⊓ I]
by

[B/s], [A/I ⊓ I] → [B/I], [A/I], [A/I] ⇒ [B/s ⊓ I]
p. 1848, l. 12 from the bottom, rst line in the dedu tion re 135.20vii,
repla e  A2

⇒ A1 

by  A2 , Γ

⇒ A1 

and

an el  B1 , A2 , A2 , Γ, Π

⇒ B2 

ompletley.


l. 11 from the bottom, se ond line of that dedu tion, repla e
 a ∈ Π̆, [A2 /a]

⇒ [A1 /a]

 a ∈ Π̆, [A2 /a], Γ

by

⇒ [A1 /a],

and
 B1 , A2 , A2 , Γ, Π

⇒ B2 

by

 B1 , A2 , A2 , Π

⇒ B2 .

p. 1886, third line (137.8i), as well as line 10 and 11 (in proof gure),
repla e  ⇒


zhf [s1 , t1 , r1 ]

by  ⇒

zhf [s2 , t2 , r2 ];
shg[s1 , t1 , r1 ]

fourth line (137.8ii), repla e  ⇒

p. 1901, sixth line from the bottom, repla e  →

by  ⇒

y ∈T 

shg[s2 , t2 , r2 ];

by  →

y ∈ T .
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l. 3 from the bottom, repla e  →

T  by  → y ∈ T .
W

p. 1903, rst line, repla e the quantier

by the quantier
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in the w

W
¬ x (ded Li DZ (x, pGq) = 0) ↔ G
l

W
˚:

W
¬ ˚x (ded Li DZ (x, pGq) = 0) ↔ G .
l

p. 1923, se ond proof gure, repla e

CA ∈ CA ⇒ A
⇒ CA ∈ CA → A
⇒ CA ∈ CA

CA ∈ CA ⇒ A
♣

⇒A

.

by

CA ∈ CA ⇒ A
⇒ CA ∈ CA → A
CA ∈ CA ⇒ A

⇒ CA ∈ CA

♣

⇒A

.

p. 1925, Re 141.iii and iv, third proof gure from the top, repla e  ⇔

K ∈ lx (∁x ∈/ x)

by  ⇔

K ∈ lx (∁x ∈ x)
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